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ABSTRACT 

Molecular understanding of mercury compounds is of considerable interest as the element 

is pervasive in the environment and certain chemical forms are highly toxic to humans at very low 

doses. Chalcogenides have high affinity for mercury and one in particular, selenium, may play a 

major role in the mechanisms involved with mercury toxicity in vivo. In this dissertation, 

conventional X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and high-energy resolution fluorescence 

detection X-ray absorption spectroscopy (HERFD XAS) have been employed to identify the 

chemical coordination of mercury with various ligand types relevant to mercury toxicity. XAS and 

density functional theory (DFT) calculations were used to identify the molecular structures 

responsible for the drastic changes in toxicity in zebrafish larvae exposed to a common 

hypopigment-inducer 1-phenyl-2-thiourea. Next, XAS and X-ray fluorescence imaging (XFI) 

were used to investigate the fate of mercury localization in zebrafish larvae following treatment 

with the dithiol 1,3-benzene-diamido-2-carboxylethanethiol. During the course of exploring the 

molecular structure of various mercury-ligand complexes, it was evident that current methods to 

probe the electronic structure of mercury compounds are met with challenges, and capabilities to 

observe richer spectroscopy would significantly benefit molecular studies of mercury toxicity. 

Hence, the quest to develop methods for enhanced chemical characterization using HERFD XAS 

was pursued to reveal the potential of increased chemical specificity and improved concentration 

sensitivity of this technique in natural relevant levels of a series of mercury and selenium 

compounds. The results present substantial improvements in chemical characterization of mercury 

and selenium compounds for applications in the study of mercury toxicity. HERFD XAS was 

thereupon employed as a complementary tool to conventional XAS in the investigations of species 

identification of mercury and selenium compounds in cases of biological organisms. XAS, 

HERFD XAS, and quantum-mechanical/molecular-mechanical (QM/MM) studies were employed 

to examine the interaction of Hg(II) with 1-methylthymine and a canonical DNA helix to 

understand this mode of biological coordination of Hg(II). Finally, mammalian tissue is examined 

to reveal unreported chemical species in a historical specimen showing signs of organomercury 

poisoning from Minamata Bay, Japan.  
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CHAPTER 1. Introduction 

 

Mercury (Hg) compounds are some of the most powerful toxins humans are exposed to on 

Earth (Korbas et al., 2012). Historically mercury has had many uses in medicine, art, ceremonial 

practices, and industrial processes. The wealth of research on the toxic effects of mercury 

compounds, as well as the numerous mass poisoning events that have occurred (Takeuchi et al., 

1962; Bakir et al., 1973) have decreased its utility as it is now evident that the risks associated with 

some mercury compounds far outweigh the benefits. Global agencies and over 100 country parties 

have agreed to concerted objectives in recent years to encourage the reduction in the accumulation 

of mercury in the environment from anthropogenic sources, restrict the use of mercury compounds 

and lower the exposure of mercury compounds to humans (Selin, 2014; Minamata Convention on 

Mercury, 2019). The Minamata Convention on Mercury ratified in 2014 outlines reduction efforts 

which include, yet are not limited to, an embargo on the manufacturing, import and export of 

consumer goods containing mercury, the reduction of mercury use in gold mining, as well as 

managing the mercury emission from industries (Minamata Convention on Mercury, 2019). 

Mercury is pervasive in the environment and certainly a major concern to human health. 

Mercury is maintained in the environment through a biogeochemical cycle involving both natural 

and anthropogenic activities (Selin, 2009). Natural sources contributing to the global cycling of 

mercury include volcanic activity and forest fires (Morel et al., 1998). Anthropogenic sources of 

mercury include artisanal gold mining, burning of fossil fuels, chlor-alkali plants, incinerators, 

pulp industries, and waste handling (Selin, 2009; Morel et al., 1998). Mercury has also been used 

in the manufacturing of products such as dental amalgams, fluorescent lamps, switches, and 

thermometers (Selin, 2014). The biogeochemical cycle of mercury circulates mercury in air, water, 

soil, and organisms, with varying amounts of differing chemical forms (Selin, 2009). The 

atmosphere predominantly holds elemental mercury, and water systems and soil contain mostly 

inorganic and organic forms of mercury (Selin, 2009). Organic forms of mercury readily 

bioaccumulate and biomagnify up the food web depending on the bioavailability, chemical 

species, lipid solubility, and relative abundance of organisms (Morel et al., 1998). 

Bioaccumulation of organomercury compounds start from alkyl mercury accumulation in plankton 

which is then consumed by predators up the food web so that animals along the trophic web (ie. 

larger animals) will have more accumulated organomercury compounds (Morel et al., 1998). 
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Common sources of mercury exposure to humans today are through the consumption of 

contaminated fish, use of dental amalgams, and nominally through the administration of vaccines 

(Clarkson et al., 2003). The damaging toxic effects from excess mercury exposure (Clarkson et al., 

2003; Magos and Clarkson, 2006; Guzzi and La Porta, 2008) underscores the importance of 

increasing the body of knowledge with regard to treatments in accidental exposures and 

occupational hazards to mercury. Chalcogenides have long been known to have high affinity for 

mercury and it is becoming increasingly apparent that the toxicity of mercury is intimately 

connected to the biochemistry of selenium in vivo (Beijer and Jernelöv, 1978; Ralston et al., 2007; 

MacDonald et al., 2015a). The ongoing investigations were designed to accumulate concepts for 

improving the therapeutics in cases of mercury poisoning, as well as exploring methodologies to 

better analyze this highly potent toxicant.  

1.1 Mercury Toxicity 

The well-documented outbreak of methylmercury poisoning which occurred in Minamata 

Bay, Japan in the 1950s, later evolved into the naming of Minamata disease, a neurological 

disorder associated with severe methylmercury poisoning (Kurland et al., 1960). As a result of the 

release of methylmercury from nearby factory effluent into Minamata Bay, residents in the local 

communities consuming fish and shellfish from the bay experienced a broad range of neurological 

symptoms from paresthesia and ataxia, and in extreme cases resulting in death (Kurland et al., 

1960). The toxicological profile of mercury is heavily dependent on the chemical form and route 

of exposure (Korbas et al., 2012). Often symptoms arise after a latency period and organic mercury 

compounds usually exhibit the more serious toxic effects (Clarkson et al., 2003). Target organs in 

humans are commonly the kidney and brain with pathological symptoms including ataxia, loss of 

vision and hearing, proteinuria, tremors, tubular necrosis, and in extreme cases, death (Clarkson et 

al., 2003). The developing fetus is also a major vulnerable subject to mercury exposure as certain 

mercury compounds are capable of crossing the placental barrier (Rooney, 2007). As with other 

divalent metal ions, mercuric ions have also shown to react with DNA. Hg(II) binds strongly to 

nucleobases in between the two helices and has the highest relative affinity among other divalent 

ions (Eichhorn and Shin, 1968). Organomercurial binding to DNA has also been extensively 

studied, identifying the binding of CH3Hg(II) to the endocyclic N and C atoms of nucleobases as 

possible mechanisms of mutagenicity (Onyido et al., 2004).  
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1.1.1 Elemental Mercury 

Elemental mercury is a naturally occurring metal released from volcanic eruptions and the 

erosion of rock ores containing mercury (Selin, 2009). Elemental mercury is a metallic liquid at 

room temperature and highly volatile (Gonzalez-Raymat et al., 2017). Mercury vapour can be 

transported to the most remote regions of the arctic due to global cycling (Mason et al., 2005) 

making it a truly global issue. Anthropogenic sources include the burning of fossil fuels, 

incinerators, dental amalgams, and a number of industrial applications (Guzzi and La Porta, 2008). 

The two major sources of human exposure are through occupational hazards and dental amalgam 

use, the latter of which has no known reports of toxic cases (Aposhian et al., 2003). Ingestion of 

Hg0 in liquid form is not readily absorbed by the gastrointestinal tract and dermal absorption is 

limited. However, exposure to the vapour form is well absorbed by the lungs (Cantor, 1951; 

Gochfield, 2003; Clarkson and Magos, 2006). Hg0 as an uncharged monoatomic gas is highly 

lipophilic which may cross cell membranes including the blood brain barrier (BBB) and placental 

barrier (Rooney 2007). Catalase-mediated oxidation to Hg2+ occurs in cells throughout the body 

which lowers the lipophilicity so that the cation is trapped in the site of oxidation which can 

determine the final body deposition (Magos et al., 1977). A study by Hursh et al. (1976) found 

about 74% of mercury was retained in the body following a single inhaled dose of mercury vapour. 

Toxic effects from acute exposure include dyspnoea, chest pain, nausea, vomiting, and in severe 

cases death (Magos and Clarkson, 2006). Chronic exposures show symptoms of tremors, 

psychological symptoms and proteinurea (Clarkson et al., 2003).  

1.1.2 Inorganic Mercury 

Risks of elevated inorganic mercury exposure is mostly associated through occupational 

exposures. Bodily distribution of Hg2+ is not well understood. Absorption and distribution 

following oral ingestion of inorganic mercury salts varies depending on the compound. Reports 

have shown Hg(NO3)2, HgCl2, and HgSO4 all to produce symptoms of anuria following acute 

exposure (Magos and Clarkson, 2006). Most of the ingested inorganic mercury is excreted in urine 

or retained by the kidneys however the exact mechanisms of renal toxicity are unknown (Magos 

and Clarkson, 2006). Inorganic mercury exposure can induce metallothionein synthesis which are 

a group of cysteine-rich, metal-binding proteins that can stimulate mercury accumulation in kidney 
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tubules (Tanaka-Kagawa et al., 1993). Inorganic forms of mercury are unable to cross the BBB 

(Rooney, 2007). Other symptoms of elevated inorganic mercury exposure following oral ingestion 

include stomatitis and gastroenteritis (Magos and Clarkson, 2006). Exposure through dermal 

contact can cause acrodynia and blistering and occupational exposure has been linked to lung 

damage in workers (Magos and Clarkson, 2006).  

1.1.3 Organic Mercury 

Methyl- and ethylmercury are the most toxic organic mercury compounds humans are 

exposed to which cause harmful toxic effects. Methylmercury exposure is usually with the 

ingestion of contaminated fish (Gochfield, 2003). Ethylmercury exposure is usually from vaccines 

containing Thiomersal, an organomercury compound with fungicidal properties (Aschner and 

Ceccatelli, 2010). These organomercurials can cross the BBB and placental barrier (Rooney, 

2007), affecting both the central nervous system and the developing fetus which can promote 

permanent developmental damage. Methylmercury is mostly present in the body attached to thiol 

groups in amino acids, peptides, and proteins and circulates through the enterohepatic cycle 

(Gochfield, 2003). The mechanism of methylmercury demethylation into inorganic mercury by 

microflora has been reported to occur in the intestine yet the mechanism is currently unknown 

(Clarkson et al., 2007). Furthermore, inorganic mercury is poorly absorbed by the intestines, 

therefore most of the transformed mercury will be eliminated in feces (Clarkson and Magos, 2006). 

Methylmercury complexed with L-cysteine is thought to absorb from the intestines via large 

neutral amino acid carriers (Leaner and Mason, 2002). Once in the bloodstream methylmercury 

complexes are distributed to different organ systems of the body. A similar methylmercury-

cysteine complex is hypothesized for transport into endothelial cells of the BBB as studies have 

found the transport of methylmercury-cysteine complexes across the membrane was competitively 

inhibited with large neutral amino acids (Kerper et al., 1992; Simmons-Willis et al., 2003). The 

liver was found to circulate methylmercury into bile complexed with reduced glutathione via 

glutathione carriers (Ballatori and Truong, 1995). This complex is then broken down to the 

methylmercury-cysteine complex which can be reabsorbed into the bloodstream via the 

gallbladder or re-enter the intestines (Clarkson et al., 2007). Symptoms of elevated exposure to 

organomercurials can cause mental impairments such as paraethesia and ataxia, as well as 
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disturbances in speech, sight, and auditory function, with severe cases of mercury loading causing 

death (Clarkson et al., 2003). 

1.2 Minimizing of Mercury Exposure in Biological Organisms 

Mercury exposure is a global issue. Reduction of anthropogenic sources of mercury is one 

way to help minimize mercury exposure in humans and possibly reduce the occurrence of negative 

health effects. Emissions from fossil fuel burning are the largest source of mercury into the 

atmosphere (Pirrone et al., 2010). Steps to eliminate the use of burning fossil fuels and instead 

harness the utility of renewable energy sources such as sunlight, wind, and geothermal heat would 

greatly reduce anthropogenic sources. While total elimination is unrealistic, striving to lessen the 

human exposure is essential. Mercury scrubbers in power plant flue gas in an attempt to reduce 

mercury emissions could be an alternative line of protection. Chemical forms of mercury in coal-

fired flue-gas are either elemental Hg0 or oxidized HgCl2 with chemical fractions dependent on 

the coal type and combustion efficiency (Gale et al., 2008). Capabilities to isolate and remove 

mercury from flue gas are available. Investigations into wet scrubbers using a desulfurization 

slurry showed effective removal of Hg(II) from the flue gas, while elemental Hg0 required an extra 

step of oxidation via halogens such as sodium chlorite (Krzyżyńska et al., 2018). In addition, 

innovative sorbent materials can aid in highly effective mercury traps for environmental 

remediation efforts in aqueous systems. Li et al. (2014) developed a nano-trap comprising of a 

highly-porous thiol-based polymer for a record-high saturation of mercury uptake, and effectively 

lowered the Hg(II) levels in aqueous systems from 10 ppm to as low as 0.4 ppb. The 

aforementioned lines of protection depend highly on economic resources which limit actions that 

would be appropriate for the decrease in anthropogenic sources of mercury. Therefore there is a 

fundamental need in the continued research into the mechanisms by which different chemical 

forms of mercury may exert their individual toxic effects for the development of effective therapy 

options and remediation arrangements to be achieved. 

The course of sequestering mercury is complicated due to its varied toxicological profiles 

depending on the route of exposure, chemical form, and rate of exposure. The rate or amount of 

exposure will not be discussed in this dissertation, but the targets of mercury compounds do play 

a critical role in its toxicological outcome and will be broadly discussed. This is a direct result of 

the chemical form in question which would suggest the treatments designed to sequester mercury 
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may require site specific targeting. Furthermore, speciation plays a significant role in the fate of 

cellular mercury accumulation (Korbas et al., 2012). With the development of more sensitive 

techniques, the ability to investigate individual site specific chemical information will only 

improve the body of knowledge that can be gained from targeting the root of the problem. As 

technologies improve, researchers are better equipped to understand the results observed so that 

the more direct the investigation, the less need for interpretation of observations. 

Chelators are multidentate ligands, which form stable ring complexes and are the typical 

model for mercury sequestrating agents. Ideal chelators would achieve strong, irreversible, and 

conservative binding to a target metal ion. In addition, further criteria for an ideal chelator include 

high specificity and affinity, safe delivery to target organs and excretion, as well as inherent drug 

nontoxicity. With respect to mercury, most therapeutics involve organic dithiols (Fu et al., 2011). 

To date the most prescribed treatment for mercury poisoning is meso-2,3-dimercaptosuccinic acid 

(DMSA), however a few other dithiol candidates have shown promise (Figure 1.1) (Rooney, 

2007). Treatments to acute exposure of excess mercury compounds work best when administered 

soon after exposure to avoid accumulation in target organs. Removal of mercury from the body in 

chronic cases is met with more challenges since once mercury reaches the target organ it attaches 

to local tissues making the transportation and elimination very difficult. A number of dithiol 

compounds have been developed and are prescribed for the treatment of heavy metal poisoning 

but studies have shown they may not be specific to mercury (Fu et al., 2011; Packer et al., 1995). 

meso-DMSA is the leading treatment for mercury poisoning; however experiments have shown 

that meso-DMSA does not form true chelate complexes with inorganic Hg(II), instead at a 1:1 

Hg:chelator ratio, a binuclear ring complex is predicted (George et al., 2004). Researchers 

predicted the angle between the vicinal dithiols was too restrictive to accommodate a mercury ion, 

as well as maintaining the close-to-linear structure observed in the vast majority of two-coordinate 

Hg compounds (George et al., 2004).   
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Figure 1.1. Structure of dithiol candidates for metal chelation. A: 2,3-

dimercaptopropanol (BAL); B: 2,3-dimercapto-1-propanesulfonic 

acid (DMPS); C: meso-2,3-dimercaptosuccinic acid (meso-DMSA); D: α-

lipoic acid (ALA); E: dihydrolipoic acid (DHLA).  
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Furthermore, meso-DMSA has been shown to chelate essential minerals like copper and zinc in 

the body (Rooney, 2007) and therefore the potential of harmful effects from competition 

subjugates the original intent of chelators and may jeopardize homeostasis. These dithiols (Figure 

1.1) provide a structural foundation for mercury treatment agents, however their results are 

suboptimal in cases of mercury poisoning (Rooney, 2007; George et al., 2004). 

1.3 Selenium 

Selenium (Se) is an essential element with a narrow threshold of safety (Roman et al., 

2014). As a Group VIA element and with other chalcogenides, it has high affinity for mercury 

compounds, approximately a million times greater than sulfur (Dyrssen and Wedborg, 1991). 

Selenium is present in L-selenocysteine, the 21st essential amino acid, and plays critical roles in 

enzymatic protection from oxidative damage in cells. The chemical properties of selenium are 

similar to sulfur (Reich and Hondal, 2016).  

1.3.1 Selenium Sources 

Selenium is a natural trace element, essential to animal life (Roman et al., 2014). In the 

earth’s crust, [Se]2 is the most common state and is released from rocks through water-rock 

interactions (Torres et al., 2011). The world mean average of selenium in soil is 0.4 mg kg1 

(Sharma et al., 2015). Anthropogenic activity can accelerate the mobilization of selenium through 

mining, agriculture, petrochemical, and industrial processes (Torres et al., 2011). Due to 

bioaccumulation, selenium is also considered a major contaminant in aquatic ecosystems, however 

this is dependent on the concentration of chemical species (Santos et al., 2015). Plants accumulate 

selenium from soil and the concentration is highly dependent on the inherent accumulative 

abilities, as well as geoavailability relating to the physicochemical conditions of the surrounding 

soil such as pH, redox conditions, salinity, and organic matter (Roman et al., 2014). Once taken 

up, plants are able to biotransform selenium to organo-selenium compounds (Schiavon and Pilon-

Smits, 2017). Selenium intake for humans is largely from diet with a minimum recommended daily 

intake of 20 µg for adults before the onset of Keshan disease, a cardiomyopathy disease treated 

with selenium supplementation (Roman et al., 2014). The recommended daily intake of 50 µg is 
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suggested for maintenance of normal functions and it is estimated one billion people are deficient 

in selenium (Schiavon and Pilon-Smits, 2017; Lyons et al., 2003). 

1.3.2 Selenium Biochemistry  

To date, only a small fraction of the twenty-five identified classes of selenium proteins 

have been functionally characterized in the human proteome (Roman et al., 2014). Selenium is a 

key component to several important processes such as redox regulation with glutathione 

peroxidase and thioredoxin reductase (Roman et al., 2014). Further processes include regulation 

of apoptosis, immunomodulation, regulation of thyroid hormones, and protein folding and 

degrading of misfolded proteins in the endoplasmic reticulum (Roman et al., 2014; Rayman, 2012). 

Absorption of selenium compounds in humans mainly occurs in the small intestine and most 

selenium compounds are readily absorbed to 70-90% completion for both inorganic and organic 

forms (Roman et al., 2014). Selenite is an exception with < 60% absorption (Roman et al., 2014). 

Once absorbed, selenium species are transported to the liver for selenium metabolism which 

include the synthesis of most selenoproteins and regulation of selenium metabolite excretion 

(Roman et al., 2014). Excreted selenium takes the form of methylated products which include 

dimethyl selenide, and the trimethyl selenide cation (Kuehnelt et al., 2007). 

In higher plants, selenium is considered a beneficial element for normal growth and stress 

resistance (Schiavon and Pilon-Smits, 2016). Selenium supplements have shown to benefit the 

growth of many plant species (Lyons et al., 2003; Pilon-Smits et al., 2009). As well, low doses of 

selenium supplementation have protected plants from environmental stresses including UV light, 

heavy metal stress, and pathogens (Schiavon and Pilon-Smits, 2016). Soils with exceedingly high 

levels of selenate or selenite contaminate the agricultural and industrial wastewaters. The 

Kesterson National Wildlife Rescue in California had a reservoir in the late 20th century that 

resulted in the death and deformity of fish and migratory birds due to high selenium accumulation 

(Ohlendorf et al., 1990). Conversely, geographical areas with low selenium content tend to have 

local human populations with selenium deficiency. Keshan disease, discovered in a district in 

northeast China, claimed many lives relating to selenium deficiency (Johnson et al., 2000). 

Scientists analyzed the soil, crops, and hair of individuals in China and found lower selenium 

levels in communities from northeast China down to the southwest (Johnson et al., 2000). The 

level of selenium in plants depends on the level and chemical form of selenium in the soil they 
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grow in. Another component of selenium content in plants depends on the inherent ability of 

selenium accumulation in the plant. Certain plants, the genus Astragalus for example, are 

hyperaccumulators of selenium which can accumulate > 1000 mg Se kg1 DW (Schiavon and 

Pilon-Smits, 2016; Brown and Shrift, 1982; Pickering et al., 2003). As previously mentioned, once 

in the plant, inorganic selenium biotransforms into organic forms selenocysteine and 

selenomethionine (Schiavon and Pilon-Smits, 2016). Defense mechanisms to selenium toxicity in 

plants include the reduction of Se(IV) and Se(VI) to Se(0), methylation of selenocysteine and 

selenomethionine, and metabolism to dimethyl diselenide for excretion (Shrift, 1969; Sors et al., 

2009). 

1.3.3 Selenium and Mercury 

Selenium has considerable relevance concerning mercury toxicity through both direct and 

indirect mechanisms. Glutathione peroxidase and thioredoxin reductase, each with one 

selenocysteine amino acid, protect by way of redox-related reactions (Lu and Holmgren, 2008). 

More directly, selenium can partake in reducing the toxicity of certain mercury forms. Khan and 

Wang (2010) have reported the cleaving of the HgC bond in methylmercury through a mechanism 

involving (CH3Hg)2Se. As previously mentioned, both elevated mercury or elevated selenium 

levels can be detrimental to human health but the presence of certain chemical forms of each 

element together, in a certain order, may be beneficial. The mutual detoxification of selenium and 

mercury has been investigated by Gailer et al. (2000) who have identified a HgSeS species 

readily formed, following venous injections of sodium selenite and mercuric chloride to rabbit 

subjects. Analysis of the rabbit plasma identified the molecular structure of a mercuric selenide 

core, surrounded by glutathione molecules (Gailer et al., 2000). Furthermore, mercury is known 

to have high affinity to endogenous selenium. Korbas et al. (2010a) found evidence of mercuric 

selenide formation in samples of human brain exposed to inorganic mercury. In another study, 

MacDonald et al. (2015a) have shown in a model vertebrate system, the co-localization of mercury 

and endogenous selenium when zebrafish larvae were exposed to inorganic mercury. Mercury-

selenium interactions may be a good indicator of the mechanisms underlying the detrimental 

effects from mercury exposure. The rat progeny of 16 generations of selenium-deficient diets 

maintained 60% of selenium concentration in the brain (Behne et al., 2002) which emphasizes the 

tight regulation of selenoproteins in the brain. Raymond and Ralston (2004) have reasoned that 
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the ‘protective effects’ of selenium against mercury poisoning can be through the maintenance of 

sufficient selenium levels to support normal selenoprotein activity in the brain. Subsequent to this, 

Ralston et al. (2007) have identified the importance of mercury to selenium molar ratios in food 

as a more comprehensive marker for risks associated with dietary methylmercury exposure than 

methylmercury alone (Ralston et al., 2007). Following numerous examples, investigations of 

selenium with regards to mercury toxicity are continuing to be studied extensively. 

1.4 Analytical Methods in Molecular Toxicology 

Molecular toxicology examines the adverse effects of chemical compounds by 

investigating the structural components influencing harmful effects from toxins. A wide range of 

analytical methods are available to identify and quantify toxic compounds and to observe their 

interactions with living organisms. Concerning mercury toxicity, the toxicological profile of 

mercury compounds are commonly categorized through identifying the chemical species – limited 

to elemental, inorganic, or organic compounds (Clarkson and Magos 2006; Bernhoft, 2012; Guzzi 

and La Porta, 2008; Rooney, 2007). Speciation of mercury compounds from biological or 

environmental sources concerning human health effects is generally focused on resolving between 

inorganic mercury species and organomercury species (Leermakers et al., 2005). These 

organomercury compounds are presumed to be predominantly methylmercury, due to the 

generation of methylmercury compounds mediated by methylating bacteria in aquatic 

environments (Puk and Weber, 1994). In general, speciation involves three analytical steps – 

extraction, separation, and detection. Extraction of mercury from environmental or biological 

samples commonly involves acid or alkaline digestion depending on the sample type (biological, 

sediment, etc.) followed by solvent extraction (Leermakers et al., 2005). The different forms of 

mercury are then separated and quantified by means of gas or liquid-phase chromatography and 

identified using one of a number of detection methods such as mass spectroscopy (Leermakers et 

al., 2005). Mass spectrometry is a suitable detection tool for mercury due to the highly 

characteristic distribution of mercury isotopes (Hoffmeyer et al., 2006). These analytical methods 

are straightforward and economical enough to pursue in a number of situations. However, they 

provide only limited structural information on the specific chemical species of mercury which is 

important in understanding the mechanism of mercury toxicity. For example, the extraction 

method of aqueous phase ethylation using sodium tetraethylborate isolates compounds by forming 
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methyl-ethylmercury or diethylmercury as representatives of methylmercury and Hg(II) species, 

respectively (Liang et al, 1994). However, the detection of these compounds only describes the 

former reactant species CH3Hg+ and Hg2+, and not the factual species present before ethylation. 

The structure and physical properties of a compound impacts the route of exposure 

(uptake), as well as the fate and toxic outcome to a living organism. Furthermore, recognizing the 

structure of a toxin in the environment or in a living organism can be applied in the development 

of treatments used to mitigate harmful effects or sequester and safely manage the toxin. Therefore 

identifying the structure of mercury compounds is significant. Korbas et al. (2012) used X-ray 

fluorescence imaging (XFI) to show different mercury species accumulate differently in zebrafish 

larvae. Results showed methylmercury-cysteine species targeted the outer eye lens, differently 

from mercury(II)-bis(cysteinate) which had decreased uptake, and inorganic mercury which 

accumulated in the olfactory epithelium and kidneys (Korbas et al., 2012). Therefore the toxicity 

of mercury compounds goes beyond the divide of inorganic mercury species and organomercury 

species. Detailed structural information can be gathered using other analytical techniques which 

take advantage of light in different regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. Among the structural 

techniques to be broadly discussed, include nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, 

infrared (IR) spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy and X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS). 

1.4.1 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) Spectroscopy 

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is a non-destructive analytical technique 

providing structural information on nuclei with nuclear spin. This analytical technique uses 

electromagnetic radiation to manipulate the nuclear spin and garner structural information due to 

the orientation and shielding influences of electrons around the nucleus. The location of peaks, or 

chemical shifts, represents the resonant frequency of the energy transition of each unique chemical 

environment of the nuclei targeted. NMR can be determined in samples of solid, liquid, and gas 

phases. Identification of chemical environments using NMR is widely used in chemistry. 1H NMR 

is extensively used due to the odd number of proton in nuclei, however isotopes of other elements 

are observable, including 199Hg with an isotopic abundance of 16.94% (Blum et al., 2014). While 

the number of determined structures entered into the Protein Data Bank (PDB) has been steadily 

increasing over the years, the number of structures solved by NMR has plateaued. Of the total of 

668 listed entries of ligands and macromolecules containing Hg, only 5 entries were solved by 
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solution NMR (Berman et al., 2019). Nevertheless, facets of structural information through NMR 

have been supportive in a number of studies. Sugiura et al. (1978) used 1H NMR to measure the 

binding affinity of selenium-containing ligands compared to sulfur-containing ligands toward 

methylmercury. Results indicated a greater affinity of selenium-containing ligands which they 

later suspected could suggest the presence of high selenohydryl-containing proteins in sea animals, 

such as tuna, analogous to metallothioneine (Sugiura et al., 1978). Melnick et al. (2007) used 1H 

NMR to emulate the coordination environment of the organomercurial lyase MerB in cleaving the 

mercury-alkyl bond. Using a series of simple thiol complexes, they determined the reactivity of 

thiol complexes to cleave the HgR bond is facilitated by a higher coordination of thiol ligands 

towards [HgR]+ (Melnick and Parkin, 2007). Kim et al. (2017) used 1H NMR to test the tolerance 

of Arabidopsis seeds to divalent cations Cd, Cu, Zn and Hg in the presence of exogenous 

glutathione. Their results support the impediment of Hg uptake with exogenous GSH, different 

from the other divalent cations (Kim et al., 2017). 1H NMR is a useful analytical technique and 

has been instrumental in solving a number of structural questions of small molecules in chemistry. 

However, due to the abundance of protons in all living things, any structure determination will 

require pre-treatment of the sample in the form of extraction and/or separation. Furthermore, since 

the molar ratio of mercury within a molecule is typically very low, the extent of structural 

information to be obtained by 199Hg is limited. 

1.4.2 Vibrational Spectroscopy 

Infrared (IR) spectroscopy is also a non-destructive technique probing the presence, or 

absence, of functional groups in a chemical compounds. Functional groups absorb photons at the 

infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum at characteristic frequencies resulting in diagnostic 

vibrational patterns. IR spectra can be collected on solids, liquids, and gases. The information 

gathered from an IR spectrum is on molecular fragments, in which case other complementary 

techniques would be useful. IR spectroscopy has not been widely used in molecular studies of 

mercury compounds, as is evident with the limited publications using this analytical technique. 

One recent publication by Sharma and Uttam (2017) identified the changes in cell wall components 

of wheat seedlings when exposed to different levels of mercury. The changes in levels of certain 

functional groups were used as a quantitative estimation of heavy metal stress to plants (Sharma 

and Uttam, 2017). In another study, Terkhi et al. (2008) characterized the different carboxylic 
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functional groups in humic acid in the presence of Hg(II). Researchers characterized model 

carboxylate components of humic acid to use as a guide for monitoring the changes to these 

characteristic frequencies with the addition of Hg(II) (Terkhi et al., 2008). There are no established 

characteristic IR frequencies for mercury coordination environments. Therefore this analytical 

technique is limited in investigations of mercury speciation. In addition, due to the abundance of 

common organic functional groups, analysis of specific mercury compounds in environmental and 

biological samples will require pre-treatments. 

Raman spectroscopy measures inelastic scattering of monochromatic light and is a non-

destructive analytical tool. Raman scattering occurs when light interacts with molecular vibrations 

and is shifted to either a lower or higher frequency than the incident light. Samples could be of 

solids, liquids, or gas phases to give molecular fingerprints of compounds. Intensities of Raman 

bands can give information on the concentration of particular components. Raman and IR 

spectroscopy form a pair of complementary analytical tools. According to the rule of mutual 

exclusion, a centrosymmetric compound cannot be simultaneously IR and Raman active. Raman 

spectroscopy has been useful in a number of mercury thiolate investigations. A strong vibrational 

band between 180400 cm1 is considered a sensitive probe for the coordination of Hg with longer 

HgS bond lengths corresponding to a lower Raman band (Pires et al., 2012). Jalilehvand et al. 

(2013) monitored the decreasing Raman bands for HgS vibrations with increasing coordination 

binding of the ligand N-acetylcysteine. 

1.4.3 X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) 

X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) is another non-destructive technique providing 

accurate interatomic information of any element on the periodic table. With the use of synchrotron 

radiation, we can study the electronic structure of matter. The first users of synchrotron radiation 

were particle physicists interested in studying the building blocks of matter through high energy 

particle collisions. Today, with third generation synchrotron facilities, the highly tunable intense 

light is applied to several areas of research from material chemistry, art history, biochemistry and 

drug design. The vast range of the electromagnetic spectrum used by XAS can be applied to 

essentially any element of the periodic table and allows the probing of specific binding sites of 

large macromolecules, visualization of elemental distribution in situ, and monitoring of atomic 

bonds. One of the first uses of XAS in the study of toxic compounds was by Pickering et al. (1999) 
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identifying the speciation of a series of selenium-containing amino acids. Results showed distinct 

spectra which allowed the speciation of components within a composite biological sample using 

curve-fitting (Pickering et al., 1999). Other examples of structure determination of toxic 

compounds using XAS include the arsenic coordination identified in Indian mustard plants 

(Pickering et al., 2000a); the synergistic relationship between two toxic elements, mercury and 

selenium (Gailer et al., 2000) as well as arsenic and selenium (Gailer et al., 2002). Examining the 

chemical form within a biological samples is challenging since most exposures to toxins are low 

doses in chronic time-scales. Nonetheless, a number of studies of the specific chemical forms of 

mercury in biological samples have been published in fish (Harris et al., 2003), in dental amalgams 

(George et al., 2009), human hair (George et al., 2010), and brain (Korbas et al., 2010b), each 

requiring essentially no pre-treatments.  

1.4.4 General Remarks 

Choosing an analytical tool to investigate structural properties of mercury compounds 

requires a number of considerations. Avoiding pre-treatments to an environmental or biological 

sample is important to avoid possible chemical changes to the constituents of the sample. 

Furthermore, the extraction and separation processes may fail to isolate recalcitrant compounds, 

thus providing only a snapshot of the chemical components. The existing quantity of a sample 

would also influence the appropriate analytical technique to be used. The oral reference dose 

(RfD), which is the amount of a toxin consumed daily without the expectation of adverse effects, 

for methylmercury is 1 µg/kg/day (Harper and Harris, 2007). Mercury compounds can exhibit their 

toxic effects at very low doses and analytical results would be most meaningful when gathered 

from probing samples in their most natural conditions. Each of the above spectroscopic techniques 

are excellent for structurally characterizing small molecules, however applications of speciating 

composite biological or environmental samples in molecular toxicology are challenging. Of the 

shortlist of analytical techniques described above, XAS stands out as being the only technique 

requiring essentially no pretreatment and can probe the natural sample entirely intact. Raman 

spectroscopy (Bumbrah and Sharma, 2015) and 199Hg NMR (Isab and Perzanowski, 1990), in 

contrast, exhibit low concentration sensitivity. Indeed, the structural information from XAS is 

generally limited to within 56 Å away from mercury, and consequently other complementary 
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tools would be useful in determining a comprehensive understanding of the structural framework 

involved in molecular toxicological studies. 

1.5 Research Objectives 

The following work in this dissertation uses X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), 

computational chemistry, and other X-ray-based analytical methods to study the chemical 

interactions between different mercury compounds and various ligands that in one way or another 

relate to mercury toxicity. Understanding mercury toxicity through X-ray methods at a molecular 

level and in living organisms largely depends on the characterization of the molecular species in 

question. Chapter four establishes the technique development of a common pigment blocker 1-

phenyl-2-thiourea (PTU) used in in vivo studies of zebrafish larvae. PTU is an organosulfur 

compound which in preliminary work unexpectedly either strongly protected or strongly 

exacerbated the toxic effects of mercury compounds in zebrafish larvae. As is common with 

mercury compounds, it is theorized that the protective or harmful effects observed in zebrafish 

larvae exposed to PTU is determined by the chemical form of mercury and its interaction with 

PTU. Chapter five studies the suitability of the sequestering agent 1,3-benzene-diamido-2-

carboxylethanethiol in the treatment of acute inorganic Hg(II) exposure in zebrafish larvae through 

treatment trials and synchrotron X-ray fluorescence imaging (XFI). XAS and density functional 

theory (DFT) are used to evaluate the dithiol molecular structure complexed to mercury, and its 

candidacy as a true chelator of inorganic mercury.  

The study into mercury toxicity at the molecular level can be difficult using conventional 

XAS, especially with in situ investigations. Ensuing from these experiments, the opportunity to 

develop new methods contributing to the molecular study of mercury toxicity manifested into the 

succeeding chapters. Chapters six and seven probe the potential of advanced X-ray absorption 

spectroscopic techniques to overcome the limitations of conventional XAS and considerably 

enhance detection methods for applications in, and concomitant to, mercury toxicity. Chemical 

characterization of mercury and selenium compounds is pertinent to the underlying mechanisms 

involved in mercury toxicity as well as the design of adequate mercury chelating agents. The ability 

to enhance chemical identification of mercury and selenium species at biological and 

environmentally relevant levels would strongly enrich investigations into the molecular basis of 

mercury toxicity. High energy resolution fluorescence detection XAS (HERFD XAS) capabilities 
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provide the depth in measurements never seen before. It was becoming apparent during the course 

of this dissertation work that the opportunity to observe richer spectroscopy with HERFD XAS 

would significantly improve the detection of different molecular species and revolutionize the 

investigations into the chemical structures involved in mercury toxicity.  

Chapter eight examines the quantum-mechanical/molecular-mechanical (QM/MM) results 

of inorganic Hg(II) complexed to double stranded DNA as well as XAS results of inorganic Hg(II) 

complexed to 1-methylthymine, an analogue of the nucleobase thymine. Mercury has high affinity 

for DNA helices, though the binding site is between the base pairs and not on the exterior 

phosphate backbone. Therefore, DNA coordination to Hg(II) is through either nitrogen or oxygen-

based ligands of thymine. X-ray-based techniques as well as DFT are used to determine the 

molecular structures involved in Hgthymine binding and to determine its implication on the 

integrity of DNA structure. HERFD XAS was used as a complementary tool to conventional XAS 

in the identification of characteristic spectroscopy of mercury coordinated to 1-methylthymine 

compared to other biological modes of binding of mercury(II). Chapter nine highlights these new 

advancements in chemical speciation using HERFD XAS for the investigation into the molecular 

and electronic environment of mercury compounds responsible for the symptoms of Minamata 

disease.  
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CHAPTER 2. Introduction to Synchrotron Radiation Spectroscopic 

Methods 

 

2.1 X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) 

X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) is a versatile technique used to resolve the local 

atomic coordination and electronic structure of nearly any element on the periodic table. A brief 

review of this technique has been presented by George and Pickering (2007) (George and 

Pickering, 2007). XAS relies on the photoelectric effect which occurs when X-rays are absorbed 

by matter and a core electron is ejected. XAS exploits the characteristic binding energies (E0) of 

electrons in elements to gather chemical information by investigating the patterns of 

photoelectrons that are ejected by X-ray excitation. When X-ray photons reach the characteristic 

binding energy of core electrons, photoelectrons are emitted resulting in multiple scattering events 

that make up the edge jump observed in spectra (Figure 2.1). The core hole created by 

photoabsorption is filled by the decay of an outer electron with concomitant emission of an X-ray 

fluorescent photon. In the hard X-ray regime the X-ray absorption spectrum is typically recorded 

using one or both of two main methods. Transmission detection measures the transmission of X-

rays through a sample by comparing the photons measured before and after the sample using gas-

filled ion chambers. Fluorescence detection measures the fluorescence emission and is assumed to 

be proportional to absorption processes. The spectra can be divided into two sub regions – Near-

edge and Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) (Figure 2.1). The near-edge region 

spans 100 eV below and above the absorption edge, and provides information on the coordination 

geometry of the absorbing atom. The spectral shape of the near-edge is derived from core electron 

transitions to quasi-bound states. Comparing the near-edge to a library of standards can identify 

coordination chemistry and oxidation states of specific elements within a sample. At higher kinetic 

energies core electrons are excited beyond the absorbing atom and interact with neighbouring 

atoms. The interaction of photoelectrons with neighbouring atoms creates a backscattering wave 

vector with phase and amplitude functions which are characteristic of the backscatterer type. When   
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Figure 2.1. A mercury LIII-edge X-ray absorption spectrum.   
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the backscattering wave is in phase with the outgoing wave, the X-ray absorption coefficient is at 

a maximum and when the two waves are out of phase they are at a minimum. This constructive 

and destructive interference of the backscattering wave with the absorbing atom’s photoelectrons 

create the oscillatory structure in spectra and is known as EXAFS. The phase and amplitude of the 

backscattering wave depends on the backscattering atom, which is how nearby atoms are 

identified. As the incident energy above E0 increases, the kinetic energy of the emitted 

photoelectrons increase, and accordingly the wavelength decreases as described by the de Broglie 

equation (Equation 2.1), where E represents the energy, h represents Planck’s constant, c 

represents the speed of light, and e represents the de Broglie wavelength. 

 

 E = hc
e

⁄   (2.1) 

   

2.1.1 X-ray Absorption and X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy Theory 

When the incident energy of an X-ray beam exceeds a core electron binding energy, the 

absorption coefficient increases sharply. This sharp increase is often called the absorption edge. 

The change in X-ray intensity through a given material is defined by Equation 2.2. The linear 

absorption coefficient (µ) describes the exponential of the fraction of the beam that is absorbed 

from an absorbing material at a certain thickness. I0 and I are the incident and transmitted 

intensities, respectively, and x is the thickness of the sample. 

 

 µx=loge
I0

I
 (2.2) 

 

Absorption edges are named according to the energy level shell of the ejected core electron 

which are based on the principal quantum number (K (n=1), L (n=2), M (n=3), etc.). When the 

incident energy is equal to or greater than the core electron binding energy, the core electron is 

ejected as a photoelectron, creating a core hole. The core hole is then filled by the decay of an 

electron from a higher orbital, with the concomitant emission of a fluorescence photon. The energy 

of the emission line is the difference in the binding energies of the decaying and core electrons 

(Figure 2.2).   
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Figure 2.2. Illustration of K-edge X-ray absorption (left) and K1 fluorescence emission 

(right).   
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As previously mentioned, near-edge spectra, comprising 100 eV of the absorption edge 

can expose information on coordination geometry and oxidation states. Occasionally, spectral 

features before the absorption edge are visible, corresponding to various bound states within the 

absorber atom. The EXAFS oscillations (χ) above the absorption edge are defined by the 

absorption coefficient (µ) and the absorption coefficient in the absence of any photoelectron 

backscattering terms (µ0) (Equation 2.3). In practical terms, this is isolated by subtracting the 

smooth background absorption coefficient from the absorption coefficient and then normalized by 

the smooth background absorption coefficient.  

 

 (E)=
µ(E)  µ0(E)

µ0(E)
 (2.3) 

 

The simple EXAFS equation (George and Pickering, 2007) is expressed in Equation 2.4 

which can be fit with parameters of a structural model to gather information on the atomic number, 

quantity, and distance of neighbouring atoms.  

 

 (k)=∑i
NiAi(k,R)

kRi
2 𝑒−2Ri (k)⁄ e−2i

2k 
2

sin[2kRi +i(k)] (2.4) 

 

Ni is the coordination number of atom type i; Ai is the total amplitude function; Ri is the interatomic 

distance of the scattering path; i
2 represents the mean-square deviation in Ri; 

i
(k) represents the 

total phase shift function. The EXAFS equation is a combination of an amplitude component, 

which represents the intensity of the wave, and a phase component, which represents the 

oscillatory part. The amplitude component includes the amplitude function, 
NiAi(k)

kRi
2 , the mean free 

path term 𝑒−2Ri (k)⁄ , which increases the EXAFS intensity in higher k-range, and the Debye-Waller 

term, e−2i
2k 

2

, which is a pair distribution function that describes the mean-square displacement 

between the absorbing and backscattering atoms, taking into consideration the combination of both 

vibrational and static disorder. The phase component, [2kRi +i(k)], among other things, depends 

on the atomic number of the backscatterer. The EXAFS equation is expressed as a function of the 

photoelectron wave vector, k, which is defined from E using Equation 2.5. The electron rest mass 

is represented by me and the reduced Planck’s constant is ℏ. The EXAFS oscillations are dampened 
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at higher kinetic energies, therefore it is good practice to weight the EXAFS by multiplying by k3 

in order to compensate for the attenuation. 

 

 k=√ 
2me(E−E

0
)

ℏ
2  (2.5) 

 

The EXAFS oscillations can be fit to a structural model through the EXAFS equation which 

employs amplitude and phase functions from ab initio theory (Rehr et al., 1991). Non-linear 

optimization analysis is then used to refine parameters and obtain structural information. The 

EXAFS region holds information on the number and type of neighbouring atoms, as well as the 

interatomic distance between absorbing and neighbouring atoms.  

Data reduction of EXAFS usually involves the conversion of k-space to R-space using a 

phase-corrected Fourier transform (Equation 2.6) (George and Pickering, 2007), where (k) 

represents the total phase function. The phase-corrected Fourier transform illustrates peak 

positions representing the interatomic distances between absorber and backscatterer atoms. 

 

 (R)=
1

4√
∫ (k)k

3
e[i2kR+(k)]dk

 kmax

kmin
 (2.6) 

 

The resolution of R is dependent on the k-range of EXAFS oscillations. This value 

represents the minimum interatomic distance required to resolve between two shells of similarly 

distant backscattering atoms of similar atomic numbers and is defined by Equation 2.7. 

 

 ∆R = π
2∆k⁄  (2.7) 

 

The scattering path from the absorbing atom can involve more than one backscattering 

atom and in certain structures, these can be modelled to identify 2nd or 3rd backscattering shells.  
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Figure 2.3. Schematic of 2-leg single scattering path (green) 

and 3-leg multiple scattering path (red).   
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In the Y–X–Hg–X–Y example (Figure 2.3), the single scattering path is observed as the two-leg 

path of Hg  Y  Hg, and the three-leg path is represented by Hg  X  Y  Hg. There could 

also be the alternative three-leg path (Hg  Y  X  Hg), or four-leg path (Hg  X  Y  X 

 Hg), and so on. These multiple scattering paths can be modelled to give information on 

geometry or angle of the complex. For example, a linear S–Hg–S complex is expected to have 

multiple scattering effects, showing features at twice the 2.35 Å Hg–S bond-length (Fu et al., 

2011). Deviation from 180 is expected to weaken the multiple scattering feature at 4.7 Å. 

2.1.2 Strengths and Limitations of XAS 

Strengths of XAS include its suitability with disordered materials in non-crystalline solids 

and solutions. In fact, XAS can be performed on any type of sample in all phases  solid, liquid, 

and gas. This strength extends to the study of heterogeneous systems with mixtures of species. As 

well, XAS can be measured on almost any material with very little pre-treatment from real 

biological tissues, live plants, fossils, and synthetic materials. Interatomic distances determined 

using EXAFS are accurate with measurements of absorber-ligand interatomic distances up to a 

margin of ±0.02 Å.  

EXAFS often lacks the ability to provide 3D geometric information. In addition, near-edge 

fitting by comparing to a library of reference standards gives only a representation of the atoms 

nearby within 56 Å. Therefore, complementary methods, such as density functional theory (DFT) 

calculations are useful to model a 3D structure. In addition, EXAFS resolution (R) is 

approximated by /2k and can be a limiting factor if there are two different backscatterers with 

similar interatomic distances. As well, the dose on samples can introduce X-ray induced 

photochemistry to cause changes to the sample. This can be an issue in solutions of biological 

samples that are often dilute with a major factor being the flux density of the X-ray beam (George 

et al., 2012). This is increasingly problematic as the increased brilliance of synchrotron radiation 

sources has improved considerably which results in increased rates of X-ray induced 

photochemistry. Careful consideration of the flux density of the X-ray beam on the sample and 

condition of the sample must be maintained to ensure the same molecule at the beginning of the 

experiment is likely still the same molecule at the end of the experiment. One way to minimize X-

ray induced photochemistry is to place the sample in a low temperature sample environment with 
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the use of a cryostat. Another limitation of EXAFS is its inability to distinguish between 

backscattering atoms of similar atomic numbers at similar distances as these elements would carry 

a similar number of electrons and similar phase and amplitude. Furthermore, the availability of 

synchrotron radiation is highly competitive, which means access to beamtime is finite and could 

be difficult to acquire. 

2.2 X-ray Fluorescence Imaging (XFI) 

X-ray fluorescence imaging (XFI) is another synchrotron technique providing 2D maps of 

elemental distribution in situ with information on the location and approximate concentrations of 

multiple elements in the material with minimal manipulation of the sample. This technique has 

been reviewed by Pushie et al. (2014). A simplified beamline setup is shown in Figure 2.4A. 

Micro-focus optics, used to generate a small beam size, could include using simple apertures, 

KirkpatrickBaez (KB) mirrors, Fresnel zone plates, or a number of other methods (Pushie et al., 

(2014). The procedure sets the incident energy above the absorption edges of multiple elements of 

interest thereby simultaneously exciting their absorption edges and collecting the emission spectra 

of all elements absorbing in the sample (Figure 2.4). The sample is raster scanned (Figure 2.4B) 

and fluorescence emission peaks corresponding to different elements are windowed (purple shaded 

band in (Figure 2.4C)), counted and collected pixel by pixel producing element specific maps 

(Figure 2.4D). Image resolution depends on the size of the X-ray beam, which can be defined by 

various micro-focus optics, and the step size used in scanning the sample. Image resolution can 

allow visualization of elemental distribution at subcellular levels. Quantification can be performed 

by comparing the fluorescence intensity of the sample to the fluorescence intensity of standard 

foils of known concentrations and can provide useful information in a number of applications. 

Examples of applications of XFI include, yet are not limited to, plant physiology, health sciences, 

geology, and even fine arts. Swanston et al. (2018) used confocal XFI to investigate lead (Pb) 

distribution of bone and teeth of men aboard Franklin’s lost expedition to conclude that Pb did not 

play a major role in the loss of the crew. Vermeulen et al. (2016) examined the arsenic (As) content 

in various 17th century paintings and identified As(III) and As(V) compounds in degradation 

products of paint pigments. Pickering et al. (2009) developed methods for chemically specific 

imaging at the sulfur (S) K-edge in onion samples as an in vivo probe of sulfur metabolism.   
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Figure 2.4. Schematic illustration of X-ray fluorescence imaging data acquisition. A: Schematic 

illustration of simplified X-ray fluorescence imaging beamline setup (not to scale); B: Example of 

raster-scanning of sample; C: Multichannel analyzer (MCA) output of all element emissions. 

Purple band signifies ‘window’ of element of interest; D: Element specific map of mercury with 

XFI. Color bar displays high and low levels of mercury. 
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2.2.1 Strengths and Limitations of XFI 

Strengths of XFI include high spatial resolution to detect intracellular elemental 

distribution. Currently, certain beamlines can approach a very small beam size. For example 

beamline HXN at NSLS-II can approach a beam size of 12 nm for XFI and chemically specific 

imaging at 12-16 keV. XFI is element specific and the advantage of simultaneously collecting 

multiple elements can give a more complete picture of possible interactions of co-localized 

elements. As well, very little pre-treatment is needed to perform experiments. Chemically specific 

imaging allows investigations on the spatial distribution, concentration, and chemical forms of 

elements. As well, an extension of XFI is the use of µ-XAS which investigates the chemical species 

of elemental hotspots from XFI scans. Bacquart et al. (2010) used µ-XAS to investigate arsenic 

speciation in subcellular compartments of cultured cancer cells by identifying arsenic redox states 

in cytosol, nucleus and mitochondrial networks. 

XFI experiments can be time consuming depending on the concentration of the elements 

of interest and the speed of data collection. And as previously mentioned, beamtime allocations 

are highly competitive. To get enough data for a complete project can come with a high cost. Often 

small compromises in all aspects, including image resolution, and number of replicates are 

necessary. On occasion, there is the complication of two elements with neighbouring fluorescent 

peaks. The mercury L1 emission at 9,988.8 eV and mercury L2 emission at 9,897.6 eV could 

overlap with zinc K1,3 emissions at 9,572.0 eV if there are high levels of either element. In these 

cases, checking that the software windows for each fluorescence emission are narrow and separate 

can help alleviate this issue. Optimal quantification of elemental levels in X-ray fluorescent images 

involves uniform sample thicknesses. The best scenario for quantifying would be to compare 

experimental samples to similar reference standards of known thickness and concentrations but to 

have an extensive library is costly. In the hard X-ray regime, samples thicker than 0.2-10 µm 

should be corrected for thickness by applying the X-ray attenuation of both incident and 

fluorescence X-rays from the sample and experimental setup (windows, flight paths, etc.) (Pushie 

et al., 2014). Synchrotron radiation sources are increasing in brilliance with higher photon flux 

which can cause changes to a delicate tissue sample. Samples with low concentrations would 

require longer exposure to the intense microfocused X-ray beam to attain adequate signal-to-noise 

ratios which may cause photoreduction or photooxidation. This raises concerns in making wrong 
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conclusions due to beam damage, and consequently prevents any following experiments with the 

sample. Employing a low temperature sample environment with the use of a cryostat can minimize 

X-ray beam damage. 

2.3 High-Energy Resolution Fluorescence Detection (HERFD) XAS 

High-energy resolution fluorescence detection XAS (HERFD XAS) provides improved 

signal-to-noise and enhanced chemical characterization abilities over conventional XAS 

fluorescence detection. This technique is described by Glatzel and Bergmann (2005) with beamline 

configuration described by Sokaras et al. (2013). The detected energy bandwidth of conventional 

XAS is largely influenced by the convolution of two factors; first, optical contributions of 

approximate Gaussian structure from the monochromator crystal, and second, by the core hole 

lifetime contribution of approximate Cauchy-Lorentz structure. The former is sometimes referred 

to as the Darwin width which is the inherent dispersion angle of the radiation wavelength of Bragg 

reflections. The contribution of the Darwin width depends on the quality of the crystal and is absent 

at 90 of the Bragg reflection (Kleimenov et al., 2009). The core hole effects are described by the 

Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle (Equation 2.8), where core hole lifetime is defined by t. This 

principle states that energy uncertainty is inversely proportional to the core hole lifetime. HERFD 

XAS spectrometers improve the signal-to-noise ratio by isolating and detecting only a small 

portion at the strongest intensity of the emission peak. Therefore, in addition to energy dispersive 

detectors which count windowed incoming photos and disregard background scattering, HERFD 

XAS spectrometers neglect much of the broad emission peak.  

 

 Et ≈ ℏ
2⁄  (2.8) 

 

When a photon is absorbed by a 1s electron, a photoelectron is ejected which creates a core hole 

(Figure 2.2, left). The t1s of a 1s core hole is short lived, a fraction of a femtosecond (Föhlisch et 

al., 2007), since 1s is a tightly bound state. Hence, the shorter the t, the larger the E, or energy 

uncertainty, and by reason, a wider spectral width. This fluorescence event creates a core hole in 

the 2p3/2 level (Figure 2.2, right) which has a longer core hole lifetime (t2p3/2) than the 1s core 

hole due to its relatively weaker bound state. Hg LIII-L1 fluorescence is the result of an electronic 
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transition from a 3d to 2p3/2 orbital and the apparent spectral linewidth (Γapp) due to core hole 

lifetime broadening is described by Equation 2.9, where Γint represents the intermediate core hole 

lifetime broadening at the 2p3/2 level and Γfin represents the final core hole lifetime broadening at 

the 3d level (Proux et al., 2017).  

 

 Γapp=
1

√1/(Γint)
2 + 1/(Γfin)

2
 (2.9) 

 

HERFD XAS implements multiple crystal analyzers to tune the emission scan so that only a 

narrow center slice of the emission scan is preferentially diffracted to the detector. This 

instrumentation offers a detected energy bandwidth much less than the core hole lifetime 

broadening of the absorption edge, which exposes spectral features in the near-edge spectra as the 

lifetime of the initial core hole no longer limits the spectral resolution. The improved resolved fine 

structure and bonus of greater chemical sensitivity is useful in detecting and identifying different 

molecular species in in situ samples. The crystals are in Rowland geometry (Figure 2.5) with 

sample and solid state detector which will selectively count the emission line of interest and 

accordingly vastly improve the signal. 

The crystal analyzers are bent Bragg crystals with optimum resolution at 90, though this 

is not possible as the sample would have to be right on top of the detector. The more the Bragg 

angle deviates form 90, the lower the energy resolution of the spectrometer and this is due to the 

Darwin width effects in the crystals (Sokaras et al., 2013). Different elements of interest require 

different sets of crystals to satisfy the Bragg equation (Equation 2.10), where n represents the order 

of diffraction,  is the de Broglie wavelength, d represents the d-spacing for the lattice planes in 

the crystal, and  represents the Bragg angle between a crystal analyzer and the fluorescence 

radiation path. Using Bragg optics, a large amount of the fluorescence energy uncertainty that is 

inherent in X-ray fluorescence can be discarded and the energy (or wavelength) that satisfies the 

Bragg condition is registered, broadened by the Darwin width of the particular set of crystals.  

 

 n=2d sinθ (2.10) 
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Figure 2.5. Schematic representation of HERFD XAS beamline setup. Sample (in cryostat), 

set of crystal analyzers, and detector aligned in overlapping Rowland geometry. 
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The improvements in energy resolution with a HERFD XAS spectrometer produce improvements 

in spectral resolution, but this is critically on the Bragg geometry – with a Bragg angle that is far 

from 90 the experiment becomes sensitive to the finite size of the illuminating X-ray beam on the 

sample (Kleimenov et al., 2009). Conversely, true HERFD XAS is only achieved when   90. 

Consequently, to measure a given chemical element typically requires a unique set of Bragg 

crystals to achieve a Bragg angle close to 90. 

2.3.1 Resonant Inelastic X-ray Scattering (RIXS) 

Resonant inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS) can be used to probe the electronic structure of 

an atom through inelastic scattering processes (Glatzel and Bergmann, 2005). RIXS is a two-step 

process which includes excitation of an electron to an intermediate state, followed by decay of an 

electron to a final state (Glatzel et al., 2009). A two-dimensional contour plot, also known as a 

RIXS plane, can be represented by plotting the intensity (z-direction) as a function of the incident 

energy (; x-axis) and the energy transfer (; y-axis) (Glatzel et al., 2009a). Diagonal lines 

through the RIXS plane represent HERFD XAS spectra at fixed emission energies (Hämäläinen 

et al., 1991; Glatzel et al., 2009a). Furthermore, the RIXS plane contains information of both 

conventional XAS and resonant X-ray emission spectroscopy (RXES). Conventional XAS, which 

lacks the measuring of energy transfer, is represented by the integrated intensity of each vertical 

line to obtain the intensity of each energy point of a conventional XAS scan (Glatzel and 

Bergmann, 2005). A vertical line through a RIXS plane (associated with a constant incident 

energy) shows a single RXES spectrum corresponding to a constant intermediate state scan 

(Glatzel and Bergmann, 2005). Both XAS and RXES monitor the activity following the promotion 

of a core electron to unoccupied orbitals in the atom to investigate atomic structure. With RXES, 

information about occupied valence states can be obtained since RXES monitors the emission of 

an X-ray photon when a valence electron fills the core hole. With XAS, information about the 

unoccupied valence states can be obtained since XAS monitors the promotion of electrons 

following absorption of photons. Another method for probing the valence states is non-resonant 

XES (NRXES) where the incident X-ray energy is tuned well above the absorption edge so that 

electrons are excited to the continuum (Glatzel et al., 2009b).  
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2.3.2 Strengths and Limitations of HERFD XAS 

HERFD XAS offers a number of profound strengths. The improved spectral resolution of 

HERFD XAS near-edge spectra allows for better speciation among similar compounds (See 

Chapters 6 and 7). HERFD XAS could be very useful in environmental or toxicological studies 

with natural elemental levels below the adequate detection limit of conventional XAS. Also as a 

benefit, collecting data is relatively quick which means more data can be collected within a shift 

of beamtime. 

Limitations of HERFD XAS include challenges arising from the very powerful beam, 

carrying a high dose of radiation which can cause beam-induced photochemistry and result in 

challenging data analysis. Maintaining a low temperature sample environment with a cryostat can 

minimize X-ray-induced beam damage. Furthermore, for optimal results, each wavelength of 

interest, corresponding to element-specific emission energies, generally requires its own set of 

analyzer crystals. Not only is this a costly expense, but beamline setup can take a few hours and 

makes switching to investigate different elements more time consuming. As well, very few 

beamlines in the world can perform this technique which makes the request for beamtime 

extremely competitive. Another challenge with HERFD XAS is the care that needs to go into 

aligning the spectrometer to a consistent, reproducible position of the emission peak. If the 

alignment is off by a few tenths of an eV, this shift will be translated to the HERFD XAS spectra 

which may result in species misidentification (see Chapters 6 and 7). This is especially challenging 

when investigating natural samples with dilute concentrations due to the noisy emission scans. 

2.4 Density Functional Theory (DFT) 

Density functional theory (DFT) is a robust complementary tool used to understand 

experimental data in chemistry which employs a quantum mechanical approach to generate energy 

minimized and geometry optimized models of molecules. The theory is built upon the work of 

Hartree and Fock (HF) which approximates the wavefunction and energy of a many-body 

Schrödinger equation, however their theorem neglected an exchange-correlation energy 

component between electrons, limiting its performance (Corminboeuf et al., 2006). The theory has 

evolved to current post-HF methods which corrects the limitation, based on work by Pierre 

Hohenberg and Walter Kohn (Hohenberg and Kohn, 1964). Hohenberg and Kohn presented a 
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theorem which stated that all the information of a many-body system is contained in the density 

functional represented by 3 spatial coordinates. Therefore in theory, knowing the universal density 

functional would allow us to solve the Schrödinger equation in iterations until the lowest-energy 

minimum is realized which represents the exact density and energy of the system in ground state. 

This is however difficult to solve because the universal density functional is not known 

(Corminboeuf et al., 2006). The Kohn-Sham formalism (Kohn and Sham, 1965a; Kohn and Sham, 

1965b) introduced a simplified density functional as a single-particle potential, instead of a many-

body interacting system, that gives the exact ground-state density. From this, various 

approximations to explain the exchange-correlation of the Kohn-Sham system are incorporated 

into modern DFT software. One example of a functional is the local-density approximation (LDA) 

which approximates the exchange-correlation energy functional dependent on the value of electron 

density at each point in space. Weaknesses of LDA include underestimating the core electron 

energies of an atom and overestimating the binding energies of a molecule (Perdew et al., 1992). 

To correct for these weaknesses, another functional referred to as generalized gradient 

approximations (GGA) has been developed which implements a gradient correction to the charge 

density to correct for variations in electron density. Meaning the value of an electron at point r is 

dependent on its density and the density gradient moving away from point r. Modern DFT software 

solve the Kohn-Sham system (Kohn and Sham, 1965b) in iterations until user-defined convergence 

criteria are met.  
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CHAPTER 3. Procedural Methods 

 

Synchrotron facilities provide intense sources of light which can be used to investigate 

materials in a variety of fields from condensed matter physics, material sciences, medicine, and 

environmental sciences. X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), X-ray fluorescence imaging (XFI), 

and high energy resolution fluorescence detection X-ray absorption spectroscopy (HERFD XAS) 

for this dissertation were performed using synchrotron radiation at the Stanford Synchrotron 

Radiation Lightsource (SSRL) and the Advanced Photon Source (APS). SSRL employs the 

SPEAR3 storage ring operating at 3.0 GeV with a current of 350 mA. APS operates its 7.0 GeV 

electron storage ring in top-up mode at 102 mA. This chapter consolidates the Materials and 

Methods sections in the forthcoming chapters to serve as a reference source. Unless explicitly 

stated, the following procedures and configurations were used in the proceeding chapters.  

3.1 X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy Methods 

3.1.1 Sample Preparation 

Solution samples were prepared as 1 mM concentration of absorbing atom, including 20% 

v/v glycerol to avoid ice diffraction effects. Samples were then loaded into 2 mm × 3 mm × 22 

mm acrylic or Delrin cuvettes wrapped in metal-free adhesive Mylar or Kapton tape and flash 

frozen in a slurry of liquid nitrogen-cooled isopentane. Solid samples were prepared as 5% weight 

of the compound of interest with boron nitride (BN), ground to a fine powder, and then loaded into 

metal powder holders windowed with metal-free Mylar or Kapton tape. 

3.1.2 Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource Beamline 7-3 

Selenium K-edge and mercury LIII-edge X-ray absorption spectra were measured on the 

structural molecular biology beamline 7-3 at SSRL. The beamline was equipped with a Si(220) 

double-crystal monochromator. Incident X-ray intensity was monitored using a nitrogen-filled 

ionization chamber. X-ray absorption of samples were measured by the X-ray fluorescence 

excitation spectrum using a 30-element germanium detector array placed at 90 and in the same 

plane of the incident X-ray beam to minimize scattering contributions. Soller slits and arsenic or 
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gallium containing X-ray filters (EXAFS Materials, Danville, California, USA) were utilized for 

selenium and mercury measurements, respectively, to prevent unwanted scatter radiation and non-

linearity of the detector. Transmittance was monitored using nitrogen-filled ionization chambers 

before and after the sample. Samples were placed in a liquid helium cryostat holding an 

approximate temperature of 10 K to minimize thermal contributions at 45 to the incident X-ray 

beam for fluorescence measurements, and 90 to the incident X-ray beam for transmittance 

measurements. Simultaneous absorption of standard grey hexagonal Se or HgSn amalgam metal 

foils were measured downstream by transmittance using nitrogen-filled ionization chambers for 

internal energy calibration which was accomplished using the lowest-energy inflection points of 

the standard foils assumed to be 12,658 and 12,285 eV, respectively.  

3.1.3 Data Analysis, Reduction, and Fitting 

Near-edge and extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) oscillations (k) were 

analyzed using the EXAFSPAK program suite (George, G.N., 2000). As previously mentioned, 

all data were energy calibrated using the lowest-energy inflection points of standard grey 

hexagonal Se or HgSn amalgam metal foils, assumed to be 12,658 and 12,285 eV, respectively. 

Individual data scans, called ‘sweeps’, are averaged to increase the signal-to-noise. Background 

contributions to the measured total absorption observed in the pre-edge is fit with a polynomial or 

Gaussian function then subtracted from the measured total absorption, rendering the absorption 

from the sample. In order to extract the EXAFS, the experimental data is fit with a polynomial 

spline function defined over a series of intervals, and used to fit through the middle of the EXAFS 

oscillations and subtracted. Near-edge spectra are normalized to the spline whereas EXAFS spectra 

are normalized to an idealized absorption coefficient estimated by the Victoreen approximation 

(Equation 3.1); where C and D are tabulated Victoreen constants for a particular element and edge, 

and  is the wavelength.  

 

 μ
th

(E) = Cλ
3  −  D𝜆4  (3.1) 

 

The extracted EXAFS is then fit to a structural model using structural parameters and refined using 

least-squares refinement (Equation 3.2). The photoelectron wave vector is defined by k, and the 
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experimental and calculated spectra are defined by χ
expt

 and χ
calc

. Structural parameters used for 

fitting include coordination number (N); interatomic distances (R); Debye-Waller factor (2); with 

an energy offset representing the threshold energy (E0), which is assumed to be 12,675 and 12,305 

eV, for selenium and mercury, respectively. The program FEFF v8.25 (Rehr and Albers, 2000) 

was utilized to perform theoretical phase and amplitude functions calculations. 

 

 F = √
 Σk

6
(χexpt− χcalc)

2

Σk
6
χexpt

2
 (3.2) 

 

3.2 X-ray Fluorescence Imaging Methods 

3.2.1 Zebrafish Exposures 

Zebrafish embryos collected from breeding tanks were triple rinsed with fresh system water 

and stored in 25 cm Petri dishes (100 zebrafish embryos per dish). Petri dish medium contained 

0.1% v/v methylene blue and system water to prevent fungal growth in the dish and were stored 

in an incubator at 28C. Petri dish medium was replaced every 24 hours, dead embryos were 

discarded, and remaining embryos were rinsed daily. Dechorionated zebrafish larvae were triple 

rinsed at 3 days post fertilization (dpf) in preparation for exposure tests. Twenty-five larvae were 

randomly selected per Petri dish for the number of total Petri dishes necessary. Each experiment 

had four replicates (Petri dish) per control (system water) or treatment group. Exposures lasted 

four days with appropriate solution medium being replaced daily. Death and deformities of larvae 

were recorded daily with dead larvae removed prior to the addition of fresh medium. 

3.2.2 Embedding and Fixing 

The following outlines the procedures for embedding and fixing zebrafish in preparation 

for XFI as developed by Sullivan-Brown et al. (Sullivan-Brown et al., 2011). Following treatment 

days, zebrafish larvae were euthanized with 0.2% tricaine then randomly selected and fixed in 4% 

paraformaldehyde (PFA) at 4C or room temperature for 2 hours. The larvae were dehydrated in 

a step-wise series of 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% MeOH/EtOH:PBST buffer (30mM PBS + 
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0.01% Tween 20) solutions and stored under rocking conditions at room temperature or 20C. 

Larvae were then slowly rehydrated in the reverse order of the MeOH/EtOH:PBST buffer washes 

described above and fixed in 1% 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate and left to harden. The blocks of 

resin were then dehydrated in absolute MeOH or EtOH and incubated under rocking conditions 

for 5-8 hours at 4C. The blocks were infiltrated overnight at 4C with infiltration solution (0.625g 

benzoyl peroxide per 50mL JB-4 Solution A). The solution was replaced in the morning with fresh 

infiltration solution and shaken for 5-6 hours at 4C. The resin blocks were placed in embedding 

molds and filled with a JB-4 polymerization mixture (1mL JB-4 Solution B per 25mL infiltration 

solution) which was wrapped in plastic and placed on ice and stored at 4C overnight for 

polymerization to occur. Molds were gently removed and allowed to dry completely before 

sectioning. Transverse sections 6 m thick were cut using a microtome and glass knife. Sections 

were placed in distilled water then transferred on Thermanox metal-free cover slips (Thermo 

Scientific, Nunc) and ready for imaging. Adjacent sections were transferred on glass slides and 

stained for morphological comparisons. 

3.2.3 Advanced Photon Source Beamline 20-ID-B 

XFI experiments of zebrafish larvae were collected at beamline 20-ID-B at APS. The 

endstation was equipped with a Si(111) double-crystal monochromator employing harmonic 

rejection. The incident X-ray intensity was tuned to 13.45 keV to remain below the Br K-edge 

while still monitoring the Zn K and Hg L1,2 fluorescence lines. Samples were mounted on a 

motorized stage at 45 to the incident X-ray beam and raster scanned using a 5 m step size with 

a beam exposure time of 0.6 seconds per pixel. A beam diameter of 5 m was achieved with 

Kirkpatrick-Baez (K-B) Rh-coated focusing mirrors. Fluorescence was detected at 90 to the 

incident X-ray beam using a four-element Vortex silicon-drift detector.  

3.2.4 Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource Beamline 2-3 

XFI experiments were collected at beamline 2-3 at SSRL. This beamline utilizes a Si(111) 

double-crystal monochromator and incident X-ray intensity was tuned to 13.45 keV to be above 

the absorption edges of elements of interest but below the Br K-edge to avoid contributions from 

plastic components in the experimental setup. Samples were mounted 45 to the incident X-ray 
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beam and scanned with a beam diameter of 2 m achieved with a microfocus Rh-coated 

Kirkpatrick-Baez (K-B) system. X-ray scanning was ‘on the fly’ with a dwell time of 0.6 seconds 

per pixel. Fluorescence was detected at 90 to the incident X-ray beam using a one-element Vortex 

silicon-drift detector. 

3.2.5 Data Analysis 

Quantification of elements, excluding mercury, was achieved by imaging uniform thin film 

standards (6.3 m thick) which were mounted on Mylar substrates. Quantification of mercury was 

estimated using gold and thallium Mylar film standards which were used to interpolate the mercury 

fluorescence intensity since a mercury standard slowly loses mercury content over time and is 

ineffective for our use. XFI images were processed using SMAK software (Webb, 2016). X-ray 

fluorescence levels for each windowed element were normalized to the incoming beam and 

background signal was subtracted from each pixel by subtracting the average intensity of an area 

around larvae tissue. Units used in XFI are µg/cm2 and expresses the amount of element within a 

pixel as a function of the surface area. Significant differences were evaluated in livers using a 

Student’s t-test on the amount of mercury or zinc in each treatment group.  

3.3 High Energy Resolution Fluorescence Detection XAS Methods 

3.3.1 Sample Preparation 

Experimental solution samples were prepared as 1 mM absorbing atom and loaded into 2 

mm × 3 mm × 22 mm Delrin cuvettes wrapped in metal-free adhesive Mylar tape and flash frozen 

in a slurry of liquid nitrogen-cooled isopentane. Solid samples were prepared as 5% weight 

compound diluted with BN and grounded to a fine powder, then loaded into metal powder plates 

windowed with metal-free Mylar tape. 

3.3.2 Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource Beamline 6-2 

Selenium K1 and mercury LIII-L1 HERFD XAS spectra was measured at SSRL using 

beamline 6-2. The beamline was equipped with a Si(311) double-crystal monochromator together 

with a single or 6-element array of Si(844) crystal analyzers to record the Se K1 emission line 

(Figure 3.1) or a 5 or 6-element array of Si(555) crystal analyzers to record the Hg LIII-L1 
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emission line (Figure 3.1). Incident and transmitted X-ray intensity was monitored using a helium 

and nitrogen-filled ionization chambers, respectively. Samples were placed in a liquid helium 

cryostat 45 to the incident X-ray beam holding an approximate temperature of 10 K to minimize 

thermal contributions. Energy calibration of the monochromator was relative to the lowest-energy 

inflection of standard foils; grey hexagonal Se foil inflection point assumed to be 12,658 eV, and 

HgSn foil inflection point assumed to be 12,285 eV. Fluorescence of samples were measured 

using a single-element silicon-Vortex solid-state detector. 

Optical precision is crucial to optimize the energy resolution in HERFD XAS. Therefore, 

operating procedures for HERFD XAS begin with alignment of the sample cuvette. The entire 

sample space is monitored to identify the minima and maxima limits of the sample in 3D Cartesian 

space, as well as the 45 offset of the cuvette. This is followed by a spectrometer scan which 

produces an emission scan () encompassing the entirety of the emission line of interest  K1 or 

Hg LIII-L1 (Figure 3.1). Each crystal analyzer, the detector and cryostat are positioned on 

intersecting Rowland circles and the geometry is maintained by motorized stages as the 

spectrometer is being scanned (refer to Figure 2.5). The signal from the crystal analyzers is 

simultaneously recorded. The centroid of the emission scan is selected and the spectrometer is then 

positioned in such a way to satisfy the Bragg geometry which produced the highest intensity of the 

emission scan. An in-hutch photon shutter was used when data was not actively being recorded 

and aluminum filters upstream of the incident ion chamber were used to control X-ray exposure 

on the sample. Following this, a HERFD XAS scan can be performed with increasing incident 

energy () spanning the desired near-edge region. Scans are typically collected from one corner 

of the sample space and moved to a fresh spot for each subsequent scan. The sequential scans are 

mapped along, similar to a raster scan pattern, in steps to fresh spots when needed. The SPEC data 

acquisition software (Certified Scientific Software, Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA) allows for 

user control on the number of scans per spot as well as the desired position of the spot on the 

sample. Resonant inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS) (see Chapters 6 and 7) was performed similar 

to the regular HERFD XAS described above, although instead of collecting one near-edge spectra 

at the highest intensity of the emission peak, multiple near-edge spectra are collected at 0.25 eV 

incremental segments along the emission scan to produce the RIXS plot. The 3D RIXS plots show 

the energy transfer () (incident energy  emission energy) as a function of the incident energy 

(), with the photon count illustrated in the z-direction. 
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3.3.3 Data Analysis, Reduction, and Fitting 

Data reduction and analysis was carried out using the EXAFSPAK program suite (George, 

G.N., 2000). Calibration, background subtraction, and normalization was performed as described 

in section 3.1.3.  
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Figure 3.1. Mercury LIII-L1 (grey) and selenium K1 (red) 

emission scans for HERFD XAS.  
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CHAPTER 4. Phenylthiourea Alters Toxicity of Mercury Compounds in 

Zebrafish Larvae 

 

4.1 Preface 

Previous work on investigating the effects of mercury compounds in zebrafish larvae found 

direct accumulation of mercury compounds in sensory cells which may have implications on the 

neurological symptoms associated with mercury poisoning (Korbas et al., 2012). This led to the 

interest in understanding the effects of mercury on neuromasts, which are mechanosensory hair 

cells in fish responsible for sensing mechanical changes in water (Dambly-Claudière et al., 2003). 

In order to better visualize fluorescent stains, such as those tagged for neuromasts, researchers 

commonly use 1-phenyl-2-thiourea (PTU) to block pigment formation before first melanisation in 

order to produce transparent zebrafish and achieve optical transparency. Preliminary studies have 

shown that zebrafish larvae exposed to PTU early in development, followed by the addition of 

mercury compounds, had dramatically altered toxicological responses relative to zebrafish larvae 

not treated with PTU. Zebrafish larvae exposed to organic mercury following PTU 

hypopigmentation had poorer survival rates, while zebrafish larvae exposed to inorganic mercury 

appeared to be protected. This drastic variation motivated the following investigation using X-ray 

absorption spectroscopy into the mercury species responsible for the change in toxicity. 

 

Author Contributions 
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This chapter also appears in the PhD dissertation of Tracy C. MacDonald (2015) titled 

“Effects of inorganic mercury on developing zebrafish (Danio rerio) larvae”. 

 

T. C. MacDonald performed inorganic mercury trials on zebrafish, collected and analyzed XFI 

data, performed statistical analysis, and drafted the manuscript. 

S. Nehzati prepared, collected and analyzed EXAFS data, conducted DFT calculations, and drafted 

XAS analysis in manuscript. 

N. J. Sylvain performed preliminary trials on zebrafish and exposure procedures. 

A. K. James performed organic mercury trials on zebrafish and collected XFI data. 

M. Korbas performed deformity and mortality organic mercury trials on zebrafish. 

S. Caine performed statistical analysis. 

I. J. Pickering, G. N. George, and P. H. Krone provided scientific guidance, edited the manuscripts, 

and provided funding for the research. 

4.2 Abstract 

In recent years larval stage zebrafish have been emerging as a standard vertebrate model 

in a number of fields, ranging from developmental biology to pharmacology and toxicology. The 

tyrosinase inhibitor 1-phenyl-2-thiourea (PTU) is used very widely with larval zebrafish to 

generate essentially transparent organisms through inhibition of melanogenesis, which has enabled 

many elegant studies in areas ranging from neurological development to cancer research. Here we 

show that PTU can have dramatic synergistic and antagonistic effects on the chemical toxicology 

of different mercury compounds. Our results indicate that extreme caution should be used when 

employing PTU in toxicological studies, particularly when studying toxic metal ions.  

4.3 Introduction 

Zebrafish (Danio rerio) are fresh-water fish that have been extensively and increasingly 

used as an animal model in a variety of research areas over the past 30 years (Craig et al., 2006). 

Key characteristics that make the zebrafish an excellent model vertebrate system include nearly 

transparent embryos, rapid development outside the mother, large egg clutch, and a fully 

sequenced genome (Yang et al., 2009). As a model vertebrate system for studying the development 
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of the embryo, researchers have used zebrafish to explore metal toxicity (Yang et al., 2009;, Dave 

and Xiu, 1991; Blechinger et al., 2002; Korbas et al., 2008; Korbas et al., 2010a; Korbas et al., 

2012; Korbas et al., 2013) as well as various human diseases (Craig et al., 2006; Kari et al., 2007). 

In developmental biology research, zebrafish embryos and larvae offer a particular 

advantage over other model systems in that they are nearly transparent. Transparency and 

development outside the mother have allowed researchers to create a well-characterized staging 

series from fertilized embryo to hatched larva (Yang et al., 2009). Many techniques involve 

viewing fluorescent stains, probes or proteins using optical microscopy (Karlsson et al., 2001) 

which can be hindered by natural pigmentation in the fish as they age. Zebrafish develop black 

melanophores, yellow xanthophores and reflective iridophores (Rawls et al., 2001). One 

commonly used technique for inhibiting natural pigmentation is the inhibition of tyrosinase 

activity (Thanigaimalai et al., 2011) by exposing embryos to 1-phenyl-2-thiourea (PTU) (Figure 

4.1) which inhibits melanogenesis in the melanophores (Karlsson et al., 2001; Whittaker, 1966). 

Additionally, normal pigmentation is restored in zebrafish following PTU treatment after a two 

week recovery period in water with no exogenous agents such as PTU (Karlsson et al., 2001).  

When the PTU pigment blocking process was initially developed, no significant effects on 

hatching or survival were noted when a dose of 75 µM PTU was used (Karlsson et al., 2001). 

However, concentrations of 200 µM PTU are frequently used (Parker et al., 2013) with such 

concentrations considered standard protocols (Westerfield, 1995). Recently, evidence has been 

emerging that commonly used doses of PTU may not be as benign as previously had been assumed 

(Elsaliani, 2003; Bohnsack, 2011; Li, 2012). Elsalini and Rohr (2003) found that PTU can interfere 

with thyroid hormone production and thus may alter normal development after 60 hours post 

fertilization. PTU also has been reported to affect extraocular muscle development and neural crest 

development (Bohnsack, 2011). Its use has also been seen to result in reduced body size and 

specifically in smaller eye lenses and more tightly packed eye cells (Li, et al., 2012). To date, 

however, and despite the widespread use of zebrafish, the effects of PTU on the toxicity of 

exogenous chemical entities have not been studied. In the course of conventional microscopy 

studies of the effects of mercury compounds on the mechanosensory apparatus of the zebrafish, 

we uncovered dramatic changes in toxicology when PTU was used to generate transparent fish.   
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Figure 4.1. Schematic structure of the tyrosinase 

inhibitor 1-phenyl-2-thiourea (PTU).   
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We present herein a study of the effects of PTU in combination with different mercury compounds 

on larval stage zebrafish and show that PTU substantially perturbs these systems in ways that are 

totally different for inorganic mercury (Hg2+) species and methylmercury species. 

4.4 Materials and Methods 

4.4.1 Chemicals 

Phenylthiourea (PTU) and mercuric chloride were purchased from Sigma Aldrich 

(Oakville, ON) and methylmercury hydroxide from Strem Chemicals Inc. (Newburyport, MA). A 

1000 ppm (3.98 mM) methylmercury chloride solution were obtained from Alfa Aesar (Ward Hill, 

MA).  

4.4.2 Zebrafish  

All procedures were approved by the University of Saskatchewan Ethics Board. Adult 

zebrafish (Danio rerio) were mated using the marble technique (Westerfield, 1995). Embryos were 

collected and raised to 22 hours post fertilization (hpf) in system water in a 28C incubator with a 

14:10 hour light:dark cycle.  

4.4.3 Statistical Analysis  

For comparisons involving deformity and death rates, significance was determined using 

ANOVA with a Tukey’s post-hoc pairwise test to compare treatments within each day. A Student's 

t-test was used to compare Hg values in the livers of fish imaged using X-ray fluorescence imaging 

(XFI). For all statistical analyses a P-value <0.05 was considered to be significant. 

4.4.4 X-ray Fluorescence Imaging (XFI) Sample Preparation 

Half of the zebrafish were raised in 100 µM PTU until 3 days post fertilization (dpf) while 

the second half were raised to 3 dpf in system water. All zebrafish were then randomly divided 

into the following treatment groups: control, 100 µM PTU, both 2 and 4 µM HgCl2 in the presence 

or absence of PTU, both 0.2 and 0.5 µM CH3HgCl in the presence or absence of PTU. These doses 

were selected to represent a high mercury exposure; however, the number of deaths in the 0.5 µM 
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CH3HgCl group prohibited collection of any samples. The dose 0.2 µM CH3HgCl was selected 

because fish in the 0.1 µM CH3HgCl were found to have few deformities and no deaths. After a 

48 hour exposure all fish were rinsed 3 times in fresh system water to remove excess mercury on 

the surface of the fish. Zebrafish were fixed, embedded and sectioned as previously described 

(Pushie et al., 2014).  

4.4.5 X-ray Fluorescence Imaging (XFI)  

XFI data were collected at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) in Argonne, IL, USA on 

beamline 20-ID-B. The storage ring was operating in continuous top-up mode at 102 mA and 7.0 

GeV. An incident X-ray energy of 13.45 keV was selected to avoid the Br K-edge while being 

able to monitor the Hg Lα1,2 and Zn Kα fluorescence lines. A Si(111) double-crystal 

monochromator and Rh-coated mirrors were used for focusing and harmonic rejection. Samples 

were mounted at 45 to the incident X-ray beam and raster scanned, with a silicon-drift Vortex 

detector at 90 to the incident X-ray beam (Korbas et al., 2012). KirkpatrickBaez Rh-coated 

focusing mirrors were used to generate a micro-focused beam of 5 µm diameter. Samples were 

raster scanned using a step size of 5 µm with a beam exposure time of 0.6 s per point.  

4.4.6 X-ray Fluorescence Imaging (XFI) Data Analysis  

Data collected from X-ray fluorescence imaging were processed as previously described, 

with normalization to the incoming beam intensity and removal of background signal by averaging 

the intensity per element in the area outside of the tissue then subtracting this amount from each 

pixel in the entire image. Certified highly-uniform thin film standards mounted on 6.3 µm Mylar 

substrates for zinc, gold, and thallium were obtained from Micromatter Co. (Vancouver, BC). To 

quantify the amount of zinc per pixel, the zinc standard was imaged, normalized and background 

subtracted using a blank foil. Because mercury amalgam standards slowly decrease in mercury 

content over time, mercury was quantified using gold and thallium standards, as they are adjacent 

to mercury on the periodic table. These standards were imaged, normalized and background 

subtracted. Linear interpolation was then used to estimate a calibration for the mercury intensity 

for quantification of the mercury in the zebrafish sections. This method was verified by 

measurement of a new mercury-silver amalgam standard foil (Micromatter Co., Vancouver, BC). 
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This worked only with a fresh mercury-amalgam standard as the mercury reading was found to 

decrease on storage, presumably due to loss of mercury as vapor.  

Due to time constraints associated with limited allocations of beamtime and long 

acquisition time (an average of 3.5 h per sample), only a limited number of samples can be run. 

Therefore 3 representative zebrafish were selected for each treatment group for synchrotron 

imaging. Following the quantification of mercury in each sample, significant differences were 

evaluated with a Student’s t-test on the amount of mercury (in µg/cm2) in the livers of each 

treatment group. 

4.4.7 X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) 

Samples for X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) were prepared at 10:1 mM PTU:Hg 

stoichiometries in aqueous solution (using CH3HgOH or HgCl2). Solution mixtures were incubated 

for 5 minutes at room temperature then were loaded into 2 mm × 3 mm × 22 mm acrylic cuvettes 

and were flash frozen in a slurry of liquid nitrogen-cooled isopentane. 

Mercury LIII-edge XAS spectra was measured on the structural molecular biology beamline 

7-3 at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource (SSRL) with the SPEAR storage ring 

operating at 3.0-GeV with a current of 500 mA. The beamline was equipped with a Si(220) double-

crystal monochromator with harmonic rejection achieved by setting the cut-off energy of an 

upstream Rh-coated mirror to 15 keV. Incident X-ray intensities were monitored using a nitrogen-

filled gas ionization chamber and X-ray absorption of samples was measured as the X-ray 

fluorescence excitation spectrum using a 30-element germanium detector array (Cramer et al., 

1988). Soller slits and Ga2O3 X-ray filters were (EXAFS Materials, Danville, California, USA) 

used to attenuate unwanted scattered radiation and to preserve detector linearity. Samples were 

placed in a liquid helium cryostat to maintain an approximate temperature of 10 K during data 

collection to reduce X-ray induced photochemistry and atomic vibrations. Simultaneous 

absorption of a downstream standard HgSn amalgam metal foil was measured by transmittance. 

Incident X-ray energy calibration was accomplished using the lowest-energy Hg LIII inflection 

point of the standard foil, assumed to be 12,285.0 eV. Each sample was subjected to eight sweeps 

approximately 22 minutes long. 

Extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) oscillations (k) were analyzed using 

the EXAFSPAK program suite (George, G.N., 2000), as previously described (George et al., 1996) 
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and assuming an Hg LIII threshold energy (E0) of 12,305.0 eV. Phase-correction of Fourier 

transforms employed Hg—S backscattering. FEFF version 7 was utilized to compute theoretical 

phase and amplitude functions. 

4.4.8 Density Functional Theory (DFT)  

DFT calculations used the program Dmol3 and Biovia Accelrys Materials Studio V7.0 for 

geometry optimization (Delley, 1990; Delley, 2000). Geometry optimization used the Perdew-

Burke-Ernzerhof functionals for both the potential during the self-consistent field procedure and 

the energy, and employing an all-electron relativistic core treatment. Solvent effects were 

simulated by using the Conductor-like Screening Model (COSMO) with a dielectric value 

representing water (ε = 78.39) (Klamt and Schüürmann, 1993). Geometry optimization 

calculations integrated only enthalpy and not entropy terms.  

4.5 Results and Discussion 

4.5.1 Toxicological Profiles  

Prior to examining the effects of mercury, range-finding studies were conducted to 

determine the PTU dose that combined the best pigment inhibition with the lowest rate of adverse 

effects. Treatment groups were 0 (control), 25, 50, 75, 100, 200 and 300 µM PTU, each with 75 

larvae at 22 hours post fertilization (hpf). Consistent with normal practice, this time was chosen as 

zebrafish pigment formation begins at ~24 hpf, with rapid progression thereafter (Karlsson et al., 

2001) and to inhibit the pigment formation larvae must be exposed to PTU before this stage 

(Karlsson et al., 2001). Survival, hatch, deformity and transparency rates were assessed from 1 to 

5 days post fertilization (dpf). Preliminary trials found that a dose of 100 µM PTU resulted in 

lower death rates and fewer deformities than the more commonly used higher dose of 200 µM 

PTU, but with comparable suppression of pigment formation. Therefore, 100 µM PTU was used 

in all subsequent work. Two different categories of mercury compound were tested (mercuric 

chloride and methylmercury chloride), based on the differential toxicology previously reported 

(Korbas, 2012). In these previous studies, the highest mercury concentrations in zebrafish exposed 

to mercuric chloride were found in the olfactory epithelial cells (Korbas, 2012). In contrast, 

methylmercury chloride preferentially targeted the developing lens (Korbas, 2008; Korbas, 2010b; 
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Korbas et al., 2012; Korbas et al., 2013). While zebrafish exposed to mercuric chloride 

accumulated mercury in the ventricular region of the brain, zebrafish exposed to methylmercury 

chloride accumulated mercury in the muscle tissue (Korbas et al., 2012). As one would expect, 

mercury accumulated in the detoxification organs, the pronephros and liver, following exposure 

to both forms of mercury (Korbas et al., 2012). 

Zebrafish were raised to 3 dpf in either system water or in 100 µM PTU solution. Treatment 

solutions were replaced with fresh solution every 24 hours. Fish were examined for deformities 

and deaths after 24, 48 and 72 hours following initial exposure, with deformities being defined as 

fin malformations, edema, and moribund behaviour. The results of toxicological screening with 

mercuric chloride and methylmercury chloride are shown in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3, 

respectively.  

At 3 dpf, zebrafish larvae were exposed to 0 (control), 2 and 4 µM HgCl2 in system water 

in the presence and absence of 100 µM PTU (n = 100 larvae per treatment). Two-way analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) was utilized to determine whether statistically significant differences existed 

for cumulative mortality between HgCl2 and PTU + HgCl2 treatment groups at 24, 48, and 72 

hours post-exposure. The PTU + HgCl2 treatment group showed very significant decreases in 

mortalities compared to HgCl2 alone (Figure 4.2), with all P values being <103. Although at first 

sight the data seem to suggest that there may be more deformities in the fish exposed to both HgCl2 

and PTU when compared to HgCl2 alone, this is actually due to the fact that there are significantly 

more dead larvae in the latter case (Figure 4.2). Hence, the data indicate that PTU reduces the 

toxicity of HgCl2.  

Methylmercury species can be considerably more toxic than inorganic mercury compounds 

(Korbas et al., 2012) and can also have a very steep dose-response curve. To account for this, 

correspondingly lower levels of methylmercury chloride (CH3HgCl) were used: 0.05, 0.1 and 0.5 

µM CH3HgCl in system water, in the presence and absence of 100 µM PTU. In contrast to HgCl2, 

which had decreased toxicity in the presence of PTU, CH3HgCl showed enhanced toxicity in the 

presence of PTU (Figure 4.3). While the trends were not as striking as for mercuric chloride, the 

increase in deaths of fish exposed to 100 µM PTU + 0.5 µM CH3HgCl, was statistically significant 

at 48 and 72 hours post-exposure compared to fish exposed to 0.5 µM CH3HgCl in absence of 

PTU, with P < 0.0001 for both (see Tables A.1 to A.3 in Appendices).   
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Figure 4.2. Cumulative mortality (%) stacked on top of cumulative deformity (%) (+SE) of 

zebrafish larvae over 3 days of exposure to various HgCl2 treatments, with and without PTU. Note 

the absence of deaths following PTU addition, showing that PTU decreases the toxicity of HgCl2. 

The control was system water from the fish facility.  
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Figure 4.3. Cumulative mortality (%) stacked on top of cumulative deformity (%) (+SE) of 

zebrafish larvae over 3 days of exposure to various CH3HgCl (MeHg) treatments with and without 

PTU. Note the increased deaths at 0.5 µM MeHg with added PTU, showing that PTU increases 

the toxicity of CH3HgCl. The control was system water from the fish facility.  
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The small differences between control and 100 µM PTU in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 are primarily 

a reflection of the fact that the tests for Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 were done at different times. 

Such variations are not uncommon and are not considered statistically significant. 

4.5.2 X-ray Fluorescence Imaging (XFI) 

XFI (Pushie et al., 2014) was used to map Hg accumulation in representative fish from 

each treatment group and to quantify Hg in regions of interest. The results of which are shown in 

Figure 4.4 to Figure 4.7, together with the corresponding histological images. Zinc, which is 

mapped simultaneously with mercury, is also shown for all sections; it is common practice to use 

the Zn image to ensure that the correct region is scanned (Korbas et al., 2012). Zinc is normally 

abundant in essentially all tissues but is present at notably high levels in pigment cells of zebrafish. 

Because PTU blocks pigment formation in the zebrafish, pigment levels in PTU treated fish were 

low and as expected, zinc levels were often correspondingly lower.  

Figure 4.4 shows sections from zebrafish treated with HgCl2 solutions in the absence and 

presence of PTU. The olfactory pits have previously been shown to be a target organ for HgCl2 

(Korbas et al., 2012); Figure 4.4 shows XFI of sections of this region. The comparative absence 

of mercury in the PTU-exposed larva is striking and is consistent with the protective effect of PTU 

observed in the toxicological profile. Figure 4.5 shows XFI of sections through the liver, gut, 

muscle, and pronephros. Here, the pigment spots in the absence of PTU treatment are observed to 

be larger and to have higher zinc levels (Figure 4.5, A & C) than the pigmented areas in the 

presence of PTU treatment (Figure 4.5, B & D). As with olfactory pits in Figure 4.4, the levels of 

mercury in the trunk region are substantially lower in PTU exposed fish, relative to fish exposed 

to HgCl2 alone. Mercury concentrations in the livers of three separate fish from the 48-hour 4 M 

exposure group were quantified and averaged. A Student’s two-tailed t-test determined the mean 

mercury concentrations to be significantly greater in the HgCl2 treatment compared to the PTU + 

HgCl2 treatment with P < 0.001 for all. The mercury concentrations in the fish treated with 

solutions of PTU + HgCl2 were 60-fold lower than in fish exposed to HgCl2 solutions alone.   
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Figure 4.4. Transverse sections through the olfactory region 

of zebrafish treated with 4 µM HgCl2 in absence (A, C and 

E) or presence (B, D and F) of 100 µM PTU. In each column 

the section stained with methylene blue for the optical 

image (A or B) was serial (immediately adjacent) to the 

unstained section used for X-ray fluorescence imaging of 

zinc (C or D) and mercury (E or F). White scale bars 

represent 100 µm. The colour bars show the quantification 

of zinc (C, D) and mercury (E, F) in µg/cm2. oe= olfactory 

epithelium. 
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Figure 4.5. Transverse sections through the trunk region of 

zebrafish treated with 4 µM HgCl2 in absence (A, C and E) 

or presence (B, D and F) of 100 µM PTU. White scale bars 

represent 100 µm. mo= medulla oblongata, sm= somitic 

muscle, pd= pronephric duct, gt= gut tube, lv= liver, yl= 

yolk. Additional details found in Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.6 shows zebrafish head sections from larvae exposed to 0.2 µM CH3HgCl in 

absence and presence of PTU. Cells in the lens and retina are known to be among the primary 

targets of methylmercury compounds (Korbas et al., 2008; Korbas et al., 2010a;, Korbas et al., 

2012; Korbas et al., 2013). The differences in pigment levels in the retinal pigmented epithelia in 

the optical micrographs can be clearly seen as a loss of black coloration in Figure 4.6B compared 

with Figure 4.6A, and this is paralleled by the decrease in Zn levels in those regions (Figure 4.6D 

compared with Figure 4.6C). Figure 4.7 shows XFI of the trunk region for the CH3HgCl exposures; 

here also lower Zn levels in discrete regions that are normally pigmented are seen in the PTU-

treated fish. In marked contrast to the HgCl2 data, both head and trunk sections of the larvae treated 

with CH3HgCl and PTU are visually higher in Hg than those treated with CH3HgCl alone. This 

again is consistent with the increase in CH3HgCl toxicity observed in PTU treated fish. Similar to 

the HgCl2 treatment, a two-tailed Student’s t-test with equal variance was conducted on average 

mercury levels in each liver of three fish per treatment group and showed P < 0.05. Zebrafish 

exposed to CH3HgCl and PTU had approximately two fold higher mercury levels than those 

exposed to CH3HgCl only.  
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Figure 4.6. Transverse sections through the eye region of 

zebrafish treated with 0.2 µM CH3HgCl in absence (A, C 

and E) or presence (B, D and F) of 100 µM PTU. White 

scale bars represent 100 µm. br= brain, el= eye lens, rpe= 

retinal pigmented epithelium. Additional details found in 

Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.7. Transverse sections through the trunk region of 

zebrafish treated with 0.2 µM CH3HgCl in absence (A, C 

and E) or presence (B, D and F) of 100 µM PTU. White 

scale bars represent 100 µm. mo= medulla oblongata, sm= 

somitic muscle, pd= pronephric duct, gt= gut tube, lv= liver, 

yl= yolk. Additional details found in Figure 4.4.   
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The XFI results together with the observations of deformity and mortality show that PTU 

has opposite effects on the toxicology of the two different chemical forms of mercury, being 

antagonistic for inorganic mercury and synergistic with methylmercury. This suggests not only 

that PTU is interacting chemically with the mercury species, but also that it interacts differently 

with the two types of mercury species. We therefore investigated the possible solution chemistry 

of PTU and the mercury species using X-ray absorption spectroscopy and density functional theory 

(DFT). 

4.5.3 Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) and Density Functional Theory (DFT)  

We examined the EXAFS portion of the X-ray absorption spectrum, which can be used 

with quantitative analysis to obtain a radial structure (Cotelesage et al., 2012). EXAFS spectra of 

methylmercury and inorganic mercury in the presence of PTU, together with the associated Fourier 

transforms, are shown in Figure 4.8. The results of EXAFS curve-fitting analysis are also shown 

in Figure 4.8, with the derived structural parameters summarized in Table 4.1. Because EXAFS 

currently lacks the sensitivity to the micromolar levels used in the zebrafish exposures, we 

employed higher concentrations of both Hg and PTU, but maintaining an excess of PTU as in the 

fish exposures. In the case of methylmercury we used methylmercury hydroxide (CH3HgOH) 

rather than the chloride because methylmercury chloride was insufficiently soluble; this species 

will in any case be the dominant form in dilute solution when the chloride is used (Korbas et al., 

2012). Mercury typically forms compounds with either two-coordinate linear digonal 

coordination, three-coordinate trigonal planar coordination, or four-coordinate pseudo tetrahedral 

coordination (George et al., 2008). The bond-lengths to Hg change systematically with 

coordination type; for example for Hg—S coordination environments, two, three and four 

coordinate species have bond-lengths of 2.35, 2.46 and 2.54 Å, respectively (Allen, 2002).  

The EXAFS of PTU with inorganic Hg2+ indicated a 4-coordinate complex, with 2 Hg—S 

donors at 2.49 Å and 2 Hg—N or Hg—O at 2.43 Å (Figure 4.8, Table 4.1). In support of this 

examination of the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) (Allen, 2002) shows a marked 

predominance of four-coordinate Hg2+ compounds when coordination with thione (C=S) sulfur 

donors is present, with 190 database hits for 4-coordinate species, 5 hits for 3-coordinate species, 

and only 3 hits for 2-coordinate species. Although EXAFS cannot normally distinguish between 
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Hg—O and Hg—N due the similarity in ligand atomic number, the bond-lengths of four-

coordinate Hg2+ species in CSD strongly support the assignment of an Hg—N coordination. Thus, 

while the average bond-length for four-coordinate species containing Hg—O bonds is 2.61 Å, that 

for four-coordinate species containing Hg—N bonds is 2.42 Å, which is in good agreement with 

our EXAFS-derived bond-length of 2.43 Å. Similarly, while there are no examples in the CSD of 

Hg2+ bound by two thione ligands with two additional nitrogen donors, the average Hg—S bond-

length for thione-coordinate species is 2.52 Å, also in good agreement with our EXAFS derived 

Hg—S bond-length of 2.49 Å.  

 

Table 4.1. Extended X-ray absorption structure (EXAFS) parametersa and curve-fitting results of 

phenylthiourea with mercury compounds at stoichiometry of 10:1. 

Aqueous complex Bond N R (Å) 2 (Å2) E0 (eV) F 

PTU:CH3HgOH HgC 1 2.063 (3) 0.0025 (3)  15.0 (5) 0.3785 

 HgS 1 2.374 (2) 0.0038 (2)   

PTU:HgCl2 HgN 2 2.430 (2) 0.0026 (3)  10.3 (3) 0.2497 

 HgS 2 2.493 (1) 0.0030 (1)   

aCoordination number N interatomic distances R (Å), Debye-Waller factors 2 (Å2), and threshold 

energy shift E0 (eV). Values in parentheses represent the standard uncertainties between the curve 

fitting parameters and spectroscopy data. Goodness of fit function F is defined as [k6((k)calc  

(k)expt)2/k6(k)2
expt]½, where (k)calc and (k)expt are the calculated and experimental EXAFS, 

respectively, with k being the photoelectron wavevector. Amplitude reduction factor (S0
2
) set to 

1.0. 
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Figure 4.8. Mercury LIII-edge extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) for 

phenylthiourea complexes with (a) HgCl2 and (b) CH3HgOH, each at a stoichiometry of 10:1. A 

shows the EXAFS oscillations and B the corresponding Fourier transforms phase-corrected for 

Hg—S backscattering. Experimental data are shown as solid lines, with results from curve-fitting 

analyses (Table 4.1) as broken lines. 
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The thiourea moiety in PTU contains amide and thione groups, both of which potentially 

can coordinate mercury. DFT calculations indicate that monomercury four-coordinate species with 

two PTU bound to one Hg2+ each as a bi-functional chelator through both –NH and =S (Figure 

4.9A) will be unstable, because the bite angle of the (N–C=S) moiety is too acute to accommodate 

the Hg and DFT geometry optimizations yield two-coordinate species with Hg coordinated only 

through the thione sulfurs of the two PTU ligands. Coordination of a single Hg2+ by four PTU 

ligands is possible, with two PTUs bound through their thione sulfurs, and two PTUs contributing 

bound through their amide nitrogens. However, DFT indicates that such 4-coordinate S2N2 

mononuclear entities are energetically unfavorable relative to the S4 complex in which four thione 

sulfurs are bound, by some 40 kJ/Mol. Thus, in order to explain the four-coordinate model with 

mixed N and S donors to Hg2+, we need to postulate the formation of a polymeric entity in solution. 

While there are no crystal structures of polymeric or oligomeric thiourea or phenylthiourea Hg2+ 

structures, examples do exist of polymeric Cd2+ structures containing bridging thione ligands 

derived from phenylthiourea (Yang et al., 2001). Furthermore, while the samples of Figure 4.8 

were all solutions made by slow addition with stirring of Hg2+ to PTU solutions, it was observed 

that simple mixing of PTU with Hg2+ in solution created an amorphous precipitate, strongly 

suggesting the formation of some kind of polymer. A schematic fragment of one example of the 

very large number of possible structures for such oligomeric or polymeric species is shown in 

Figure 4.9B. With our postulated N2S2 coordination, the nitrogen donors can be either protonated 

or deprotonated, corresponding to cationic or neutral oligomers, respectively. DFT calculations 

indicate expected Hg—N bond-lengths of protonated nitrogen donors (Hg←:NH2—C) to be 2.47 

Å, some 0.25 Å longer than the bond-length of a deprotonated nitrogen donor (Hg—NH—C) and 

a good match for the EXAFS derived bond-length of 2.43 Å, arguing for protonated nitrogen 

donors and thus a cationic oligomer. We consider the nitrogen coordinated by the phenyl group a 

less likely metal ligand than the amino nitrogen due to crowding by the phenyl ring. The energy 

minimized geometry optimized structure of one possible oligomeric fragment is shown in Figure 

4.10A. Both Hg—S and Hg—N bond-lengths of 2.55 and 2.47 Å, respectively, agree well with 

the EXAFS-derived values of 2.53 and 2.43 Å. A number of different coordination environments 

might be considered plausible, including S4, N1S3, N2S2, N3S1 and possibly even N4, which might 

combine to give an overall average coordination of N2S2.  
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Figure 4.9. Schematic structures of four-coordinate complexes involving PTU and Hg2+. (A) Hg2+ 

coordinated by two bidentate PTU ligands. As discussed in the text, density functional theory 

calculations indicate that A is unstable. (B) Fragment of one possible oligomeric species. See the 

discussion in the text for additional details. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.10. Density functional theory energy-minimized geometry-optimized structures of the 

products resulting from reacting phenylthiourea with (A) HgCl2 or (B) CH3HgOH in aqueous 

solution.   
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However, each of the above coordination environments will have significantly different 

and characteristic Hg—N and Hg—S bond-lengths, so that a distribution in coordination 

environments would inevitably result in a spread of Hg—N and Hg—S bond-lengths. This in turn 

would substantially increase the Debye-Waller factor of the EXAFS (Cotelesage et al., 2012). This 

is quantified by σ2, the mean square deviation from the average bond-length R (Table 4.1). The σ2 

value has both static and vibrational components such that σ = σvib
2  + σstat

2  where σvib
2  is the 

vibrational component and σstat
2  is the static component resulting from heterogeneity of the 

individual bond-lengths R which is not directly resolved in the EXAFS (Cotelesage et al., 2012). 

Because the values obtained for σ2 (Table 4.1) are close to the expected σvib
2  values (Cotelesage et 

al., 2012) the aforementioned heterogeneity cannot be very pronounced, and we conclude that the 

bulk of the Hg is actually bound with N2S2 coordination. The observed lack of distinct mercury-

mercury interactions in the EXAFS (Figure 4.8) means that well-defined relatively rigid bridged 

structures, such as rhombs with two Hg separated by bridging sulfurs and/or nitrogens, cannot be 

uniformly present. Investigation of this possibility with DFT indicates that such structures tend to 

be sterically crowded in any case because of the phenyl groups on the PTU ligands.  

The EXAFS data of methylmercury plus PTU clearly indicate the formation of a 2-

coordinate species, with Hg—C and Hg—S bond-lengths of 2.06 and 2.37 Å, respectively (Table 

4.1). The CSD (Allen, 2002) contains a number of structures in which a thione group (C=S) is 

coordinated to an aliphatic organo-Hg entity in a 2-coordinate complex, with mean Hg—C and 

Hg—S bond-lengths of 2.08 and 2.39 Å, respectively, which agree very well with the EXAFS 

derived bond-lengths. The presence of a two-coordinate compound with PTU is in accord both 

with the known stability of Hg—S complexes, and with the known predilection of CH3—Hg 

species to form two-coordinate complexes; the CSD contains 178, 23 and 17 entries with two-, 

three- and four-coordinate CH3Hg, respectively (Allen, 2002). The energy-minimized geometry-

optimized density functional theory (DFT) model of a solution structure is shown in Figure 4.10B, 

for which the computed bond-lengths of 2.05 and 2.39 Å are in excellent agreement with the 

EXAFS derived values (Table 4.1). 

Our results clearly show that oft-assumed innocuous additive PTU significantly modifies 

the toxicology of both inorganic mercuric and methylmercury species. In the case of inorganic 

mercury the toxicity is remarkably decreased, whereas with methylmercury it is substantially 

increased. XFI reveals that this can be attributed to differences in mercury uptake by the zebrafish 
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larvae, with PTU treatment causing substantially decreased Hg levels for inorganic mercury and 

causing increased Hg levels for methylmercury. We hypothesize that inorganic Hg2+ forms 

oligomeric or polymeric species with PTU which, due to their relatively large size, would not 

readily cross cellular membranes and would thus be unable to enter the zebrafish. In the case of 

methylmercury, XAS and DFT indicate that a molecular entity [CH3Hg(PTU)]+ is generated in 

solution through formation of an Hg—S bond with the PTU thione sulfur. Since such a complex 

would bear a single positive charge, one possible explanation for its increased toxicity may lie in 

the surface chemistry of cells. It is well known that glycoproteins and polysaccharide chains on 

cell membranes contribute a negative charge to the cell surface (van den Berg et al., 2006). 

Electrostatic attraction between positively charged CH3HgPTU and the cell surface might increase 

the local availability of [CH3Hg(PTU)]+, which might then enter the cell and exert its lethal effects.  

At the time of writing there is widespread use of PTU for generating transparent zebrafish 

larvae. However, other methods of obtaining essentially transparent zebrafish larvae are available 

as alternatives to using PTU and wild-type fish. The roy orbison mutant zebrafish lacks 

iridophores, has few melanocytes and thus has translucent skin and uniformly pigmented eyes 

(White et al., 2008), while Lister et al. (1999) have reported a mutant named nacre that lacks 

melanophores but has increased numbers of iridophores. White et al. (2008) subsequently created 

the casper strain that is doubly mutant for roy orbison and nacre, thus lacking both melanocytes 

and iridophores from embryogenesis to adulthood (White et al., 2008).  

In conclusion, while PTU is used very widely in studies of larval phase zebrafish, our 

results indicate that it can interfere remarkably with the toxicology of mercury compounds. Our 

study was initiated following control experiments when we sought to use PTU together with 

conventional microscopy to study aspects of mercury toxicology, but our findings have broad 

implications that extend outside mercury toxicology. Even though the coordination chemistry of 

PTU itself has only been studied in few cases, a search of the CSD (Allen, 2002) indicates that 

PTU forms structurally characterized complexes with Cu, Zn, Ag and Cd. PTU would be expected 

to coordinate a wide variety of metals, and a CSD search for thiourea-related ligands to metals 

returns some 1,636 hits. Transition metal complexes account for 1,504 of these, including 

pharmacologically-relevant platinum and ruthenium species, with the remainder including 

complexes with toxic metals such as indium, tin, antimony, lead and bismuth. The fact that many 

of these metals have been studied using the larval stage zebrafish model expands the implications 
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of our work, and we suggest that extreme caution should be exercised when employing PTU in 

toxicological studies of metal ions using zebrafish larvae. 
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CHAPTER 5. Chelator Treatment Reduces Mercury Levels in Livers of 

Zebrafish Larvae Following Exposure to Mercuric Chloride  

 

5.1 Preface 

Mercury poisoning in humans is often treated through chelation therapy which involves 

the multi-ligand binding of a chelating agent to the metal forming a stable ring complex. With the 

high binding affinity of thiolates (RS) to mercury, a number of thiolate-based chelating agents 

have been designed, however previous work has shown that the leading two treatments for mercury 

poisoning, DMSA and DMPS, do not form true chelate complexes with Hg2+, thereby suggesting 

a less than optimal binding (George et al., 2004). Researchers at the University of Kentucky have 

designed a mercury chelator, 1,3-benzenediamidoethanethiol (B9), that has shown high affinity to 

the binding of Hg2+ in environmental solution settings (Matlock et al., 2002). Presented in this 

chapter, we extend the investigation on the activity of a more water soluble analogue of B9, 1,3-

benzene-diamido-2-carboxylethanethiol (AB9), and study the fate of mercury localization without 

and with this dithiol in zebrafish larvae. Considering the results from Chapter 4, subsequent 

experiments using zebrafish larvae were performed without 1-phenyl-2-thiourea treatments. 

Results herein show AB9 treatment following Hg2+ exposure to zebrafish larvae show a promising 

reduction of mercury accumulation in characteristic target organs. X-ray absorption spectroscopy 

is used to identify the solution structure of AB9 complexed with Hg2+. 
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5.2 Abstract 

Chelation treatments to tightly and specifically bind and remove mercury from the body 

are suboptimal and need to be improved. We tested 1,3-benzene-diamido-2-carboxylethanethiol 

(AB9), a water soluble dithiol, for its efficacy in the treatment of acute mercuric chloride toxicity 

in zebrafish larvae, a common vertebrate model for research. X-ray fluorescence imaging (XFI) 

results show significant removal of mercury from the livers of zebrafish larvae following treatment 

with AB9, demonstrating its potential as a candidate for treatment following acute inorganic 

mercury exposure. Mortality rates of zebrafish treated with AB9 following a dose of inorganic 

Hg(II) were non-significantly elevated compared to zebrafish dosed with HgCl2 and treated with 

H2O. X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) of HgCl2 mixed with AB9 at 3:1 molar ratio revealed 

mercury coordinated with two S ligands at 2.33 Å. Overall, the results support AB9 removal of 

inorganic Hg(II) from zebrafish larvae livers via a likely S–Hg–S coordination. 

5.3 Introduction 

Mercury can be one of the most toxic elements to humans depending on its chemical form 

and in some forms is a prevailing toxicant found in the environment (Zahir et al., 2005). Thiol 

groups have high affinity for mercury, which are abundant in proteins found in living organisms 

and this propensity is potentially harmful to organisms (Clarkson and Magos, 2006). The 

pathology of mercury toxicity depends on the chemical form as well as the route of exposure 

(Korbas et al., 2012). Acute inorganic mercury poisoning commonly targets the gastrointestinal 
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tract and kidneys, whereas organic mercury forms generally affect the central nervous system 

(Clarkson and Magos, 2006). Accidental exposures have been reported to result in devastating 

mass poisoning events which included farming communities ingesting contaminated seed wheat 

treated with methylmercurial fungicide in Iraq (Bakir et al., 1973) and ingestion of contaminated 

fish and shellfish in Minimata Bay, Japan where thousands of people had symptoms of severe 

morbidity and even death (Kurland et al., 1960). In industry, elemental mercury has had many 

applications such as in the production of caustic soda and chlorine, manufacturing of fluorescent 

light bulbs and batteries as well as use in artisanal gold mining processes (Clarkson and Magos, 

2006). These activities can cause significant environmental hazards, therefore efforts to reduce the 

use of mercury compounds in industrial and commercial goods are increasing. As well, efforts to 

remediate mercury from environmental waste sites is important in limiting the subsequent impact 

of mercury exposure to the general population (Wang et al., 2004). 

Chelating agents are often employed to sequester harmful metal ions and ameliorate 

symptoms. A chelator is a multidentate ligand which binds to metal ions using two or more 

functional groups from the single chelator molecule (Fu et al., 2011). Treatment of mercury 

poisoning often involves the administration of the dithiols meso-2,3-dimercaptosuccinic acid 

(DMSA) or 2,3-dimercapto-1-propanesulfonic acid (DMPS) (Aaseth et al., 2018), however 

previous work has shown that neither dithiol was capable of forming true chelates with mercuric 

ions (George et al., 2004). The rationale for the suboptimal binding could be due to the narrow 

opening between the vicinal dithiols which could not accommodate mercuric ions at ideal bond-

lengths and bond angles. For a chelator to bind with high specificity towards mercury ions, the 

physical criteria specific to mercury ions must be met. George et al. (2004) used quantum 

mechanical methods to calculate a customized chelator for two-coordinate binding to mercury and 

found that a custom two-coordinate chelator for mercuric ions would bear an HgS distance of 

2.35 Å with SHgS bond angles of 180 ± 10 with little energetic penalty. These criteria would 

provide the optimal orientation specific to mercury and not other endogenous cations such as zinc 

ions which do have characteristic 2.35 Å bond-lengths but for four-coordinate ZnS species, or 

cuprous ions which do adopt diagonal coordination but at shorter CuS bond-lengths of 2.15 Å 

(George et al., 2004). 

The dithiol 1,3-benzenediamidoethanethiol (B9, BDET, MetX, and NBMI) (Figure 5.1) 

has high affinity and specificity for mercury compared to other soft heavy metal ions in aqueous 
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stock solutions forming highly stable precipitates (Matlock et al., 2003). This property is highly 

useful in environmental remediation and the treatment of mercury contaminants in water (Henke 

et al., 2000; Zaman et al., 2007). Leaching studies by Matlock et al. (2003) found BDET to form 

stable metal-ligand complexes, with a strong thermodynamic preference for inorganic Hg(II). 

Animal studies by Clarke et al. (2012) have also shown improved survival of adult rats exposed to 

acute Hg2+ levels following the abdominal subcutaneous injection of a single dose of B9. 

Nevertheless, B9 administration did not decrease mercury levels in tissues nor did the 

administration of B9 increase mercury excretion (Clarke et al., 2012). Therefore, it was suggested 

the strong specificity of B9 to mercury reduced the damage induced by mercury exposure through 

mercury sequestration without elimination of mercury (Clarke et al., 2012).  

One of the limitations with B9 as a suitable chelator is its low water solubility (< 200 µM). 

Here, we look at 1,3-benzene-diamido-2-carboxylethanethiol (AB9), an analogue of B9 with two 

carboxylic acid residues which exhibit improved water solubility (Figure 5.1). The purpose of this 

study is to probe the effectiveness of AB9 treatments on the accumulation of mercury in zebrafish 

larvae following an acute mercuric chloride (HgCl2) dose. Zebrafish (Danio rerio) are a very good 

vertebrate model organism for in vivo toxicological studies due to similarities to human physiology 

which comprise much of systemic biology including the nervous, gastrointestinal, renal, and 

endocrine systems (Lieschke and Currie, 2007). Moreover, their high fecundity, rapid and well-

defined developmental stages, and simple care in animal research while simulating natural animal 

colony conditions are all beneficial. Low concentrations of toxicants like mercury in biological 

samples are easily visualized using X-ray fluorescence imaging (XFI) with results identifying the 

distribution of metals in vivo which may help deduce routes of toxicity (Korbas et al., 2012; 

MacDonald et al., 2015a). Here we present the fate and distribution of inorganic Hg(II) following 

an excess dose of AB9 in zebrafish larvae using XFI. Furthermore, X-ray absorption spectroscopy 

(XAS) and density functional theory (DFT) were utilized to identify the radial structure of 

inorganic Hg(II) complexed with AB9 in solution to qualify its candidacy as an effective mercury 

chelator. Both these techniques were considered because they offer different and complementary 

information. 
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Figure 5.1. Structure of 1,3-benzenediamidoethanethiol (B9) 

and 1,3-benzene-diamido-2-carboxylethanethiol (AB9). 
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5.4 Materials and Methods 

AB9 (1,3-benzene-diamido-2-carboxylethanethiol) was synthesized in Dr. David A. 

Atwood’s research laboratory at the University of Kentucky similar to its analogue B9 (1,3-

benzenediamidoethanethiol) (Figure 5.1) as previously described (Zaman et al., 2007). Mercury 

compounds are powerful toxicants and were handled with and disposed of with extreme care in 

accordance of University of Saskatchewan protocol. 

5.4.1 X-ray Fluorescence Imaging (XFI) Sample Preparation 

In vivo zebrafish experiments were performed in Dr. Patrick H. Krone’s laboratory as 

approved by the University of Saskatchewan’s Animal Research Ethics Board.  

A dose of 2 µM HgCl2 was selected for this experiment so that it be non-lethal to the 

majority of zebrafish yet still measurable in larval tissue using X-ray fluorescence imaging (XFI) 

elemental mapping, as described below. Range-finding studies of zebrafish larvae treated with 

AB9 only of concentrations up to 150 µM had 100% survival rate; a treatment concentration of 

100 µM AB9 was therefore chosen to sustain a large excess with respect to Hg concentrations and 

also not introduce any inherent toxicity. Solutions used to incubate and treat zebrafish larvae in 

preparation for XFI were prepared using system water from the aquatic fish facility.  

Wild-type zebrafish larvae for XFI were randomly separated into groups of 100 zebrafish 

per treatment and incubated in system water. Twenty-five zebrafish were randomly separated into 

four petri dish representing four replicates per treatment. An outline of the protocol is shown in 

Table 5.1. At 3 days post fertilization (dpf), mercury-dosed groups were exposed to 2 µM HgCl2 

for 24 hours, while the “control group” was exposed to system water. Treatment groups were then 

triple rinsed with system water to remove excess mercury from the exterior. At 4 dpf the “HgCl2 

4 dpf” group was selected as a representative group to examine mercury distribution 24 hours 

following mercury exposure and were euthanized, fixed and embedded in JB-4 polymerization 

mixture (the details below) for further analysis. The remaining 2 treatment groups were exposed 

to either system water (“HgCl2 + H2O” group) or 100 µM AB9 (“HgCl2 + AB9” group) for 3 

consecutive days, while the “control group” was also exposed to system water for the same time 

period. Following the 3 day treatment (7 dpf), 20 fish were randomly selected per treatment group 
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and embedded and fixed following the method described by Sullivan-Brown et al. (2011). All 

zebrafish were euthanized with 0.2% tricaine before fixation and embedding.  

 

Table 5.1. Experimental protocol for zebrafish dosing and treatment schedule. 

Treatment Groups 
Incubation Period Dosing 3 Day Treatment Embedding 

0 dpf / 1 dpf / 2 dpf 3 dpf 4 dpf / 5 dpf / 6 dpf 7 dpf 

1 control 

incubated in system 

water 

system water system water 

prepared for XFI 
2 HgCl2 4 dpf 2 µM HgCl2 none; embedded for XFI 

3 HgCl2 + H2O 2 µM HgCl2 system water 

4 HgCl2 + AB9 2 µM HgCl2 100 µM AB9 

Dose period of 24 hours; treatment period of 72 hours. 

 

Zebrafish embryos were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 2 hours at 4C. The 

embryos were slowly dehydrated using 5 minute washes in a step-wise series of 0%, 25%, 50%, 

75%, and 100% MeOH:PBST buffer solutions (30 mM PBS + 0.01% Tween 20) and stored under 

rocking conditions at room temperature. Embryos were then slowly rehydrated in the reverse order 

of the MeOH:PBST buffer washes described above and fixed in 1% 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate 

and left to harden. The blocks of resin were then dehydrated in absolute methanol and incubated 

at 4C under rocking conditions for 5-8 hours. The ethanol solution was replaced with an 

infiltration solution (0.625 g benzoyl peroxide per 50 mL JB-4 Solution A) and left on a shaker at 

4C overnight. The solution was replaced again with fresh infiltration solution in the morning and 

shaken for 5-6 hours at 4C. The resin blocks were then placed in embedding molds and filled with 

a JB-4 polymerization mixture (1 mL JB-4 Solution B per 25 mL infiltration solution) and placed 

at 4C overnight for polymerization to occur. Transverse sections 6 m thick were cut and mounted 

on Thermanox metal-free cover slips (Thermo Scientific, Nunc) for XFI. Images of five 

representative zebrafish were collected for each mercury-dosed treatment group. Hematoxylin & 

Eosin (H&E) staining (Harris’ method) was applied to adjacent transverse sections for 

morphological comparisons.  

5.4.2 X-ray Fluorescence Imaging (XFI) Data Collection and Analysis 

XFI data were collected at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource (SSRL) on 

beamline 2-3 with its storage ring operating top-up mode at 350 mA and 3.0 GeV. This beamline 

utilizes a Si(111) double crystal monochromator and incident X-ray intensity was tuned to 13.45 
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keV, below the Br K-edge to avoid excitation of Br K fluorescence. Samples were mounted at 

45 to the incident X-ray beam and scanned with a beam diameter of 2 µm achieved with a 

microfocus Rh-coated Kirkpatrick-Baez (K-B) system. X-ray scanning was ‘on the fly’ with a 

dwell time of 600 ms per pixel and a pixel size of 3 µm. Fluorescence was detected at 90 to the 

incident X-ray beam using a one element Vortex silicon-drift detector. Quantification of elements, 

excluding mercury, was achieved by imaging uniform thin film standards (6.3 µm thick) which 

were mounted on Mylar substrates. Quantification of mercury was achieved using gold and 

thallium Mylar film standards which were used to interpolate the mercury fluorescence intensity 

since a mercury standard slowly loses mercury content over time and is unreliable for our use.  

XFI images were processed using SMAK software (Webb, 2016). X-ray fluorescence 

levels for each windowed element were normalized to the incoming beam and background signal 

was subtracted from each pixel. H&E stain images were used as a reference to mark regions of 

interest in XFI images for quantification. Average mercury and zinc levels in zebrafish larvae liver 

were compared between experimental groups. 

5.4.3 X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) Sample Preparation, Data Collection and Analysis 

Aqueous samples for XAS were prepared with slow, dropwise, addition of aqueous HgCl2 

to AB9 solutions at 3:1 AB9:HgCl2 molar ratio. Samples were mixed with 30% (v/v) glycerol at 

pH 7.4 then loaded into 2 mm × 3 mm × 22 mm Delrin cuvettes wrapped in metal-free adhesive 

Kapton tape and flash frozen in a slurry of liquid nitrogen-cooled isopentane.  

Mercury LIII-edge spectra was measured on the structural molecular biology beamline 7-3 

at SSRL employing the SPEAR storage ring operating at 3.0 GeV with a current of 350 mA. 

Photon source was supported by a wiggler field of 2-T. The beamline was equipped with a Si(220) 

double-crystal monochromator and harmonic rejection was achieved with a 15 keV mirror cut-off 

angle. Incident X-ray intensity was monitored using a nitrogen-filled ionization chamber and X-

ray absorption of samples were measured by the X-ray fluorescence excitation spectrum using a 

30-element germanium detector array. Soller slits and Ga2O3 X-ray filters (EXAFS Materials, 

Danville, California, USA) were used to reduce unwanted scatter radiation and non-linearity of the 

detector. Samples were placed in a liquid helium cryostat holding an approximate temperature of 

10 K to minimize thermal contributions. Simultaneous absorption of a standard HgSn amalgam 

metal foil was measured downstream by transmittance using nitrogen-filled ionization chambers 
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for internal calibration. Monochromator energy calibration corresponded to the lowest-energy Hg 

inflection point of the Hg-Sn foil, which was assumed to be 12,285.0 eV. 

Extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) oscillations (k) were analyzed using 

the EXAFSPAK program suite (George, G.N., 2000). Fourier transforms were phase-corrected for 

HgS backscattering and nominal threshold energy (E0) was assumed to be 12,305.0 eV. The 

program FEFF version 8.25 (Rehr and Albers, 2000) was utilized to perform theoretical phase and 

amplitude functions calculations. 

5.4.4 Statistical Analysis 

Statistical analysis of survival studies were conducted by SPSS Statistics 24. The difference 

in survival rate between groups across testing days was evaluated using 2-factorial repeated 

ANOVA with time as the within-subject variable and treatments as the between-subject variable. 

When the assumption of sphericity was violated (assessed by Mauchly’s test of sphericity) degrees 

of freedom was corrected using the Greenhouse-Geisser or Huynh-Feldt estimate of sphericity. 

ANOVA was then applied to treatment groups on each testing time. Bonferroni-corrected post hoc 

tests were applied if statistical significance was met in RANOVA and ANOVA (P < 0.05). P < 

0.05 was considered as statistically significant. Significant differences of mercury levels in liver 

sections from XFI data were determined using a Student’s t-test in each treatment group. 

5.5 Results and Discussion 

5.5.1 Survival Studies of Zebrafish Larvae Following Treatment with HgCl2 and HgCl2 + AB9  

“Control” represents zebrafish larvae exposed to system water throughout the trial. “HgCl2 

+ H2O” group represents zebrafish larvae exposed to 2 µM HgCl2 at 3 dpf, followed with 3 days 

of treatments with H2O only. “HgCl2 + AB9” group represents zebrafish larvae exposed to 2 µM 

HgCl2 at 3 dpf, followed with 3 days of treatments with 100 µM AB9. Figure 5.2 summarizes the 

effect of treatments on the survival of zebrafish larvae across experimental days. RANOVA 

revealed a significant Treatment effect F (2, 9) = 4.36; P < 0.05. The negative treatment effect on 

survival was revealed one day after treatment and progressed afterwards (Day and Treatment 

interaction: F(2.73, 12.29) = 3.66 P < 0.05; Day effect: F(1.37, 12.29) = 11.44 P < 0.01). Although 

survival in “HgCl2 + H2O” and “HgCl2 + AB9” groups decreased already one day after treatment 
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initiation (P = 0.05), ANOVA revealed statistically significant differences among groups only two 

days after treatment (P < 0.05). The difference stemmed from a significant difference of survival 

between “control” and “HgCl2 + AB9” groups. No significant difference was observed between 

“HgCl2 + H2O” and “HgCl2 + AB9” groups across experimental days. These results suggest that 

while treatments with AB9 are not more harmful than treatments with H2O to zebrafish larvae 

exposed to HgCl2, zebrafish dosed with HgCl2 followed with AB9 treatments may be more harmed 

than the “Control” zebrafish not exposed to any HgCl2. As previously mentioned, zebrafish larvae 

with AB9 treatments alone up to 150 µM had 100% survival, therefore the decreased survival of 

zebrafish exposed to HgCl2 followed by treatments with AB9, may be the result of a redistribution 

of mercury to other target organs. Clarke et al. (2012) found considerable bioavailability of B9 in 

DMSO with distribution to the small intestine, subcutaneous fat, plasma and liver within 1 hour 

using abdominal subcutaneous injections. Drug delivery of AB9 in zebrafish larvae could be 

facilitated through the skin and gills from the surrounding environment (McGrath and Li, 2008) 

and is the likely route of absorption for AB9. Major vasculature is complete by 28 hours post 

fertilization (hpf) and major organs are functional at 5 dpf allowing for distribution of small 

molecules (Raluda and Pina, 2014). Once in the bloodstream, mercuric mercury binds to 

glutathione and sulfur-rich proteins such as metallothionein (Bernhoft, 2012). 
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Figure 5.2. Zebrafish survival following the start of dose and treatment 

days. Treatment groups include “control”, “HgCl2 + H2O”, and “HgCl2 

+ AB9” groups. Repeated ANOVA was performed on four replicates 

of 25 zebrafish per treatment group. P-dfp F(1.37, 12.29) = 11.44, P < 

0.01. Error bars represent standard error. * indicates significant 

differences in zebrafish survival between “HgCl2 + AB9” and “control” 

groups (P < 0.05). 
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5.5.2 AB9 Treatments Significantly Reduced Mercuric Chloride Accumulation in Liver Sections 

As stated above, development of zebrafish larvae is rapid with major organs and 

vasculature functional by 2 dpf and embryogenesis complete by 5 dpf (McGrath and Li, 2008; 

Kari et al., 2007). The uptake and accumulation of HgCl2 following acute exposure is customarily 

to the liver and olfactory regions of zebrafish larvae (Korbas et al., 2012). Figure 5.3 shows the 

histological and XFI images of the transverse trunk region showing sections of the liver as well as 

sections of pronephric ducts, yolk sac, gut, and brain. “HgCl2 4dpf” represents zebrafish exposed 

to 2 µM HgCl2 at 3 dpf, then euthanized at 4dpf. HgCl2 accumulation is predominantly in the 

pronephric ducts, liver and yolk sac wall of zebrafish larvae (Korbas et al., 2012) and the results 

of this study were consistent with that pattern. “HgCl2 + H2O” and “HgCl2 + AB9” zebrafish are 

7 dpf and have absorbed their yolk sacs by that age and therefore would not have any yolk sac wall 

for mercury accumulation. Figure 5.3 shows typical zinc accumulation in all tissues but is 

especially highly observed in pigment cells, which is consistent with previous studies (MacDonald 

et al., 2015b). Following treatment, the levels of mercury in the trunk region of the zebrafish treated 

with AB9 (“HgCl2 + AB9”) are lower than compared to the zebrafish treated with H2O alone 

(“HgCl2 + H2O”). Mercury levels in the livers of five separate fish were quantified and averaged 

using a Student’s t-test and shown in Figure 5.4. Results confirmed a significant decrease (P < 

0.05) in mean mercury levels when measuring the liver sections of “HgCl2 + AB9” zebrafish 

compared to the two other HgCl2 treated groups. The difference in mercury levels between “HgCl2 

4 dpf” and “HgCl2 + H2O” groups, euthanized at 4 dpf and 7 dpf respectively, was not significant, 

suggesting that excretion of mercury during depuration period is very low. Levels of mercury in 

the “HgCl2 + AB9” group compared to the “HgCl2 + H2O” group was significantly lower (P < 

0.05) indicating the unloading of mercury from the liver with AB9 treatment. Moreover, zinc (Zn) 

levels in the livers were similarly quantified using a Student’s t-test and mean Zn levels in the liver 

sections are shown in Figure 5.5. Zn levels increased significantly (P < 0.05) between “HgCl2 4 

dpf” and both “HgCl2 + H2O” and HgCl2 + AB9” groups and this is attributed to the natural growth 

and accumulation of zinc of zebrafish.   
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Figure 5.3. Optical (H&E) and X-ray fluorescence imaging (XFI) images of 

mercury and zinc distributions in sections of zebrafish larvae treated with HgCl2 

without and with AB9. “HgCl2 4 dpf” are zebrafish following 2 µM HgCl2 dose 

then euthanized. “HgCl2 + H2O” are zebrafish following 2 µM HgCl2 dose, then 

3 days of H2O treatment. “HgCl2 + AB9” are zebrafish following 2 µM HgCl2 

dose, then 3 days of 100 µM AB9 treatment. br = brain, pd = pronephric ducts, 

gt = gut, ys = yolk sac, lv = liver. White scale bars represent 30 µm. Overlay XFI 

images are mercury (red) and zinc (green). 
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Figure 5.4. Student’s t-test of mercury levels in zebrafish 

livers in µg/cm2. Error bars indicate standard deviation. 

*indicates mercury levels significantly different between 

“HgCl2 + AB9” and “HgCl2 + H2O” groups (P < 0.05). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.5. Student’s t-test of zinc levels in zebrafish 

livers in µg/cm2. Error bars indicate standard deviation. 

*indicates zinc levels significantly different between 

“HgCl2 + H2O” and “HgCl2 4 dpf” groups (P < 0.05) and 

“HgCl2 + AB9” and “HgCl2 4 dpf” groups (P < 0.05. 
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As previously mentioned, zinc is an abundant endogenous divalent transition metal which 

might compete for binding with AB9 and therefore high AB9 treatment doses might result in 

dysregulation of zinc. However, no significant differences were found in Zn levels of liver sections 

when comparing “HgCl2 + H2O” and “HgCl2 + AB9” groups which suggests preservation of 

homeostasis with respect to Zn in this anatomical region of interest. An excess dose of AB9 could 

pose a threat to the homeostasis of other biologically relevant transition metals as previous work 

with B9 has shown its high affinity for soft heavy metals iron (Fe), copper (Cu), and Zn, with 

strongest affinity for Hg (Matlock et al., 2002; Matlock et al., 2003). Biological systems are higher 

in Fe, Cu, and Zn with respect to Hg, and harmful effects from the depletion of these metals could 

be a concern, however preliminary range finding studies of zebrafish with AB9 alone found no 

significant increase in morbidity nor mortality of a dose up to 150 µM and XFI data showed no 

significant decrease in Zn levels in zebrafish larvae livers. Moreover, essential transition metals 

are typically tightly and efficiently regulated reducing the likelihood.  

XFI clearly demonstrated decreased levels of mercury in the liver sections of zebrafish 

larvae treated with AB9 following an acute HgCl2 exposure. The decrease in mercury levels 

supports the ability of AB9 to facilitate the unloading of Hg from the liver. Examination of the 

pronepheric ducts also show a decrease in mercury levels when treated with AB9 however 

quantifying the structures of the pronephric ducts at this resolution was challenging due to 

variances of anatomical structures and therefore was not included. The non-significant decrease in 

survival in the “HgCl2 + AB9” group compared to the “HgCl2 + H2O” group (Figure 5.2) 

underscores the importance of further studies on the pharmacodynamics of AB9 in relation to the 

fate of mercury in vivo which may help explain how mercury may be unloaded from liver sections 

of zebrafish larvae following AB9 treatment. The mechanism of liver clearance of inorganic Hg(II) 

after AB9 treatment is currently unknown. Mercury could have been excreted into the environment 

(Petri dish) or redistributed to other areas of the body. Redistribution to essential organ systems 

could possibly explain the decreased survival seen in zebrafish treated with AB9. This assumption 

is consistent with the lower mercury concentrations reported by Clarke et al. (2012) in the urine 

and feces in B9 treated rats which may also suggest redistribution (Clarke et al., 2012). Zebrafish 

blood brain barrier (BBB) is comparable to mammalian BBB and is developed as early as 3 dpf 

(Korbas et al., 2012) therefore if one site of the redistribution of Hg is the brain, the AB9Hg 

complex would likely have to be transported by membrane transporters. While the present study 
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is appreciably different to the Clarke et al. (Clarke et al., 2012) study with regards to animal model, 

life-stage of animal model, chelator and method of chelator administration, both studies suggest a 

possible beneficial role of B9 or AB9 in ameliorating toxic effects from inorganic Hg(II). 

5.5.3 Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) Characterization of HgCl2 with AB9  

The interaction of HgCl2 in solution with AB9 at 3:1 molar ratio was examined with the 

analysis of Hg LIII-edge extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) to look at how AB9 

reacts with HgCl2 in solution and investigate the solution structure of AB9Hg complex as a 

possible model of how they bind in vivo. EXAFS provides information on the radial structure of 

an absorbing element and in this case could provide information on whether AB9 has the 

characteristics necessary to be a good chelator specific to Hg(II) ions. Compared to the HgCl2 dose 

administered to the zebrafish larvae for the XFI experiments, higher concentrations of HgCl2 and 

AB9 were used for EXAFS analysis due to the detection limit of EXAFS experiments. EXAFS of 

HgCl2 with AB9 is shown in Figure 5.6 with the structural parameters used for the best fit using 

multiple scattering analysis in Table 5.2. Figure 5.6A illustrates EXAFS oscillations with uniform 

phase and large amplitude which signifies backscattering from a moderately large atom. The 

Fourier transform (Figure 5.6B) is dominated by a first-shell interaction at 2.33 Å corresponding 

to HgS. Other backscattering shells modelled include two HgC at 3.36 Å and two HgN at 

3.97 Å.The multiple scattering peak at 4.7 Å is due to the near-linear geometry of the S–Hg–S. 

These results are in good agreement with characteristic two-coordinate SHgS structures with a 

close to linear bond angle of 177 ± 4 which have bond-lengths in the range of 2.34-2.36 Å (Fu et 

al., 2011). Geometry-optimized, energy-minimized structure of AB9 binding inorganic Hg(II) is 

shown in Figure 5.7. The calculated SHgS bond angle of 179 is marginally lower than the 

characteristic linear range which can be a result of minor ring strain due to the inherant structure 

of the AB9 molecule and its shorter ligand length that translates to a small bite angle. Indeed, Fu 

et al. (2011) found that a longer ligand chain length of propanethiolate to be more energetically 

favourable than the ethanethiolate to provide the ideal fit to incorporate an Hg atom. In addition, 

as previously mentioned, a 10 deviation of the SHgS bond angle from linear 180 did not result 

in significant energetic penalties (George et al., 2004), hence AB9 complexed with Hg2+ is well 

within the acceptable margin.   
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Figure 5.6. Mercury LIII-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) of HgCl2 with AB9 at 3:1 

molar ratio. A: EXAFS oscillations. B: Corresponding Fourier transform, phase-corrected for 

HgS backscattering. Experimental data shown in black; curve-fitting analyses shown in blue, 

the numerical results of which are shown in Table 5.2. *indicates unidentifiable backscattering 

atoms between 34 Å from mercury. **indicates multiple scattering peak due to near-linear 

geometery of S–Hg–S. 
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Figure 5.7. Geometry optimized, energy minimized calculated 

structure of 1 AB9 molecule binding to Hg(II).   
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The features shown between 3-4 Å correspond to further shells but could not be identified with a 

suitable model. The ligands of AB9 are flexible and therefore in solution could exist in any number 

of possible orientations. 

Zaman et al. (2007) found complexes of B9 with mercuric mercury to have HgS bond-

lengths of 2.42 Å long and had contributed the elongation to the presence of secondary interactions 

with other ligands. In addition, the longer HgS bond-length may be attributed to the large Debye-

Waller factor fixed at 0.008 Å2 which translates to larger static disorder in the bond distance. 

Polymeric species with alternating Hg2+ ions and dithiolate molecules can exist when mixed in 

solutions at higher concentrations (Fu et al., 2011) and Zaman et al. (2007) found the formation of 

insoluble precipitates at high concentrations of B9 with Hg2+ which suggests the formation of 

polymers. For this reason, samples for EXAFS were prepared with the slow, dropwise addition of 

HgCl2 to AB9 solutions. Nevertheless, the EXAFS results did not indicate any significant 

backscattering from systemic neighbouring atoms which may indicate a non-crystalline complex. 

Irrespective of this, the fate of Hg2+ in vivo is expected to culminate at binding sites with 

endogenous thiolates so while the EXAFS results can not conclusively state whether AB9 forms 

true chelate complexes with Hg2+, the incidental sequestering activity of AB9 in vivo can be 

expected to have a more probable chance of forming a true chelate ring complex, at a 1:1 Hg2+:AB9 

ratio. 

 

Table 5.2. Curve-fitting parametersa used to fit extended X-ray absorption fine 

structure (EXAFS) of AB9 and mercuric chloride. 
 Bond N R (Å)   2 (Å2) E0 (eV) F 

3 AB9 : 1 HgCl2 

Hg  S 2 2.33 (1) 0.0024 (1) 4.9 (5) 0.3696 

Hg  C 2 3.36 (1) 0.0036   

Hg  N 2 3.97 (1) 0.0042   

a N coordination number; R (Å) interatomic distances; 2 (Å2) Debye-Waller 

factor; E (eV) threshold energy shift to nominal threshold value of 12,305 eV 

(E0). Estimated standard deviations in the last digit of the fitted parameters are 

shown in parentheses. The goodness of fit function F is defined by [Σk6(χ(k)calc 

− χ(k)expt)2/Σk6χ(k)2
expt]1/2, with χ(k)calc and χ(k)expt as the calculated and 

experimental EXAFS and k being the photoelectron wavevector. Amplitude 

reduction factor (S0
2
) set to 1.0. 
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In summary, this study shows AB9 to have favourable sequestering activity as treatment 

with 100 µM AB9 reduces the accumulation of mercury in the livers of zebrafish larvae. The 

EXAFS results support the characteristic properties of specific chelation binding of AB9 to Hg2+ 

with characteristic two-coordinate linear HgS bond-lengths of 2.33 Å, and geometry optimized, 

energy-minimized DFT results show the complex structure displaying an almost linear 

coordination within the ideal linear range. However, unfavourable results with respect to 

significantly decreased zebrafish survival were also observed with zebrafish larvae dosed with 

HgCl2 followed by AB9 treatment compared to the healthy control group. In this case, more in 

depth in vivo studies to better understand the fate of AB9 removal of inorganic mercury from target 

organs could be useful in understanding the mechanistic activity of this sequestering agent.  
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CHAPTER 6. High Energy Resolution Fluorescence Detection X-ray 

Absorption Spectroscopy of Mercury Compounds 

 

6.1 Preface 

XAS has the advantage of element specific probing of oxidation states and coordination 

environments of chemical species. With the development of advanced synchrotron techniques, 

researchers are able to observe beyond the limitations of conventional XAS. The structural 

components of mercury compounds are important to the activity and fate of mercury in 

environmental and biological systems, therefore knowledge of the structure is of vital importance. 

Near-edge spectroscopy is effective in fingerprint identification of coordination environments but 

can be challenging with mercury compounds due to the broad spectra at the Hg LIII-edge. The 

following chapter explores the potential of high-energy resolution fluorescence detection 

(HERFD) XAS monitoring the mercury LIII-L1 emission line in the molecular characterization 

of mercury compounds. The improved energy resolution afforded with HERFD XAS will improve 

the chemical speciating capabilities critically important in understanding the molecular toxicology 

of mercury compounds. In situ detection of trace accumulated levels of highly toxic compounds, 

like some mercury compounds, is achievable with HERFD XAS and we conclude that this 

spectroscopic tool will be an influential complement to EXAFS measurements in the 

characterization of natural, dilute levels important in environmental and health sciences. 
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6.2 Abstract 

High-energy resolution fluorescence detection X-ray absorption spectroscopy (HERFD 

XAS) employs Bragg optics which decreases core hole lifetime broadening effects to X-ray 

absorption spectroscopy. This vastly improves the energy resolution which produces greater 

details in X-ray absorption spectra. Here, we use HERFD XAS to investigate a series of mercury 

compounds and develop methods for mercury LIII-L1 HERFD XAS. Results show LIII-L1 

HERFD XAS provides improved speciating capabilities of different chemical species of mercury. 

The observed LIII-L1 HERFD XAS spectra are interpreted with ab initio calculated electronic 

transitions using a density functional theory restricted-open-shell configuration interaction singles 

(DFT/ROCIS) method with incorporation of the spin-orbit coupling (SOC) of the molecular 

multiplets of L-edge X-ray absorption. This new method is used to examine mercury species in 

wild swordfish at natural dilute levels. 

6.3 Introduction 

Mercury (Hg) is the only metal pollutant with no geographic boundaries as the volatile 

form Hg0 is readily transported around the globe. Its atmospheric lifetime lasts several months in 

the form of Hg0, facilitating its global transportation (Ariya et al., 2015). The chemical 

transformation of Hg0 to different mercury species and oxidation states result in differing 

physicochemical properties that affect its environmental deposition. Mercury is a naturally 

occurring element comprising about 80 µg/kg of the earth’s crust and 0.3 ng/L in seawater 

(Gonzalez-Raymat et al., 2017). Its presence in land and aquatic systems plays an important role 

in the redistribution of mercury in aquatic systems where the production of methylated mercury 

species occurs (Selin, 2009). Despite mercury’s ubiquitous existence, at present time there are no 
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known biological roles for mercury in organisms. A possible exception may be phototrophic 

microorganisms which use heavy metals, including Hg(II), as electron sinks during photosynthesis 

(Reith et al., 2009; Gregoire and Poulain, 2016). Mercury is also part of some of the most toxic 

compounds on earth (George et al., 2004). The extent of toxicity from elevated exposures to 

mercury compounds is largely dependent on the chemical form of mercury (Bernhoft, 2012; 

Korbas et al., 2012). Understanding the electronic structure of mercury coordination can lead to a 

better understanding to the mechanisms of mercury transformation, biotransformation, and toxic 

effects. 

Often chemical investigations of mercury are performed under sub-optimal conditions 

requiring the excess addition of the metal in order to meet the detection limit of the analysis. 

Additionally, bulk measurements of the sample are performed to meet adequate count rates which 

may obscure the heterogenous composition in the sample. Furthermore, the near-edge region of 

Hg LIII-edge spectra is very broad, compared to other elements like sulfur K-edge spectra which 

produce sharp spectral features (Sneeden et al., 2004). The lack of prominent features in Hg LIII-

edge spectra makes the separation of different chemical species somewhat challenging. High-

energy resolution fluorescence detection X-ray absorption spectroscopy (HERFD XAS) is capable 

of distinguishing between different chemical species by probing the local bonding environment of 

an absorbing element. HERFD XAS employs Bragg crystal sets that preferentially diffract only a 

small portion of the fluorescence emission from the sample to the detector which vastly improves 

the energy resolution (Sokaras et al., 2013) and produces richer spectra, and hence, greatly 

improves the speciating capabilities. HERFD XAS has been influential in investigating the 

coordination geometry of complex systems, mostly in the area of catalytic sciences where 

experiments directly probe the electronic levels responsible for chemical properties or in operando 

experiments probing the electronic transitions important to a chemical reaction (Atkins et al., 2012; 

Wierzbicki et al., 2018), but the use of HERFD XAS in environmental sciences is limited. HERFD 

XAS was practical in substantiating a new diiron distance in a key intermediate involved in the 

methane monooxygenase enzymes in methanotropic bacteria as a step forward to understanding 

the mechanism involved in the oxidation of methane (Cutsail et al., 2018). In another study 

involving mercury, HERFD XAS had been used to investigate environmental accumulation of 

mercury and detect the ligand form bound to mercury in hair at levels as low as 3 nM (Manceau 

et al., 2016). The lowest mercury level triggering adverse effects in humans was examined to be 4 
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µg/kg/day, correlating to a blood level of 200 µg/L or accumulation of 50 µg/g in hair (Swedish 

Expert Group, 1971). Here, we examine the capabilities of HERFD XAS with the chemical 

characterization of a variety of organic and inorganic mercury compounds and expand 

methodologies by monitoring the mercury LIII-L1 emission line to demonstrate its extensive 

potential to better identify different chemical species of mercury. 

6.4 Materials and Methods 

6.4.1 Sample Preparation 

Mercuric chloride and mercuric acetate were obtained from Alfa Aesar. Mercuric sulphate, 

yellow mercuric oxide, -mercuric sulfide, mercuric selenide, methylmercury hydroxide, 

selenocystine, sodium borohydride, and methyl-imidazole were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. 

Elemental mercury was prepared with the reduction of mercuric chloride with sodium borohydride. 

-mercuric sulfide was prepared by mixing Na2S and HgCl2, collecting, and washing the 

precipitate. Mercuric bis-L-cysteinate (HgCys2), methylmercury-L-cysteine (CH3HgCys), 

methylmercury-imidazole (CH3Hg-imidazole), and bis-methylmercury selenide ((CH3Hg)2Se) 

were prepared with the mixing of mercuric chloride or methylmercury hydroxide with excess 

ligands. [Hg(SR)4]2 was prepared by mixing mercuric chloride with excess L-cysteine in alkaline 

solution (Jalilehvand et al., 2006). Methylmercury selenocysteine (CH3HgSeCys) was prepared 

from the crystallization of equimolar methylmercury hydroxide and selenocysteine in alkaline 

solutions. Samples were prepared as either 1 mM (final) solutions or 5 % weight solid samples 

diluted with BN powder. Solutions were injected into polyacetal cuvettes, covered with metal-free 

Mylar or Kapton tape and frozen in a slurry of LN2-isopentane. Solution samples for conventional 

XAS contained 20% (v/v) glycerol. Solid samples were ground to a fine powder and loaded into 

metal-free sample holders windowed with Mylar or Kapton tape.  

6.4.2 X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) 

Mercury LIII-edge X-ray absorption spectra were measured on the structural molecular 

biology beamline 7-3 at SSRL. The beamline uses a Si(220) double-crystal monochromator for 

energy tuning. The incident X-ray intensity was monitored using a nitrogen-filled ionization 

chamber before the sample holder. Samples were placed in a liquid helium cryostat holding an 
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approximate temperature of 10 K to minimize thermal contributions to atomic vibrations and 

radiation damage. X-ray absorption of solution samples were measured using a 30-element 

germanium detector array at 90 to the incident beam and in the same plane of the incident X-ray 

beam to minimize scattering contributions. Soller slits and gallium containing X-ray filters 

(EXAFS Materials, Danville, California, USA) were utilized to prevent unwanted scatter radiation. 

Transmittance was monitored using nitrogen-filled ionization chambers before and after the 

sample. The simultaneous monitoring of a HgSn amalgam metal foil was measured downstream 

by transmittance using nitrogen-filled ionization chambers for internal calibration which used the 

lowest-energy inflection point of the standard foil assumed to be 12,285 eV.  

6.4.3 High Energy Resolution Fluorescence Detection XAS 

Mercury LIII-L1 and selenium K1 HERFD XAS spectra were collected at the Stanford 

Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource (SSRL) beamline 6-2. The storage ring was operating at 3.0 

GeV and a current of 350 mA. The Si(311) double crystal monochromator and a 5-/6-element 

array of Si(555) and Si(884) crystal analyzers were used to survey the Hg LIII-L1 and Se K1 

emission lines. Samples were placed 45 to the incident beam within a helium flow cryostat 

holding a temperature of 10 K to minimize atomic vibrations and reduce radiation damage. The 

monochromator was energy calibrated relative to the lowest-energy inflection point of standard 

hexagonal grey Se or HgSn foil, assumed to be 12,658 and 12,285 eV, respectively. Fluorescence 

emission was monitored using a single element silicon-Vortex solid-state detector. Data reduction 

and analysis was performed using the EXAFSPAK suite of computer programming (George, G.N., 

2000). 

6.4.4 Ab initio Theoretical Calculations 

Density functional theory (DFT) geometry optimization was carried out using DMol3 

(Delley, 1990; Delley, 2000) on Biovia Materials Studio version 2018 R2. The GGA PBE 

functional with all-electron relativistic core treatments were used for the self-consistent field 

procedure and solvation effects were modeled using the COSMO model (Klamt and Schüürmann, 

1993), where applicable. Geometry-optimized structures from the DFT calculations were then used 

to calculate electronic transitions and transition moments with the ORCA software package 
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(Neese, 2017). The input functional B3LYP was used for geometry optimization, with scalar 

relativistic zero order regular approximation (ZORA) (Pantazi et al., 2008) methods and def2-

TZVP (Weigend and Ahlrichs, 2005) orbital expansion basis sets in combination with the 

Coulomb-fitting auxiliary SARC/J orbital basis set. Hg atoms were matched with the all-electron 

relativistic contracted basis set SARC-ZORA-SVP and energies were corrected for spin-orbital 

coupling (SOC) (Sandhoefer and Neese, 2012). Solvation effects were also accounted for using 

the CPCM solvation model and corresponding solvent parameters (Neese, 2017). Electron density 

isosurfaces were constructed with 0.05 spin per a.u.. Theoretical transition spectra were uniformly 

shifted to align with the experimental data. The energy deviation is due to the omission of electron 

correlation effects (Roemelt and Neese, 2013a).
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6.5 Results and Discussion 

6.5.1 Improved Speciating Capabilities 

Fluorescence detected XAS monitors the secondary physical process of fluorescence 

emission as an indicator of the absorption coefficient. The near-edge spectra of conventional XAS 

of Hg species often display unremarkable broad spectra (Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2, dashed lines) 

thus decreasing their utility for characterizing chemical forms. The full width half max (FWHM) 

natural linewidth of Hg LIII-edge X-ray line is calculated to be 5.50 eV which was extrapolated 

from experimental fluorescence data in conjunction with the theoretical radiative rate of mercury 

(Krause and Oliver, 1979). This broadening is largely governed by the core hole lifetime of the 

L1 emission line. Furthermore, as a result of the energy resolution of current detectors, 

conventional XAS of Hg LIII–edge spectra typically monitors an averaged L1 (9988.8 eV) and 

L2 (9897.6 eV) peak, as they are close in energies. HERFD XAS instrumentation employs Bragg 

crystal sets which preferentially detect the desired emission line with high energy resolution. As a 

result of the improved energy resolution, the core hole lifetime broadening effects from the initial 

core hole are decreased which improves the observed spectral features. These crystal analyzer sets 

offer a large improvement in energy resolution, thus facilitating the direct monitoring of the L1 

emission line at the Hg LIII-edge. The high energy resolution reveals sharper spectral details which 

correspond to electronic structural details of the excited element, as has been previously reported 

by other workers (Manceau et al., 2015; Proux et al., 2017). The sharper features in the spectra 

(Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2, solid line) reveal discernible details of different chemical species and 

improve speciation capabilities between different ligand types.  

6.5.2 Ab initio Theoretical Calculations 

The spectra for dimethyl mercury shown in Figure 6.3 illustrates the good agreement 

between the theoretical transition and experimental spectra. Theoretical transitions were calculated 

using ab initio wavefunctions of restricted open-shell methods with spin-orbit coupling adaptation 

to calculate the probability of excited states using the ORCA suite of programs (Neese, 2017; 

Sandhoefer and Neese, 2012). Unlike K-edge spectra where the final states are not affected by 

multiplicity, the open-shell 2p5ndn+1 final states can produce molecular multiplets due to the 
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overlap of 2p and 3d orbitals. Furthermore, spin-orbit coupling (SOC) effects of the LII and LIII-

edges make the interpretation of 2p X-ray excited spectra somewhat difficult (Roemelt et al., 

2013b). According to XAS selection rules, dipole allowed l = ±1 transitions produce intense 

features and quadrupole allowed l = ±2 transitions produce weaker features. The Laporte rule 

further expresses that transitions between states with the same symmetry (l = 0) are forbidden 

dipole transitions. The observed Hg LIII absorption edge is shaped by the photoexcitation of 

electrons from the 2p3/2 core level to unoccupied molecular orbitals, characteristic of d and s 

character as noted by the lowest unoccupied orbitals of Hg in Hg-ligand complexes. Figure 6.3 

shows the LIII-L1 HERFD XAS and theoretical transition stick spectrum of dimethyl mercury. 

Computed molecular orbitals are constructed by the linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) 

and these are represented in each transition of the stick spectrum (Figure 6.3, red), but due to 

Laporte selection rules, theoretical transitions of quadrupole allowed or formally forbidden dipole 

transitions, marginally observed at lower energies than the intense peak of the stick spectrum at 

12288.0 eV, will be overlooked. Using the theoretical calculations, the observed intense peak at 

12288.0 eV is assigned to an electron transition from a 2p orbital to antibonding * orbital 

populated with d character mixed with some s character. While some formally forbidden dipole 

transitions may be observed in some cases such as the ligand 2s to metal 1s transition (Doonan et 

al., 2005), mercury LIII-L1 HERFD XAS spectra of dimethyl mercury, as seen in Figure 6.3, did 

not exhibit comparable ligand to metal transitions. Furthermore, the calculated excited states are 

composed of different configurations and multiplicities, therefore the intensities observed are not 

to be direct measurements of molecular orbital character (Roemelt et al., 2013b).  
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Figure 6.1. Mercury LIII-L1 HERFD XAS compared with conventional mercury LIII-edge XAS 

of inorganic mercuric compounds. HERFD XAS dataset shown as solid line; conventional XAS 

shown as dashed line. HERFD XAS spectra were collected following the selection of an emission 

energy corresponding to the peak of the emission scan for each individual mercury compound. 

Solid spectra were not corrected for self-absorption effects. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.2. Comparison of organic mercuric compounds using mercury LIII-L1 HERFD XAS and 

conventional mercury LIII-edge XAS. Solid line represents HERFD XAS, while dashed line 

represents conventional XAS. Emission energy was selected as the center peak of the emission 

scan of each mercuric compound.  
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Figure 6.3. Mercury LIII-edge spectra of dimethyl mercury. 

Conventional XAS shown in dashed line, LIII-L1 HERFD XAS 

shown in solid line, and theoretical transition stick spectrum 

shown in red. The highest peak which comprises the main edge 

feature is mostly comprised of 2p to 5d electronic transition as 

calculated by ab initio wavefunctions. Inset shows the molecular 

orbital most populated at the * excited state. 
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HERFD XAS is able to distinguish signature features in the near-edge spectra of 

structurally similar compounds. The mercuric chalcogenides, -mercuric sulfide (-HgS) and 

mercuric selenide (HgSe), shown in Figure 6.4 (left) are isostructural with both crystals exhibiting 

zincblende crystal structures. Conventional XAS (Figure 6.4, left, dotted lines) shows very similar 

spectra for both mercuric chalcogenides which makes it difficult to discriminate between the two. 

Mercury LIII-L1 HERFD XAS (Figure 6.4, left, solid lines), however, is able to discriminate and 

speciate between these two compounds with little uncertainty. The organic methylmercury 

chalcogenides (Figure 6.4, right), methylmercury cysteine (CH3HgCys) and methylmercury 

selenocysteine (CH3HgSeCys), were also spectrally indistinguishable with conventional XAS 

(Figure 6.4, right, dotted lines), however HERFD XAS, is able to distinguish between the two 

compounds (Figure 6.4, right, solid lines) which presents the initial rise in absorption of 

methylmercury selenocysteine a fraction of an eV before methylmercury cysteine. This was 

supported with the results of the theoretical electronic transitions calculated of the SOC corrected 

Hg L-edge excited states. Table 6.1 lists the theoretical electronic transitions of these 

methylmercury chalcogenides. Theoretical transitions of methylmercury selenocysteine were 

calculated to be at lower energies than methylmercury cysteine, which supports the subtle 

differences in the experimental spectra. The * molecular orbital for both compounds exhibited 

strong electronic transitions from a 2p orbital to a molecular orbital populated with d character 

mixed with s character (Figure 6.5). These results show the effectiveness of using theoretical 

transitions to excited states to help interpret and strengthen subtle observations in experimental X-

ray absorption data. 

 

Table 6.1. Calculated Hg L-edge electronic transitions from ab initio wavefunctions using the 

DFT/ROCIS method with spin-orbit-coupling correction.  

 LUMO (eV) LUMO + 1 (eV) LUMO + 2 (eV) LUMO + 3 (eV) 

methylmercury cysteine 12286.46 12286.46 12286.49 12287.33 

methylmercury selenocysteine 12286.34 12286.35 12286.37 12287.09 
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Figure 6.4. Mercury LIII-edge spectra of mercuric chalcogenide compounds. Selenide compounds 

shown in red while sulfide analogue shown in blue. Mercury LIII-L1 HERFD XAS shown as solid 

line while conventional mercury LIII-edge XAS shown as dashed line.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.5. Comparison of mercury LIII-L1 HERFD XAS (solid line) with conventional mercury 

LIII-edge XAS (dashed line) of mercuric chalcogenide compounds. Calculated ab initio 

wavefunctions of probable electronic transitions shown in red stick spectrum. Molecular orbital 

inset shows the most populated molecular orbital at the * excited state.  
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6.5.3 HERFD XAS of Biological Sample 

Another benefit of using a HERFD XAS spectrometer is the rejection of unwanted 

scattering radiation. A considerable rejection of scattering could improve the signal-to-noise which 

would lower the detection limit to allow the investigation of trace elemental levels. Improvements 

on the detection limit would be different between K-edge and L-edge HERFD XAS because the 

separation between the emission line and scattering signal is smaller from a K-edge than an L-edge 

excitation. Hence, fluorescence signals from Se K1 HERFD XAS is expected to offer greater 

improved concentration sensitivity than with Hg LIII-L1 HERFD XAS. Figure 6.6A and Figure 

6.6B show the HERFD XAS spectra collected from wild swordfish white muscle with estimated 

elemental levels of 24 µM for Hg and 12 µM for Se using the height of the edge-jumps 

compared to standards of known concentrations. For more information on selenium HERFD XAS, 

refer to Chapter 7. The spectra were fit using a linear combination of mercury reference standard 

compounds from a library of HERFD XAS mercury standard spectra with results shown in Table 

6.2. Mercury and selenium species contributions were identified using a least squares fitting 

approach fitting the swordfish near-edge spectra to the sum of reference near-edge spectra. The 

best fit of the swordfish using mercury reference compounds of Hg LIII-L1 HERFD XAS is shown 

in Figure 6.6A and shows main contributions from two main components of methylmercury 

cysteine (75 ± 3%) and methylmercury selenocysteine (25 ± 3%). Using a series of selenium 

reference compounds, Se K1 HERFD XAS of the same swordfish tissue had a best fit comprising 

a combination of methylmercury selenocysteine (58 ± 2%), seleno-diglutathione (34 ± 0.8%), and 

selenomethionine (13 ± 1%) (Figure 6.6B). The relative level of methylmercury selenocysteine 

(7 µM) contributing to the Se K1 HERFD XAS is in good agreement with the relative level of 

methylmercury selenocysteine (6 µM) monitoring the Hg LIII-L1 HERFD XAS. Previous results 

showed a predominant contribution of methylmercury cysteine (Harris et al., 2003) only, however 

the improved energy resolution with HERFD XAS can discriminate the subtlety of closely similar 

species and perhaps offers new insights. Selenium is known to be highly attracted to mercury ions 

and mercury has been known to bind to endogenous selenium compounds (Korbas et al., 2010b; 

MacDonald et al., 2015a).   
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Table 6.2. Results from the best fit of a linear combination of 

reference mercury and selenium standards of swordfish muscle 

using Hg LIII-L1 and Se K1 HERFD XAS shown in Figure 6.6. 

Spectra Component Fraction (%) 

Hg LIII methylmercury cysteine 75 ± 3 

 methylmercury selenocysteine 25 ± 3 

Se K methylmercury selenocysteine 58 ± 2 

 seleno-diglutathione 34 ± 0.8 

 selenomethionine 13 ± 1 

Least-squares fitting minimize function = 1/𝑁 ∑ (𝑦𝑗,𝑜𝑏𝑠 −
𝑁

𝑗=1

𝑦𝑗,𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐)2 , where N is the total number of data points, j is the 

energy point number, 𝑦𝑗,𝑜𝑏𝑠  and 𝑦𝑗,𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐 are the observed and 

calculated mixture intensities. The calculated spectrum is given 

by 𝑦𝑗,𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐 = ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝐼𝑖,𝑗

𝑚

𝑖=1
, where m is the number of components 

(user defined), i is the component number, 𝑥𝑖 is the proportion of 

component i, 𝐼𝑖,𝑗is the normalized intensity of the spectrum of 

component i at energy j.  
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Figure 6.6. Species identification of swordfish tissue using mercury LIII-L1 and selenium K1 

HERFD XAS. A: Mercury LIII-L1 HERFD XAS experimental data (circles, left) was best fit 

(solid green line) with a major contribution from methylmercury cysteine (75 ± 3%, dotted dashed 

line) and a lesser contribution from methylmercury selenocysteine (25 ± 3%, dashed dotted line). 

B: Selenium K1.HERFD XAS experimental data (circles, right) was best fit (solid green line) 

with methylmercury selenocysteine (58 ± 2%, dashed line), seleno-diglutathione (34 ± 0.8%, 

dotted dashed line), and selenomethionine (13 ± 1%, solid black line). Residual is shown in red.
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Resonant Inelastic X-ray Scattering (RIXS) 

Near-edge spectra are sensitive to electronic structure and the improved sensitivity of 

HERFD XAS offers great potential with natural samples. However, this technique is complex 

because the operation itself influences its capabilities in heterogeneous samples. HERFD XAS 

utilizes crystal analyzers that monitor and select just a small fraction of the fluorescence emission 

to be detected and with the work herein, the highest peak of the emission scan was selected due to 

the finest signature features. This method of choosing the highest peak of the emission scan to get 

the best discernable spectral features is acceptable when comparing different molecules in a series 

of samples (ex. titration, etc.). However, when using HERFD XAS for identifying components of 

a heterogeneous mixture, there can be significant challenges. Figure 6.7 shows the resonant 

inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS) plot of the incident beam () as a function of the energy transfer 

(), with the relative concentration in the z-direction. The center diagonal of the RIXS plane 

delineate the HERFD XAS scan and is where most variable features are present. Noticeably, any 

deviation from the center of the RIXS plane would result in a different HERFD XAS spectra, 

therefore it is imperative to be vigilant when selecting the emission energy so that consistency is 

maintained and speciation is correct. Furthermore, the RIXS diagonal will be in varying positions 

for different compounds and this energy shift would translate to a small energy shift and change 

in spectral shape in the HERFD XAS which may also lead to species misidentification. The energy 

position of the emission scans of mercury compounds showed little variation with chemical form. 

However, this caution is increasingly probable with noisy datasets which is the case with natural 

samples with ultra-dilute levels of the elements of interest. To circumvent these challenges, a 

swathe of scans spanning the apex of the emission scan could be captured instead of selecting a 

single emission energy so that the data collected spans the range of emission peaks of different 

mercury species. Another possible solution would be to choose a fixed emission energy for all 

standards and unknown heterogeneous samples so that scans are at the very least consistent and 

reproducible. However, choosing scans at a fixed emission energy instead of the emission peak 

energy would introduce a small drawback in HERFD XAS spectral features. Fortunately the peak 

of the Hg L1 emission is wide enough that small deviations from the center RIXS plane, and with 

the little variation in Hg emission line energies between different compounds, Hg LIII-L1 HERFD 

XAS will likely not suffer from drastic changes to the shape of HERFD XAS spectra.  
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Figure 6.7. Mercury LIII-Lα1 RIXS plane of mercuric 

selenide representing incident energy () as a function 

of energy transfer (  ). The most varied exclusive 

features unique to each compound are found on the 

center of the RIXS diagonal. Color bar represents 

photon counts measured; high signal (red); low signal 

(purple). 
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In this work, the remarkable potential of mercury LIII-L1 HERFD XAS spectra to 

demonstrate signature features, that are often difficult to distinguish with conventional XAS, have 

been investigated. These signature features improve the speciation capabilities, allowing the 

distinguishing of formerly similar spectra of different chemical compounds. Mercury, like other 

5d elements, has near-edge spectra with large broadening effects which are a result of beamline 

X-ray optics and core hole lifetime broadening effects. High energy resolution achieved from 

crystal analyzers omit much of the core hole lifetime Lorentzian broadening source, leaving only 

Gaussian-type contributions from beamline optics. Improving the energy resolution from beamline 

optical broadening affects could further improve the speciating capabilities. Nonetheless, the prime 

power with HERFD XAS will be the possibility to better distinguish various chemical forms of 

mercury, and will undoubtable revolutionize the investigations of mercury toxicity in biologically 

and environmentally relevant fields.  
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CHAPTER 7. High Energy Resolution Fluorescence Detection X-ray 

Absorption Spectroscopy of Selenium Compounds 

 

7.1 Preface 

The toxic mechanism of elevated exposure to mercury compounds can be closely 

associated to endogenous selenium. The decrease of endogenously available selenium is thought 

to be partly responsible for the toxic effects of mercury, owing to the high affinity of selenium to 

mercury. Selenium can also be harmful if available in high quantities. Interestingly, a mutual 

detoxification of selenium and mercury compounds has been reported (Parízek and Ostádalová, 

1967). Therefore, molecular characterization is important in understanding the mechanism 

between the relationship of mercury and selenium in vivo. X-ray absorption spectroscopy of the 

Se K-edge of some Se compounds are distinctive, with 1s4p dipole allowed transitions producing 

sharp features in the near-edge spectra. However, selenium’s K1 emission line’s proximity to the 

scattering peaks increases the contribution from background noise, making the sensitivity of this 

technique somewhat lacking. HERFD XAS rejects much of the background scatter which results 

in an improved signal-to-noise of the fluorescence signal and improves the sensitivity of the 

excited element. This chapter develops selenium K1 HERFD XAS methods and examines the 

improved chemical sensitivity with HERFD XAS. Ab initio wavefunction calculations are 

employed to understand the electronic transitions and molecular orbitals responsible for the 

chemical signatures seen in the near-edge spectra of selenium compounds. 
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G. N. George prepared some solid samples, directed the science, performed data acquisition, 

reviewed the manuscript, and provided funds for the research.  

7.2 Abstract 

Selenium K-edge high resolution fluorescence detection X-ray absorption spectroscopy 

(HERFD XAS) was measured for a series of selenium organic and inorganic compounds. HERFD 

XAS overcomes much of the core hole lifetime broadening effects and reveals new spectral 

features allowing for the chemical characterization of previously non-differentiable selenium 

compounds by conventional XAS. Electronic transitions of photoelectrons of 1s4p transitions 

that make up the near-edge features of selenium, near-edge spectroscopy were deduced using 

calculated StoBe-deMon simulations of Kohn-Sham approximations. The sensitivity of selenium 

K1 HERFD XAS is highlighted with the site-specific detection of selenium compounds at ultra-

dilute endogenous levels of a biological sample. 

7.3 Introduction 

Selenium (Se) is an essential micronutrient (Winkel et al., 2015). As a member of group XVI 

elements, selenium shares similarities in chemical properties to another chalcogenide sulfur (S), 

but with a greater redox potential which may be why it is involved in some of the most important 

reactions in biochemistry (Jacob et al., 1999). In recent years, interest in selenium chemistry has 

increased due to the narrow range between essential and toxic levels, its highly reactive chemistry, 

and role in mercury detoxifying mechanisms (Zhang et al., 2013). Selenium is highly redox active, 

ranging oxidation states from 2 to +6, with the most common being elemental selenium (Se0) 

selenide (SeII), selenite (SeIV), and selenate (SeVI). Selenium is represented in a large number 

of different chemical species, with inorganic selenium compounds usually found in soil and 
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aquatic systems, and both organic and inorganic species present in biological organisms ranging 

from bacteria to humans. In the environment, the pH of soil of vegetation plays a critical role in 

the chemical form of selenium oxyanions and therefore the bioavailability (Raptis et al., 1983). 

The levels of selenium in our diet largely depend on the selenium levels and speciation in soil and 

the extent of selenium accumulation of vegetation in a given geographical area (Thavarajah et al., 

2007).  

Selenium plays a key role in the active site of several essential Se-proteins, predominantly by 

means of a single selenocysteine residue (Roman et al., 2014), emphasizing its influential role in 

protein function (Gladyshev, 2006). Of the twenty-five Se-proteins identified in humans, only a 

small number of them have been functionally and structurally characterized which can be due to 

their understated presence, as well as the high reactivity of selenocysteine residues which increases 

the difficulty during investigations to keep enzymes intact (Roman et al., 2014; Avery and 

Hoffmann, 2018). Among them, the redox regulation of glutathione peroxidases (GPxs) and 

thioredoxin reductases (TrxRs) are the most studied (Roman et al., 2014). Atypical activity of 

seleoproteines have been known to play a role in a number of diseases including muscle disorders, 

cardiovascular diseases, epilepsy, inflammatory responses, HIV, endocrine disorders, male 

infertility, and cancer (Roman et al., 2014). A major excretion metabolite of selenium after 

exposure to high levels of selenium is trimethyl selenonium, produced by methyltransferases 

throughout the body (Kuehnelt et al., 2007). The intermediate dimethyl diselenide is kinetically 

favoured and exhaled through the lungs (Roman et al., 2014).  

As previously mentioned, one of the challenges in studying selenium metabolism in 

biological organisms is its low abundance. In most organs and tissues selenium content is 1-10 µM 

(Dolgova et al., 2016). X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) is a great tool for studying chemical 

speciation, particularly because it allows the determination of different chemical forms in a 

heterogeneous mixture without any sample preparation and therefore without artefacts. One of the 

limitations of XAS is that it often requires concentrations two to three orders higher than what is 

found in biological systems. The improved concentration sensitivity of selenium K1 high energy 

resolution fluorescence detection (HERFD) XAS is expected to be instrumental in measuring 

natural selenium levels found in biological organisms. In the case of selenium, since the 

concentration range between essential nutrient and toxic character is very narrow, it is extremely 

important for the detection of chemical species of selenium at naturally relevant levels in order to 
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understand the fine line between health and disease. HERFD XAS can also be beneficial for other 

fields of study, for example geochemistry. Natural levels of selenium are highly variable in the 

earth’s crust (Sharma et al., 2015) which may lead to challenges for analytical investigations in 

areas of dilute natural levels. The near-edge region of XAS is characteristically useful in 

identifying coordination environments and oxidation states due to the activity of unoccupied 

valence orbitals in excited states which are commonly chemical specific. The near-edge regions 

for heavier elements have poor spectral resolution with broad spectra due to the short core hole 

lifetime which increases energy uncertainty and has broadening effects obscuring spectral details 

necessary to discriminate between different compounds, especially those involving the lowest 

unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) states (Bauer, 2014). HERFD XAS data is collected by 

selecting a narrow window of the emission line to preferentially diffract a narrow emission energy 

using a multi-crystal Johann-type spectrometer (Sokaras et al., 2013). Furthermore, at low 

concentrations, background noise from inelastic scattering is dominating the fluorescence signal 

in selenium K-edge XAS which makes investigations on dilute samples more challenging. The use 

of HERFD XAS with improved signal-to-noise and emission-tuning produces sharper spectra for 

any absorbing elements and will help in establishing better structural models. Gathering 

information on the electronic structure is key to many scientific problems including the 

identification of toxic chemical species, enzyme mechanisms, and elemental distribution in situ.  

HERFD XAS has been evidently suitable in a number of solid state and catalysis studies 

probing the LUMO structure to give precise measurements of molecular orbitals (Hűbner et al., 

2012; Sa et al., 2012; Atkins et al., 2012; Kvashnina et al., 2013; Kleymenov et al., 2012). 

However, HERFD XAS in health and environmental research is only starting to be pursued. 

Previous work in our group has shown the formation of a new species of selenyl radical showcasing 

the enhanced chemical sensitivity of this technique (Nehzati et al., 2018). Removing the limitations 

from conventional XAS to investigate relevant chemical species at dilute concentration would 

offer profound information. The initiatives for the work herein were to probe the chemical and 

concentration sensitivity of Se K1 HERFD XAS and unveil exciting opportunities with 

investigations pertaining to selenium compounds in a wide variety of research disciplines and to 

establish the foundation for prospects in further research explorations. The potential to detect 

molecular species at natural levels in situ, presently under-realized in areas of health and 

environmental research, will be tremendous. 
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7.4 Materials and Methods 

7.4.1 Sample Preparation 

Selenocystine, selenomethionine, oxidized glutathione, cysteine, sodium borohydride, 

iodomethane, and dimethyl diselenide were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Sodium selenate, 

sodium selenite, grey selenium powder, selenium sulfide, arsenic selenide, iron selenide, nickel 

selenide, copper (I) selenide, copper (II) selenide, and zinc selenide were purchased from Alfa 

Aesar. Manganese selenide was purchased from Strem Chemicals. Dimethyl selenide was 

purchased from Fluka. Selenocysteine, selenocysteinate, seleno-sulfocystine were prepared as 

previously described (Pickering et al., 1999). Trimethyl selenonium was prepared from an adapted 

protocol (Zhao et al., 2010). Solutions for HERFD XAS were prepared as 1mM (final) aqueous 

solutions and injected into polyacetal cuvettes covered with metal-free Mylar tape and frozen in a 

slurry of LN2-isopentane. Solutions for conventional XAS contained 20% v/v glycerol to minimize 

ice diffraction effects and were taped with metal-free Kapton tape. Solid samples were prepared 

as 5 % weight of the compound, diluted with boron nitride and grounded to a fine powder. Powder 

samples were loaded into metal-free sample holders windowed with Mylar tape. 

7.4.2 High Energy Resolution Fluorescence Detection X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy 

Selenium K1 HERFD XAS spectra were collected at beamline 6-2 at the Stanford 

Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource (SSRL). The SPEAR3 storage ring was operating at 3.0 GeV 

with a current of 350 mA. A Si(311) double crystal monochromator was used for energy-tuning 

of the incident beam and a single or 6-element array of Si(844) crystal analyzer was used to 

monitor and maintain the desired portion of the Se K1 emission line. Samples were placed in a 

helium flow cryostat at 45 to the incident beam, maintaining a temperature of 10 K to minimize 

thermal contributions. A helium filled ion chamber was placed before the cryostat to monitor 

incident X-rays. The monochromator was energy calibrated relative to the lowest-energy inflection 

of grey Se, assumed to be 12,658 eV. Fluorescence emission was monitored using a single element 

silicon-Vortex solid-state detector. Data reduction and analysis was carried out using the 

EXAFSPAK suite of computer programs (George, G.N., 2000). 
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7.4.3 X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) 

Conventional Se K-edge XAS spectra were collected at beamline 7-3 at SSRL. The 

endstation employs a Si(220) double crystal monochromator and nitrogen-filled ionization 

chamber to monitor the incident X-ray intensity. X-ray absorption was measured by the X-ray 

fluorescence excitation spectrum using a 30-element germanium detector. Soller slits and arsenic 

containing filters (EXAFS Materials, Danville, California, USA) were used to limit unwanted 

scattering radiation. Transmittance measurements were collected using nitrogen-filled ionization 

chambers placed before and after the sample to monitor the transmission of X-rays through the 

sample. Samples were in a liquid helium cryostat holding a temperature of 10 K at 45 to the 

incident X-ray beam. Simultaneous absorption of standard grey hexagonal Se was collected 

downstream by transmittance using nitrogen-filled ionization chambers. 

7.4.4 Ab initio Theoretical Calculations 

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed using the program DMol3 

(Delley, 1990; Delley, 2000) on Biovia Materials Studio version 2018 R2. The GGA PBE 

functional and all-electron relativistic core treatments were employed for the self-consistent field 

procedure, and when appropriate, solvation effects were modeled using the COSMO model for 

water ( = 78.54) (Klamt and Schüürmann, 1993). Near-edge spectra were simulated from Dmol3 

geometry-optimized, energy-minimized coordinates and using the StoBe-deMon code using half-

core hole potentials for core hole calculations (Hermann et al., 2001). Orbital basis sets employed 

were as follows: selenium (ii_iglo) or selenium (63321/5321/41); sulfur (73111/6111/1); oxygen 

(7111/411/1); nitrogen (7111/411/1); carbon (6311/311/1); and hydrogen (311/1); with auxiliary 

basis sets for interpolation of the exchange-correlation potential as: selenium (5,5;5,5); sulfur 

(5,4;5,4); oxygen (5,2;5,2); nitrogen (5,2;5,2); carbon (5,2;5,2); and hydrogen (3,1;3,1). 

Theoretical calculations for molecules with two or more selenium atoms were described by means 

of a carbon surrogate (and corresponding basis sets) for the non-core-excited selenium to minimize 

complications. Electron density isovalues were mapped using 0.05 spin per a.u.. Spectra 

convolution was performed using parameters as described previously (Doonan et al., 2008). 
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7.5 Results and Discussion 

7.5.1 Improved Speciation Capabilities of HERFD XAS 

Figure 7.1 compares the experimental spectra of selenium K1 HERFD XAS (solid line) 

and conventional selenium K-edge XAS (dashed line) of various inorganic selenide compounds. 

The selenium K1 HERFD XAS reveals spectral details at the absorption edge owing to the 

diminished core hole lifetime broadening effects, whereas the conventional XAS exhibits a much 

broader absorption edge. HERFD XAS rejects much of the second-order scattering processes and 

allows for sharper spectra due to the improved energy resolution. Furthermore, HERFD XAS 

reveals spectral features within the absorption edge that are not detectable with conventional XAS. 

This was especially evident in spectra of manganese selenide, nickel selenide, copper (I) selenide, 

and zinc selenide in Figure 7.1. The improved energy resolution of selenium K1 HERFD XAS 

leads to enhanced capabilities of differentiating between similar chemical species. 

The selenium oxyanions are a group selenium compounds that partake in important redox 

reactions. With conventional XAS, it is difficult to distinguish between the various degrees of 

protonation states of selenate, and to a lesser degree with selenite. The redox reactions of the Se 

oxyanions present great chemical interest and in soil and sediments they vary from the oxidized 

Se(VI) selenate ([SeO4]2, [HSeO4]; pKa ~1.7), or the reduced Se(IV) selenite ([SeO3]2, 

[HSeO3], H2SeO3; pKa1 2.64, pKa2 8.4) (Peak, 2006). The various chemical forms of Se in soil 

affect sorption, bioavailability, and therefore play an important role in the cycling of Se in the 

environment (Navarro-Alarcon and Cabrera-Vique, 2008). Figure 7.2 illustrates the opportunities 

of improved chemical speciation of Se K1 HERFD XAS using the selenium oxyanions as an 

example. Conventional XAS spectra of selenate in the two illustrated spectra (Figure 7.2, left) are 

almost identical and largely indistinguishable. Conventional XAS spectra of selenite (Figure 7.2, 

right) only shows slight deviations between the different protonation states. Contrarily, selenium 

K1 HERFD XAS spectra shows clear separation between the different protonation states which 

would make identifying these chemical species more straightforward.  
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Figure 7.1. Selenium K1 HERFD XAS spectra compared with conventional K-edge XAS spectra 

of inorganic selenide compounds. HERFD XAS shown in solid line; conventional XAS shown in 

dashed line. HERFD XAS spectra generated from selecting the emission energy at the peak of the 

emission scan for each individual selenium compound. 

 

 

 

Figure 7.2. Selenium K1 HERFD XAS spectra compared with conventional K-edge XAS spectra 

of selenium oxyanions. Left: solution sodium selenate shown at pH  1 and  5.5. Right: solution 

sodium selenite shown at pH  1,  5.5, and  11. Conventional XAS scans show almost 

indistinguishable spectra, whereas selenium K1 HERFD XAS scans show spectral features to 

distinguish between different protonation states of selenate and selenite solutions. 
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7.5.2 Ab initio Theoretical Calculations 

The chemical speciation and chemical sensitivity improvements with HERFD XAS are 

substantial and this is evident by the comparison between selenium K1 HERFD XAS 

experimental spectra and simulated spectra calculated from StoBe-deMon Kohn-Sham 

approximations. Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4 show the selenium K1 HERFD XAS and simulated 

StoBe-deMon calculated spectra of common organoselenium compounds, and corresponding 

major electron transitions responsible for the shape of the absorption edge. In all cases, the 

calculated spectra are in good agreement with the experimental spectra. The intensity and energy 

of the electron transition of the Se(1s) electron to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) 

with 4p character is influenced by the bonding and chemical environment of the absorbing Se 

atom. Table 7.1 lists some of the major calculated StoBe-deMon transitions. The transitions are 

listed in order of increasing energy as LUMO, LUMO+1, and LUMO+2 transitions. All 

organoselenium compounds but selenourea and seleno-bis-methanethiol (representing seleno-

diglutathione) had the highest cross section corresponding to Se(1s) excitation into the antibonding 

* LUMO. As expected the positively charged trimethyl selenonium ion had the highest energy 

LUMO with a peak at 12,662.51 eV. The following molecular orbital diagrams, simulated from 

StoBe-deMon calculations are described in an attempt to understand the experimental selenium 

K1 HERFD XAS spectra. LUMO, LUMO+1, and LUMO+2 were derived from DFT calculations 

using GGA PBE functionals for the self-consistent field procedure, and simulated using StoBe-

deMon computed transitions. 
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Figure 7.3. Experimental and simulated data of selenium K1 HERFD XAS of small molecule 

organoselenium compounds. Experimental data shown in solid lines; simulated spectra shown in 

dashed lines and obtained from convoluting StoBe-deMon transition calculations shown in red 

stick spectrum. Lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), LUMO+1, and LUMO+2 

molecular orbital diagrams, corresponding to theoretical calculated transitions 1, 2, and 3, 

respectively (where applicable). 
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Figure 7.4. Experimental and simulated data of selenium K1 HERFD XAS of extended 

organoselenium compounds. Experimental data shown in solid lines; simulated spectra shown in 

dashed lines and obtained from convoluting StoBe-deMon transition calculations shown in red 

stick spectrum. The lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) and LUMO + 1 correspond to 

transitions 1 and 2 from half-core hole excited state calculations. *Simulated spectra and 

corresponding StoBe-deMon transition calculation are of a simplified model analogue of seleno-

diglutathione, selenium-bis-methanethiol, due to the atom limits of the software. 
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Table 7.1. Calculated StoBe-deMon selenium K-edge electronic transitions of 

organoselenium compounds. 

 Calculated StoBe-deMon transitions (eV) 

Compound LUMO LUMO+1 LUMO+2 

dimethyl selenide 12,661.22 12,661.89     

dimethyl diselenide 12,660.06 12,661.20 12,661.78 

trimethyl selenonium 12,662.51 12,662.52 12,663.60 

selenourea 12,659.33 12,660.40 12,660.74 

selenocysteine 12,661.00 12,661.68 12,662.23 

selenomethionine 12,660.76 12,661.50      

seleno-sulfocystine 12,659.67 12,661.30      

seleno-bis-methanethiol 

(model for selenium-diglutathione) 
12,659.94 12,660.79      

 

 

Small molecule organoselenium compounds. Dimethyl selenide is known to play an 

important role in the global cycling of selenium and is also found as a major exhalation product of 

selenium metabolism in humans (Vriens et al., 2014; Ohta and Suzuki, 2008). Experimental K1 

HERFD XAS and StoBe-deMon calculated electronic transitions are shown in Figure 7.3. The first 

electronic transition in the calculated near-edge spectra of dimethyl selenide at 12,661.22 eV 

corresponds to the LUMO antibonding * (SeC) (Figure 7.3). The next transition at 12,661.89 

eV corresponds to LUMO + 1 antibonding * (SeC). Dimethyl diselenide is considered one of 

the key players in the global cycling of selenium (Groner et al., 2004). The highest intensity 

electronic transition of dimethyl diselenide in the calculated near-edge spectra is illustrated at 

12,660.06 eV and corresponds to molecular orbitals of Se(1s) excitation to LUMO antibonding * 

(SeSe). The next transition at 12,661.89 eV is dominated by  bonding-like character between 

the two Se atoms. The third transition at 12,661.78 eV has molecular orbitals dominated by 

antibonding * (SeSe) and * (SeC). Trimethyl selenonium ion is known as a major urinary 

metabolite in humans (Ohta and Suzuki, 2008). The calculated near-edge spectra of trimethyl 

selenonium has one high intensity transition at 12,662.51 eV with molecular orbitals 

corresponding to antibonding * (SeC) to all three carbons. The transition at 12,662.52 eV 

corresponds to antibonding * (SeC) to two of the three carbons. The third transition at 12,663.60 

eV corresponds to antibonding * (SeC) with all three carbons. Selenourea has no known natural 
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biological activity but has been shown to be efficient in free radical scavenging activity, more so 

than its thiourea analogue (Hussain et al., 2014). The first electronic transition for selenourea at 

12,659.33 eV corresponds to LUMO antibonding * of the Se atom. Transition 2 at 12,660.40 eV 

is characterized with molecular orbitals of LUMO + 1 antibonding * (Se=O). The next transition 

at 12,660.74 eV is the strongest intensity and is assigned to molecular orbitals dominated with 

LUMO + 2 antibonding * (Se=O) and antibonding* (SeN). 

Extended organoselenium compounds. Selenium is part of a number of amino acids found 

in biological systems (Pickering et al., 1999). Selenocysteine was named the 21st amino acid after 

the discovery of the UGA codon responsible for its biosynthesis (Turanov et al., 2011). Figure 7.4 

shows the experimental K1 HERFD XAS and StoBe-deMon calculated electronic transitions of 

various extended organoseneium compounds. The strongest intensity transition of selenocysteine 

at 12,661.00 eV corresponds to Se(1s) excitation to 4p LUMO antibonding * (SeC) and 

antibonding * (SeH). The next transition at 12,661.68 eV is also characterized by antibonding 

* (SeC) and * (SeH). As previously mentioned, the amino acids selenomethionine and seleno-

sulfocystine have been detected in biological systems (Pickering et al., 1999). The highest 

transition probability for the calculated spectra of selenomethionine (Figure 7.4) assigned at 

12,660.76 eV is dominated by the Se(1s) excitation to the 4p antibonding * (SeC). Electronic 

transition 2 at 12,661.50 eV is characterized by LUMO + 1 antibonding * to the terminal carbon 

(Se  C). The first and highest electronic transitions of seleno-sulfocystine in the calculated near-

edge spectra at 12,659.67 eV is assigned to the LUMO antibonding * (Se–S). The second 

transition at 12,661.30 eV is characterized by LUMO + 1 antibonding * (Se–C). The HERFD 

XAS spectra of seleno-diglutathione is shown in Figure 7.4. The calculated stick spectrum is that 

of a simplified model analogue, selenium-bis-methanethiol, due to the limits in number of atoms 

allowed in the StoBe-deMon software. The first most intense electronic transition of selenium-bis-

methanethiol at 12,659.94 eV corresponds to molecular orbitals with Se(1s) excitation to LUMO 

antibonding * (SeS). The second transition at 12,660.79 eV is again a theoretical molecular 

orbital with LUMO + 1 antibonding * (SeS) (Figure 7.4). 
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7.5.3 Improved Detection of Naturally Relevant Levels with HERFD XAS 

K1 HERFD XAS of selenium detects only a narrow window of the K1 emission peak 

which suppresses the core hole lifetime broadening effects on spectral linewidths and consequently 

improves the signal-to-noise. This rejection of the background noise greatly improves the 

sensitivity of this method which is especially favourable for selenium due to the proximity of the 

Se K1 emission peak to inelastic scattering X-rays. The increased sensitivity of selenium K1 

HERFD XAS permitted the collection of acceptable quality spectra of aqueous solutions as low as 

100 nM which would be immensely helpful in the investigations of natural elemental levels in 

areas of health and environmental sciences. 

The improved chemical sensitivity offered by HERFD XAS is useful in investigating 

natural levels of chemical species. Figure 7.5A compares the K1 HERFD XAS detection method 

compared to conventional XAS. Conventional XAS employing energy dispersive detectors with 

an energy resolution of 150300 eV produce broad signals with a dominating contribution from 

Comptom X-ray scattering (Figure 7.5A, red). HERFD XAS instrumentation provides superior 

energy resolution which for selenium is capable of separating the Se1 and Se2 emission lines 

(Figure 7.5A, black). Isolating a small band of the Se1 emission line eliminates the dominating 

Compton X-ray scattering contribution. Figure 7.5B shows the Se K-edge spectra of the same 

sample of fish tissue, estimated by edge-jump analysis to comprise of 5 µM selenium. The results 

show the undeniable improvements with concentration sensitivity provided by HERFD XAS 

compared to conventional XAS.  

The HERFD XAS spectrometer requires a small focused beam which permits the detection 

of species at greater spatial resolution. Furthermore, the need to capture bulk sample regions of 

heterogeneous natural samples for acceptable signal detection are diminished due to the 

concentration sensitivity gains with HERFD XAS. Figure 7.6 shows an example scan of human 

brain of an individual that has been exposed to elevated mercury levels. With a beam size of 100 

x 400 µm, adequate signal is achieved in which the detection of different chemical species is 

distinguishable in different scanning spots. Least-squares fitting of the near-edges of two different 

regions of the human brain show two different accumulation patterns. Position A (Figure 7.6) 

comprises of predominantly -Se, whereas Position B showed contributions from two components 

of mostly selenocysteine and partly nano-HgSe.   
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Figure 7.5. Illustrations showing improved concentration sensitivity of selenium K1 HERFD 

XAS compared to conventional XAS. A: Computed Compton X-ray scatter of conventional XAS 

detection (red) with averaged Se K1,2 signal and HERFD XAS detection (black) with separate 

distinct Se K1 and K2 emission lines. Inset shows band of Se K1 emission line measured 

(bright blue) using HERFD XAS instrumentation. B: Comparison of conventional XAS and 

HERFD XAS scans of same fish tissue sample under similar beamline conditions. Note: 

conventional XAS scan was collected with 42  larger solid angle.  
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Scans on natural samples at dilute and ultra-dilute levels are however challenging due to 

the signal-to-noise ratio of the emission scan. A noisy emission scan would make it difficult to 

locate the true centroid of the emission peak which may lead to mischaracterization of results 

during qualitative analysis of HERFD XAS scans. Figure 7.7, left, shows a selenium K1 resonant 

inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS) spectra of zinc selenide. RIXS spectra measures an XAS 

spectrum () in 0.25 eV intervals of the emission energy () and adds another dimension to probe 

both XAS and XES (X-ray emission spectroscopy). The diagonal lines through the RIXS plane 

correspond to HERFD XAS spectra at fixed emission energies. The highest intensity of the 

emission peak would reveal the most details in the HERFD XAS spectra. Dilute samples produce 

noisy emission scans and it is evident in the RIXS spectra (Figure 7.7, left) that when the emission 

energy is off the energy transfer diagonal, exclusive features belonging to specific chemical 

species begin to change shape, which makes qualitative identification of the species present very 

challenging. To minimize the possibility of being off the highest intensity of the emission scan, a 

peak deconvolution method to fit the emission peak using a sum of pseudo-Voigt peak shapes 

would help maintain the precision in the HERFD XAS. 

Applications of HERFD XAS for species identification are straightforward when the 

sample is homogenous, comprising a single species. However, species identification in a 

heterogeneous sample, comprising more than one chemical species, is much more challenging. 

Figure 7.7, right, shows the selenium K1 RIXS spectra of a 50/50 mixture of sodium selenate and 

dimethyl selenide. The spectra clearly show two separate RIXS diagonal planes corresponding to 

the highest intensity of each chemical species’ emission peak, 11,223.9 and 11,223.1 eV, 

respectively. Therefore, it may not be sufficient to attempt fingerprint identification of a 

heterogeneous unknown sample with reference standard HERFD XAS spectra that have been 

collected using their individual emission energy peaks. Instead, choosing a fixed emission energy 

for the library of standards as well as any unknown samples would uphold the spectral integrity. 

Also, for heterogeneous mixtures especially, it may be prudent to collect spectra at a range of 

emission energies spanning the apex of the emission scan in order to avoid missing any important 

information. 
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Figure 7.6. Selenium K1 HERFD X-ray absorption spectra of human 

cerebellum sample of individual exposed to elevated mercury levels. Position 

A and Position B correspond to different regions of the brain being scanned. 

Results from near-edge fitting to a library of selenium standards clearly show 

different components responsible for the shape of the near-edge measured. 
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Figure 7.7. Selenium K1 RIXS spectra of selenium compounds. Left: Selenium K1 RIXS plane 

of zinc selenide. The RIXS diagonal gives the HERFD XAS where exclusive features to the 

specific chemical species are found. Right: Selenium K1 RIXS plane of an equimolar, 

heterogeneous solution sample of a) dimethyl selenide and, b) sodium selenate. The RIXS 

diagonals (black dotted lines) gives the HERFD XAS of each species where exclusive features to 

each selenium species are found. Color bars represent the measured photons; high signal (red); 

low signal (purple). 
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In summary, there is a wealth of possibilities for selenium K1 HERFD XAS applications 

in the health and environmental sciences. This technique requires a high flux density to achieve 

reasonable count rates and therefore X-ray induced photochemistry of samples may be 

problematic. Nonetheless, studies into the electronic levels that determine chemical and catalytic 

properties or electronic transitions during the course of a reaction are excellent targets for HERFD 

XAS. Beyond that, the sensitivity of this technique would provide profound opportunities in 

detecting natural levels of trace chemical species in a variety of disciplines. 
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CHAPTER 8. Hg(II) Binding to Thymine Bases in DNA 

 

8.1 Preface 

Mercury toxicity is thought to occur at the genetic level, binding to DNA helices and 

disrupting normal DNA function. One might expect mercuric ions to bind to the negatively charged 

phosphate backbone of DNA, however it has long been known that mercury ions can and do 

preferentially bridge between nucleotide bases within the DNA helix (Thomas, 1954; Eichhorn, 

1963). This chapter examines the chemical speciation interaction of Hg(II) with 1-methylthymine 

using spectroscopic techniques, to understand the preferred binding site of the metal ion to thymine 

bases. Quantum-mechanical/molecular-mechanical (QM/MM) studies of canonical DNA and 

Hg(II) are performed to support the electronic structures observed from the spectroscopic results. 

HERFD XAS was used to establish a spectroscopic fingerprint of mercury coordination to bis(1-

methylthymine) unlike other possible biological coordinations of Hg(II). 
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8.2 Abstract 

The compounds of mercury can be highly toxic, and interfere with a range of biological 

processes, although many aspects of the mechanism of toxicity are still obscure. Hg(II) can bind 

DNA directly, and is known to bridge cross-adjacent thymine nucleotides. We have used a 

combination of small molecule X-ray diffraction, X-ray spectroscopy and computational 

chemistry to study the interactions of Hg(II) with thymine. We find that the energetically preferred 

mode of thymine binding in DNA is to the N3, and predict only minor distortions of the DNA 

structure on binding one Hg(II) to two cross-adjacent thymine nucleotides. The preferred geometry 

is predicted to be twisted away from co-planar through the torsion angle φ of between 32 and 43°. 

Using 1-methylthymine as a model, the bis-thymine coordination of Hg(II) is shown, to give highly 

characteristic X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) that is quite discrete from other possible 

biological modes of binding of Hg(II). This work lays the foundation for future studies of the 

modes of Hg(II) to DNA using this method. 

8.3 Introduction 

Worldwide, the health and environmental effects of mercury and its compounds are a 

source of increasing concern (Global Mercury Assessment 2013, United Nations Environment 

Programme, 2013). Mercury’s compounds can be more toxic than any other non-radioactive heavy 

element (MacDonald et al., 2015a), and because anthropogenic emissions have dramatically 

increased in recent decades (Streets et al., 2018) there is growing interest in the mechanisms 

underlying the toxicity of mercury compounds. Mercury, plus a number of other toxic heavy metal 

ions, are known to cause adverse biological effects by binding to DNA. There are two main sites 

of metal ion interaction with DNA; the external phosphate backbone, and the electron-donor 

groups of the purine and pyrimidine bases which will result in alterations in the DNA double helix 

and profound affects upon structure and function (Eichhorn and Shin, 1968). Metal-induced 

genotoxicity of DNA is varied but is thought to generate functional changes in DNA synthesis or 

DNA repair processes by obstructing the binding of important DNA enzymes such as regulating 

transcription factors, helicases and nucleases (Hansen and Stern, 1984). Insertion of a metal ion 

between base-pairs could distort DNA structure so that binding of critical DNA enzymes is either 

blocked or inhibited (Ariza and Williams, 1999). Mercuric species (Hg(II)) are known to be active 
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mutagens, with preferred binding to N3 of thymine and N1 of guanosine (Simpson, 1964; Eichhorn 

and Clark, 1963), which can also lead to a shift in the DNA sequence if metal binding involves 

cross-adjacent nucleotides. Wagida and Gabal (1991) have examined metaphase chromosomes for 

individuals exposed to mercury fulminate and compared them with those of unexposed persons, 

reporting aberrations in the mercury group in the form of gaps, breaks and fragments (Wagida and 

Gabal, 1991). The high selectivity of Hg(II) for thymine nucleotides has been exploited in the 

development of DNA-based Hg(II) colorimetric nanosensors (Chun et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2015; 

Liu et al., 2009) with possible applications for mercury determination in foodstuffs and 

environmental samples (Liu et al., 2009), although Hg(II) bis-thymine coordination is reversible 

upon addition of Cl– or CN– suggesting a less than optimal coordination (Nandi et al., 1965). 

Kosturko et al. (1974) have reported the crystal structure of Hg(II)-bis-1-methylthymine with an 

R-factor of 7.70 %, showing that in this low-molecular weight complex the Hg is bound to N3 of 

the thymine ring with the C2 and C4 carbonyls participating with the two nucleobase rings co-

planar to form an essentially planar system with 6 atoms associated with Hg(II) (Kosturko et al., 

1974). Herein we use a combination of computational chemistry, crystallography and spectroscopy 

to study the binding of thymine to Hg(II).  

8.4 Materials and Methods 

8.4.1 Sample Preparation 

Mercuric oxide, mercuric chloride, and boron nitride were purchased from Alfa Aesar. L-

cysteine and 1-methylthymine were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Solution and crystal mercury-

bis(1-methylthymine) were prepared following the protocol from Kosturko et al. (1974). A 

solution sample of mercury-bis(1-methylthymine) was collected from the reaction mixture after 1 

hr of stirring. The flask was wrapped in foil, cooled to room temperature and stored until crystals 

had formed. White needle crystals were collected using vacuum filtration and washed with 

methanol and water and vacuumed to dryness. Portions were taken for purification using 

recrystallization but were immiscible in a number of common laboratory solvents. Two-coordinate 

and four-coordinate Hg(II) bound to thiolates were prepared using the protocol from Jalilehvand 

et al. (2006) with the thiolates L-cysteine and 2,3-dimercapto-1-propanesulfonic acid. Solid XAS 

samples were prepared by diluting mercuric compounds with boron nitride (5-10% weight Hg 

compound) and grinding to a fine powder. The powder was transferred to metal plates windowed 
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with metal-free Mylar adhesive tape. Solution samples were injected into polyacetal cuvettes 

covered with metal-free Mylar tape and frozen in a slurry of LN2-isopentane. 

8.4.2 Computational Chemistry Calculations 

Density Functional Theory (DFT) geometry optimizations were carried out using DMol3 

and Biovia Materials Studio Version 2017 R2 (Delley, 1990; Delley, 2000) using the meta-GGA 

approximation employing the M11-L functional both for the potential during the self-consistent 

field procedure, and for the energy (Peverati and Truhlar, 2012). DMol3 double numerical basis 

sets included polarization functions for all atoms with all-electron relativistic core treatments. 

Environmental effects were modeled using the Conductor-like Screening Model (COSMO) (Klamt  

and Schüürmann, 1993) in DMol3, with a dielectric value representing water with 25% glycerol (ε 

= 69.53). Quantum-mechanical/molecular-mechanical (QM/MM) calculations were performed on 

a segment of DNA d(GCGAATTCG)2 with initial coordinates taken from a high-resolution (0.89 

Å) crystal structure (Soler-Lopez et al., 2000), which was selected because of the centrally placed 

AT pairs. The QMERA method as implemented in Biovia Materials Studio was used, employing 

DMol3 for the QM part as described above and GULP for the MM part (Gale, 2005), using the 

UFF force field (Rappe et al., 1992). The structure was partitioned with the QM region comprising 

of the thymine–Hg(II)–thymine complex, and the MM region comprising the rest of the molecule.  

8.4.3 Single Crystal X-ray Diffraction (XRD) 

Crystal data were collected on a Bruker APEX II Kappa CCD FR540C diffractometer, 

using graphite monochromated Mo K radiation. After coated with Paratone oil, a single crystal 

of Hg-bis(1-methylthymine) (CCDC 1898763) was mounted onto the Goniometer using a 

MicromountTM (MiTeGen). The crystal was under a cold stream of N2, at a temperature of 173K 

(controlled by the Oxford Cryojet attached to the diffractometer). Frames integration, data 

reduction, and absorption correction were then performed with the Bruker SAINT software 

package (SAINT and SADABS, 2013, Bruker AXS Inc. Madison, WI, USA). Finally, the structure 

was solved with the Intrinsic Phasing method implemented with SHELXT and refined using the 

Bruker SHELXTL software package (Sheldrick, 2014; Sheldrick, 2015). Non-hydrogen atoms 

were refined with independent anisotropic displacement parameters. Hydrogen atoms were placed 
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at geometrically idealized positions with respect to the attached non-hydrogen atoms and their 

displacement parameters were fixed to be 20-50% larger than those of the attached non-hydrogen 

atoms (the Riding Model). Crystallographic data are summarized in Tables B.1-B.4 in Appendices. 

8.4.4 X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) Data Collection and Analysis 

X-ray spectroscopy was carried out at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource 

(SSRL) with the SPEAR3 storage ring operating at 3.0 GeV and a ring current of 500 mA. Standard 

XAS spectroscopy was conducted on the structural molecular biology beamline 7-3 using a Si(220) 

double crystal monochromator, while High Energy Resolution Fluorescence Detected (HERFD) 

XAS used SSRL beamline 6-2 using a Si(311) double crystal monochromator for the incident 

beam. For both beamlines incident X-ray energy calibration was done with reference to the 

transmission of an Hg-Sn amalgam foil, assuming a lowest-energy Hg LIII inflection point of 

12,285 eV. For both experiments the incident energy was monitored with gas ionization chambers 

and samples were placed in a liquid helium flow cryostat (Oxford instruments, Abingdon, UK) 

and held at an angle of 45 to the incident X-ray beam, and maintained at a temperature of 10 K 

to minimize thermal contributions and protect against X-ray induced photochemistry. XAS data 

were collected using the XAS Collect data acquisition software (George, M.J., 2000), and HERFD 

XAS using SPEC (Certified Scientific Software, Cambridge MA, USA). XAS of solutions were 

collected by measuring the Lα1,2 fluorescence excitation spectrum using a 30-element germanium 

array detector (Canberra Ltd. Meriden, CT, USA) (Cramer et al., 1988). In order to maintain 

detector count-rates in the pseudo-linear regime, Ga2O3 X-ray filters were employed to 

preferentially absorb scattered radiation, together with silver Soller slits (EXAFS Co., Pioche 

Nevada) to reject filter fluorescence. HERFD XAS spectra were collected by using a 6-element 

array of spherically bent crystal Si(555) analyzer crystals (Sokaras et al., 2013) to record the Hg 

LIII-Lα1 emission. For transmission XAS a set of Soller slits was used to minimize calibration foil 

fluorescence return to the upstream ion chamber, as previously described (Tse et al., 2011). Near-

edge spectra and extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) oscillations (k) were 

analyzed using the EXAFSPAK program suite (George, G.N., 2000). For analysis of the EXAFS 

the threshold energy (E0) and the zero-point for the photo electron wave vector k was assumed to 

be 12,305 eV, and the program FEFF v8.25 was used to calculate ab initio theoretical phase and 
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amplitude functions (Rehr and Albers, 2000). Fourier transforms were computed using phase 

correction for Hg–N backscattering. 

8.5 Results and Discussion 

8.5.1 Small Molecule Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations 

Thymine bases in DNA can potentially bind mercury via either oxygen or nitrogen 

functional groups of the base. Using 1-methylthymine (1,5-dimethylpyrimidine-2,4-dione) as a 

model for DNA thymine, we computed the energetics of different modes of Hg(II) binding. We 

first considered the conformational isomerism of binding via N3, N3′ (Figure 8.1). DNA enforces 

the synperiplanar conformation, shown in Figure 8.1a, which we compute is 1.2 kJ·mol–1 lower in 

energy than the antiperiplanar conformer, Figure 8.1b. Figure 8.2 shows the energetic effects of 

rotation about the approximately linear N3–Hg–N3′ bonds, exhibiting a well-defined minimum for 

the synclinal conformer with φ = 90° which is some 11.3 kJ·mol–1 lower in energy than the 

synperiplanar conformer with φ = 0°; like the antiperiplanar conformer this conformation cannot 

be present in DNA because a co-planar structure will be enforced by the tertiary structure.  

Hg(II) has a high affinity for both nitrogen and oxygen donor ligands found on nucleotide 

bases (Boerner and Zaleski, 2005), and we therefore used DFT to examine possible binding to the 

exocyclic oxygens O2 and O4 (Figure 8.1). The results of these calculations, involving binding of 

mercury in various combinations of N3, O2 and O4, are summarized in Table 8.1. When geometry 

optimizations were carried out in the absence of any constraints or restraints irrespective of the 

starting structures, the minimization algorithm invariably shifted the coordination from the oxygen 

donors to the N3–Hg–N3′ binding that we have discussed above. This behavior clearly indicates 

that the N3–Hg–N3′ binding is preferred, but it makes calculation of specific energy differences 

more challenging. We imposed harmonic-type energetic bond-angle restraints of 420 kJ·mol–

1·rad–2 in order to calculate the geometry optimized energies appropriate for alternate modes of 

metal bonding. Values for the bond-angles to be used in these calculations were estimated by 

computing geometry optimized structures using 2-hydroxy-1,5-dimethyl-pyridin-4-one in place of 

1-methylthymine. In this compound the N3 nitrogen is replaced by a carbon, and is thus 

unavailable for bonding Hg(II). Using the reasonable values for bond-angles obtained in this way, 

in combination with restraints, the dissociation of Hg from oxygen during the geometry 

optimization was discouraged, and we obtained the values given in Table 8.1.  
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Table 8.1. Density functional theory (DFT) results of Hg-

bis(1-methylthymine) bound through different atoms of 1-

methylthymine. See text for details. 

Figure 1 Species/conformer E-Emin (kJ·mol–1) 

a N3, N3, synperiplanar 11.3 

b N3, N3, antiperiplanar 12.2 

a N3, N3, synclinal 0.0 

c N3, O2, planar 83.6 

c N3, O2, perpendicular 72.8 

d O2, O2, bound 152.3 
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Figure 8.1. Schematic structures showing different modes 

of Hg(II) binding to two thymine nucleotides. The relative 

energies obtained with geometry optimization for the 

different structures are listed in Table 8.1.
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Figure 8.2. Results of DFT calculations on the effect of variation of the torsion 

angle φ where zero is coplanar. Energies are those obtained upon geometry 

optimization with φ constrained to the abscissae, calculated every 5 or 10°, 

depending upon rate of change of energy with φ. Energies are given relative to the 

minimum value, which was obtained with φ=90.  
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For example, for the N3 and O2′ bound species, placing restraints upon the C2–O2′–Hg 

bond-angle of 117.14°, but now with geometry optimization of two coordinated 1-methylthymine 

donors bound through N3 and O2′, gave an energetic penalty of +83.6 kJ·mol–1 for this mode of 

binding (Table 8.1). As expected, nearly identical energies were found when constraints were used 

in place of restraints. In all cases conformational isomers with the ring planes orthogonal to one 

another were found to be approximately 11 kJ·mol–1 lower in energy than corresponding 

conformations with co-planar rings. Without any constraints or restraints, the most energetically 

favorable conformation was with two 1-methylthymines in orthogonal orientation bound via the 

ring nitrogens exhibiting a bond angle of 179.8 for N3–Hg(II)–N3 and bond-lengths of 2.01 Å 

for both Hg–N bonds. Comparison of the 1-methylthymine ring in the mercury complex with that 

of free 1-methylthymine, similarly geometry optimized (not illustrated), gave atomic positions that 

were nearly superimposable, with ring atoms having a root-mean square displacement of only 

0.008 Å. The co-planar conformation gave slightly longer Hg–N bond-lengths of 2.02 Å. With 

N3–Hg(II)–O2 (Figure 8.1c), geometry optimization gave energies that were 83.6 kJ·mol–1 

higher, and binding through the two oxygen atoms O2–Hg(II)–O2 (Figure 8.1d) was least 

preferred energetically by some 152.3 kJ·mol–1. These results clearly indicate that the energetically 

preferred coordination of 1-methylthymine to Hg(II) is bis-N3 coordination (Figure 8.1a) which is 

nearly coplanar with approximately C2v point group symmetry. 

Other workers have used computational chemistry to evaluate the binding of Hg(II) to 

thymine bases, but at lower levels of theory. Marino (2014) compared different levels of theory, 

including the M06-L functional, for hypothetical mismatched base-pairs such as (T–Hg–T)2 and 

(T–Hg–T)3, but examined only physiologically relevant synperiplanar conformations (Marino, 

2014); we will revisit their findings in our discussion of Hg(II) DNA structure, below. Uchiyama 

et al. (2001) compared synperiplanar and antiperiplanar conformations using the B3LYP/6-

31+G(d,p) level of theory, employing relativistic pseudopotential core potentials for mercury 

(Uchiyama et al., 2001). They calculated that the Hg–N3 bond-lengths should be substantially 

shorter for the antiperiplanar conformation, by some 0.1 Å. Our calculations confirm this trend, 

but we estimate a substantially smaller difference of 0.004 Å. The synclinal conformer with φ = 

90° shows the still shorter Hg–N3 bond-length, by an additional 0.003 Å, of 2.011 Å. The absolute 

accuracy of bond-length determination by DFT is generally taken to be ~0.05 Å, but the relative 
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trends are typically much more accurate than this. We therefore compared experimentally the 

solid-state and solution structures of Hg-bis(1-methylthymine). 

8.5.2 Solid State and Solution Structures of Mercury Bound to 1-methylthymine 

Kosturko and co-workers have previously reported the crystal structure of bis(1-

methylthymine)mercury(II) with an R-factor of 7.7% (Kosturko et al., 1974). We re-evaluated this 

structure using a lower temperature, which yielded an improved R-factor of 1.24%, but otherwise 

our results are in full agreement with the earlier work. Tables B.1-B.4 (see Appendices) give the 

refined crystal structure data; the crystal system is monoclinic with space group P21/c (No. 14) 

and unit cell dimensions a=4.3903(2) Å, b=11.7232(4) Å, and c=13.2976(5) Å. Mercury is bound 

to two nitrogen atoms as expected, with a bond-length of 2.0235(18) Å and N3–Hg(II)–N3 bond 

angle of 180.0, with the planes of 1-methylthymine essentially antiperiplanar with φ=180.0° 

(Figure 8.3). Our computational studies are in excellent agreement with the crystal structure data, 

with an Hg–N3 bond-length of 2.0150 Å for the antiperiplanar conformation; an agreement of 

better than 0.01 Å, emphasizing the outstanding capabilities of the M11-L functional within the 

meta-GGA approximation, which we have previously observed (Nienaber et al., 2018). Also, in 

agreement with our computational studies (section 8.5.1), the refinement of the 1-methylthymine 

group in our structure closely matches the crystal structure of pure 1-methylthymine (Hoogsteen, 

1963), showing differences of less than 1 for all bond-angles, suggesting only minimal distortions 

upon Hg complexation. The crystal packing shows a herringbone pattern (Figure 8.4), with two 

long HgO at 3.010 Å from adjacent molecules approximately stacked along the crystallographic 

a axis, consistent with previous studies (Kosturko et al., 1974).   
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Figure 8.3. X-ray crystal structure of Hg-bis(1-methylthymine); non-hydrogen atoms are drawn 

using 95% probability thermal ellipsoids. 
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Figure 8.4. Crystal packing in the X-ray crystal structure of mercury(II)-bis(1-methylthymine). 

Panel A shows a 2×1×2 super-cell showing the herringbone molecular packing that is discussed in 

the text, and panel B shows the 3.0 Å shell of oxygen coordination, four from the two 1-

methylthymine ligands, and two from the adjacent molecules packed above and below in the 

crystal, to give a skewed octahedral arrangement of six oxygens around each mercury highlighted 

in yellow (the skew away from octahedral is approximately 8.2°).  
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Figure 8.5 shows the extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) of crystalline and 

aqueous solution Hg-bis(1-methylthymine), showing the EXAFS and the results of curve-fitting 

analysis, which are summarized in Table 8.2. For the solid the EXAFS is dominated by a 

combination of first shell and second shell interactions involving EXAFS from two HgN at 

2.023 Å, together with four carbon atoms and six oxygen atoms at 2.925 Å and 3.016 Å, 

respectively. The two latter, held in a rigid arrangement due to the ring system, interactions 

produce intense second shell EXAFS that is seen as an unusually intense Fourier transform peak 

at ~3 Å (Figure 8.5). These values are in excellent agreement with those determined from 

crystallography of 2.920 Å and 3.014 Å, for HgC and HgO, respectively, plus two additional 

HgO at 3.009 Å from the stacked methylthymine from molecules above and below in the crystal 

structure (Figure 8.4). The XAS of Hg-bis(1-methylthymine) in aqueous solution is very similar 

to that of the solid, noting that the k-range of the data set is somewhat reduced because of signal 

to noise limitations at higher k. The solutions are expected to predominantly adopt the lower energy 

synclinal conformer with φ~90°, and analysis of the EXAFS gives an HgN bond-length of 2.029 

Å, slightly longer than the solid, and not subtly shorter as predicted by our DFT calculations. 

Possibly this small change is a reflection of greater accessibility to the solvent and consequent 

association with the metal in solution, but nevertheless these changes are still small and we 

conclude that the previously suggested changes in HgN bond-lengths with conformation 

(Uchiyama et al., 2001) are not expected, based both upon our DFT calculations and upon our 

XAS experiments. 

The near-edge portion of the XAS spectra of Hg-bis(1-methylthymine) are shown in Figure 

8.6, again of solid and solution, which give remarkably similar spectra. The spectra of Hg-bis(1-

methylthymine) are compared with spectra of Hg(II) in coordination environments that are likely 

to occur in vivo; an aqueous solutions of a two-coordinate Hg(II) bound to L-cysteinyl sulfur [bis-

(L-cysteinato)-mercury(II)] (Taylor and Carty, 1977), and Hg(II) bound to four thiolate donors 

(Jalilehvand et al., 2006; George et al., 2004). The improved resolution of the HERFD XAS spectra 

is clear from the figure. The spectra of the bis(1-methylthymine) complex shows an intense 

transition at 12287.4 eV, and a broader high-energy feature at 12327.7 eV, which is present in both 

solid and solution data sets. The former can be assigned to a dipole-allowed bound-state transition 

from the 2p3/2 level to a non-bonding molecular orbital with substantial 5d and 6s character, which 

is most intense for linear two-coordinate coordination of Hg(II), and which is unusually intense in 
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the spectrum of bis(1-methylthymine) complexes; its weak presence in the spectrum of the bis-(L-

cysteinato) complex is more characteristic of the intensity observed in most two-coordinate 

species. The second broad feature is also intense in solution spectra (Figure 8.6), suggesting that 

this feature is insensitive to the torsion angle φ. The unusual spectra of Hg-bis(1-methylthymine) 

can be considered as a fingerprint of this type of coordination, and the present work lays the 

foundation for future experimental studies of Hg(II) binding to DNA. 

 

Table 8.2. Extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) curve-fitting 

parameters*. 
 N R (Å) 2 (Å2) E0 (eV) Fa 

Solid  

Hg  N 2 2.023 (2) 0.0019 (2) -5.2 (4) 0.371 

Hg  C 4 2.925 (5)b 0.0032 (5)   

Hg  O 6c 3.016 (6) 0.0052 (7)   

Solution  

Hg  N 2 2.029 (3) 0.0023 (2) -5.1 (6) 0.322 

Hg  C 4 2.917 (9)b 0.0037 (8)   

Hg  O 6d 3.020 (1) 0.0081 (8)   

*Parameters used for cure-fitting include: N coordination number; R(Å) 

interatomic distances; 2 (Å2) Debye-Waller factor; E (eV) threshold energy 

shift to nominal threshold value of 12,305 eV (E0). Values in parenthesis are 

estimated standard deviations of the last digit of the fitted parameters. Amplitude 

reduction factor (S0
2
) set to 1.0. aThe goodness of fit function F is defined by 

[Σk6(χ(k)calc − χ(k)expt)2/Σk6χ(k)2
expt]1/2, with χ(k)calc and χ(k)expt as the calculated 

and experimental EXAFS with k representing the photoelectron wavevector. bThe 

value for the HgC bond-length is linked to 12 different outer shell paths, 

including multiple scattering paths which were modelled using the crystal 

structure. We note that apart from this consideration the HgC would not be 

resolvable from the HgO interaction with the k-range available. cThe total 

coordination of HgO includes two from each of the two thymine 1-

methylthymine ligands, plus two from adjacent molecules in the unit cell. These 

are all at approximately the same distance, and are treated as a single (unresolved) 

interaction in our analysis. dThe total HgO coordination assumes some 

contribution from two solvent molecules, in addition to the oxygens provided from 

each of the two 1-methylthymine ligands; these are treated as a single (unresolved) 

interaction in our analysis. 
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Figure 8.5. Extended X-ray absorption fine structure oscillations, plus best fit, with 

corresponding EXAFS Fourier transforms for Hg-bis(1-methylthymine) for solid crystalline (a) 

and aqueous solution (b). The parameters for the best fit are given in Table 8.2.   
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Figure 8.6. X-ray absorption spectra of Hg-bis(1-methylthymine). 

Spectrum of solid Hg-bis(1-methylthymine) as solid (a) and solution 

(b) samples, displaying the HERFD spectrum as a solid black line with 

conventional XAS as a red broken line. c and d show the spectra of 

complexes relevant to other biologically relevant Hg(II) binding 

modes; c shows the spectra for [bis-(L-cysteinato)-mercury(II)] 

containing an approximately digonal S–Hg–S arrangement, and d the 

spectra [tetrakis-(dimercaptopropanesulfonic acid)-mercury(II)]2–, 

containing an approximately tetrahedral sulfurbound mercury. The 

vertical green broken line is drawn to guide the eye to small shifts in 

the spectral peaks.   
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8.5.3 Mercury Binding to DNA 

In an attempt at modelling the binding of mercuric ions to DNA, DFT geometry 

optimizations were carried out on a 4-base pair d(AATT)2 segment of DNA. The total number of 

atoms in d(AATT)2 is 244, which is close to a practical upper limit for DFT geometry optimization 

calculations. DFT is known for its poor treatment of long-range noncovalent interactions, such as 

the π–π stacking of base pairs in DNA, but the M11-L functional that we have employed is 

designed to overcome these difficulties. Initially, geometry optimizations were carried out upon 

the mercury-free d(AATT)2 DNA fragment, and bound Hg(II) then introduced in various starting 

positions. The DFT-derived structure is compared with a crystal structure containing a core 

d(AATT)2 segment in Figure 8.7a. The match can be seen to be excellent; with the base pairs of 

the DFT-derived structure showing a good match with the crystallographic results, but with some 

displacement of the deoxyribose phosphate DNA backbone. The mercury-bound DFT geometry 

optimized segment of DNA is shown in Figure 8.7b, compared with the DFT-derived structure of 

the short segment of mercury-free DNA. A variety of starting positions for mercury were tested, 

and in agreement with our small-molecule calculations, we found that Hg(II) bound to oxygen 

rapidly migrated so as to be coordinated by N3 of the thymine. The two HgN bond-lengths were 

computed to be 2.042 and 2.043 Å, slightly longer than our small molecule results, with a N3–

Hg(II)–N3 bond-angle of 176° and a torsion angle φ of 32.1°. The changes in the overall structure 

were quite small, with no atoms being displaced by more than 1 Å.  

We then sought to evaluate the effects of mercury binding through calculations on a longer 

segment of DNA. Because DFT geometry optimizations on a substantially larger segment of DNA 

would become impractical in terms of computational burden, we carried out hybrid quantum-

mechanical/molecular-mechanical (QM/MM) simulations in which the thymine bases and 

mercury ions are treated with DFT and the remainder of the structure is modelled with molecular 

mechanics (MM). Initial MM calculations were carried out on a segment of DNA alone, 

d(GCGAATTCG)2 which has a double-helical d(CGAATTCG)2 core with one unbound guanine 

base at the two 5′ ends of the double helix (Soler-Lopez et al., 2000).  
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Figure 8.7. of DFT geometry optimization of a short segment of DNA d(AATT)2 in 

the absence and presence of Hg(II). a shows a superimposition of the crystal structure 

(pink) of d(GCGAATTCG)2 (Soler-Lopez et al., 2000) containing the same central 

sequence as the DFT derived structure (green). b shows the DFT-predicted effects of 

Hg(II) binding, with the structure of Hg-free d(AATT)2 shown in green.   
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 Figure 8.8a compares the reported crystal structure (Soler-Lopez et al., 2000) with the 

results of MM geometry optimization. As expected, the MM structure reproduces that observed 

by crystallography well, although as with DFT the DNA backbone is slightly displaced. The effects 

of introducing a single approximately central mercuric ion are shown in Figure 8.8b, and as 

expected the mercury binds N3 of the two opposing thymine bases. The two HgN bond-lengths 

in the QM/MM structure are 2.018 and 2.013 Å, which are closer to our small molecule results 

than those from the large DFT calculation, with a N3–Hg–N3 bond-angle of 175° and a somewhat 

larger torsion angle φ of 42.8°. Overall, the results are in agreement. The bonding mode of Hg(II) 

is predicted to be through thymine N3, with approximately linear N–Hg–N geometry, and a torsion 

angle φ between 32 and 43°. The Hg(II) bound thymine bases are translated by 0.9 Å and tilt 

towards the minor groove of the DNA helix to accommodate for the incorporation of Hg(II), 

altering the distance between N3N3 of two cross-adjacent thymine bases from 4.86 to 4.03 Å. 

The root-mean-square (RMS) deviation of the two DNA oligonucleotides was calculated to be 

0.53 Å, suggesting that binding of Hg(II) causes only minor deviations in the overall double helical 

structure. Experimental studies of solution and crystalline DNA duplexes containing two 

consecutive T–Hg–T base pairs have been previously reported showing a slightly larger RMS 

deviation upon Hg binding of 0.7 Å (Kondo et al., 2014; Yamaguchi et al., 2014). The higher 

mercury loading may explain the slightly increased RMS deviation, as a double load of mercury in 

adjacent sites and an HgHg separation of ~3.3 Å should provide additional stability to the metal 

bound conformation (Kondo et al., 2014). With higher metal loadings, some of the other mixed 

oxygen-nitrogen binding modes have been observed, which our calculations suggest we have 

concluded are not energetically preferred in isolated small molecule calculations (Liu et al., 2017). 

Thus Liu et al. (2007), have observed mercury bound through N3–Hg(II)–O2 and N3–Hg(II)–O4 

in DNA duplexes that incorporate two Hg(II) ions, which may arise because of the presence of a 

supportive second bound mercury stabilizing what are otherwise energetically unexpected modes 

of binding. DNA duplex structure stabilization was observed by Kondo et al. (2014) with 

incorporation of a second Hg(II).  
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Figure 8.8. Results of QM/MM geometry optimization of d(GCGAATTCG)2 (Soler-Lopez et al., 

2000) in the absence and presence of Hg(II). a shows a superimposition of the crystal structure 

(pink) of d(GCGAATTCG)2 and the MM-derived structure (green). b shows a schematic of the 

sequence with the centrally located Hg(II) binding site, and c shows a comparison of the QM/MM 

Hg(II) bound structure and the MM Hg(II)-free structure (green). d shows the QM atoms from the 

calculation in c.   
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In conclusion, our results predict that the preferred mode of thymine binding in DNA will 

be to the N3 atom of the base. Only minor distortions of the DNA structure on binding one Hg(II) 

to two cross-adjacent thymine nucleotides are predicted, with the preferred geometry predicted to 

be twisted from co-planar through the torsion angle φ of between 32-43°. Our results give general 

information on the binding of Hg(II) to cross-adjacent thymine nucleotides, but do not inform on 

specific genotoxic activity of Hg(II), as this will depend on specific sites of binding, and upon the 

ultimate function encoded by that site. The bis-thymine coordination of Hg(II) is shown, using 1-

methylthymine as a model, to give highly characteristic XAS that is quite discrete from other 

possible biological modes of binding of Hg(II), laying the foundation for future studies using this 

spectroscopic method, and its derivatives (Pushie et al., 2014) of the modes of Hg(II) binding to 

DNA. 
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CHAPTER 9. Rethinking the Minamata Tragedy: What Mercury 

Species Was Really Responsible? 

9.1 Preface 

Publications of HERFD XAS applications in biological tissues is limited, but as was 

described in Chapters 6 and 7, there is great potential in the areas of biological and environmental 

sciences. Herein, the methods of HERFD XAS are applied to study the mercury species in a sample 

of cat cerebellum tissue. This cat had been the subject of an experiment over 60 years ago where 

it was exposed to the effluent from an acetaldehyde chemical plant infamously recognized for 

dumping chemical wastes into Minamata Bay that later was known to be the source of severe 

mercury poisoning to the local population. Results of linear combination fitting of HERFD XAS 

using a library of mercury standards and EXAFS, together with DFT results strongly suggest an 

alternate mechanism for the extreme mercury poisoning exhibited in the surrounding community 

of Minamata Bay. 
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9.2 Abstract 

Industrial release of mercury into the local Minamata environment with consequent 

poisoning of local communities through contaminated fish and shellfish consumption is considered 

the classic case of environmental mercury poisoning. However, the mercury species in the factory 

effluent has proved controversial, originally suggested as inorganic, and more recently as 

methylmercury species. We used newly-available methods to re-examine the cerebellum of 

historic cat 717, which was fed factory effluent mixed with food to confirm the source. 

Synchrotron high energy resolution fluorescence detection X-ray absorption spectroscopy 

(HERFD XAS) revealed sulfur-bound organometallic mercury with a minor β-HgS phase. Density 

functional theory (DFT) indicated energetic preference for α-mercuri-acetaldehyde as a waste 

product of aldehyde production. The consequences of this alternative species in the “classic” 

mercury poisoning should be re-evaluated. 

9.3 Introduction 

The potentially deadly effects of organomercury compounds have been defined by tragic 

mass-poisonings of human populations. The most infamous is the Minamata tragedy (Kurland et 

al., 1960; Takeuchi et al., 1962; Eto et al., 2010), for which organomercury poisoning is named 

Minamata disease (Eto et al., 2010). Release of mercury-contaminated industrial waste from a 

chemical plant resulted in local marine pollution, leading to contamination of fish and other 

seafood that was ingested by local fishing villagers. Those poisoned experienced varying signs 

and symptoms now assumed to be typically associated with methylmercury poisoning (paresthesia, 

dysarthria, visual and auditory disturbances, ataxia, seizures, and ultimately death (Hunter and 

Russell, 1954; Kurland et al., 1960). Over 50 congenital cases were also diagnosed (Eto et al., 

2001a), resulting in the first recognition that prenatal methylmercury (MeHg) exposure might harm 
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the fetus at levels not particularly harmful to mothers. Integral to diagnosing the etiology of 

Minamata disease was the identification of diseased-related signs in local feline populations, which 

locals called the “dancing cat syndrome” (Eto et al., 2001b). In 1959, three years after the official 

discovery of Minamata disease, its cause was still unknown. To test whether industrial waste from 

the nearby Chisso acetaldehyde manufacturing plant might be responsible, a company physician 

fed ten cats food on a daily basis that had been combined with effluent taken directly from the 

chemical plant (Eto et al., 2001b). At 4-11 weeks into the experiment eight of the cats exhibited 

signs similar to the human symptoms. Two cats were autopsied and biological materials preserved. 

One was cat 717 (Eto et al., 2001b) which is analyzed and discussed herein. 

The Minamata poisoning (Minamata disease) is frequently taught in undergraduate 

toxicology as the prototypical example of biomethylation of inorganic mercury with magnification 

through trophic levels, leading to human methylmercury exposure (Fox and Boyes, 2013). 

Recently Eto et al. (2010) have challenged this scenario, suggesting that the Minamata poisonings 

were due to direct release of methylmercury, rather than inorganic mercury, from the Chisso 

factory into Minamata bay (Eto et al., 2010). They studied brain tissue of cat 717 and found that 

methylmercury was only a minority fraction of total mercury (Eto et al., 2001b). They attributed 

this to the prolonged preservation. Here we re-examine the chemical forms of mercury and 

selenium from the same cat 717 using state-of-the-art synchrotron techniques only recently 

developed to show that the predominant form of mercury in cat 717 brain tissue is sulfur-bound 

organometallic. We complement these results with density functional theory (DFT) calculations 

relevant to the chemical process and plausible biotransformation to show that the most probable 

dominant neurotoxic chemical form of mercury was neither methylmercury nor inorganic mercury, 

but rather α-mercuri-acetaldehyde or a chemically related species. 

9.4 Materials and Methods 

Sample Preparation. Reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Oakville, Ontario, 

Canada) and were of the highest quality available. Mercury L-cysteinate was prepared as 

previously described (Hoffmeyer et al., 2006). Mercury L-selenocysteinate was prepared 

following the method of Carty et al. (Carty et al., 1983) except employing L-selenocystine rather 

than the racemate. β–HgS was prepared as a black precipitate by mixing aqueous solutions of Na2S 

and HgCl2, which was filtered, washed with de-ionized water, and then dried. Other selenium 
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compounds were prepared according to published literature (Pickering et al., 1999; Gailer et al., 

2000). Solutions and tissue samples were loaded or packed into 2 mm thick poly-acetal cuvettes 

closed with a polyimide adhesive tape window, and then frozen by immersion into a partly-frozen 

isopentane slurry with a temperature of approximately 120 K. Solution samples for conventional 

XAS contained 20% (v/v) glycerol. Solids were finely powdered and mixed with a boron nitride 

diluent and packed into 1 mm thick aluminum plates sealed on either side with polyimide adhesive 

tape. Samples were transported and stored at liquid nitrogen temperatures until data acquisition. 

X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy. Standard X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), including 

EXAFS and high energy resolution fluorescence detected (HERFD) XAS were both carried out at 

the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource (SSRL) using beamlines 7-3 and 6-2, respectively 

with the SPEAR3 storage ring containing 500 mA at 3.0 GeV. On both beamlines in-hutch photon 

shutters were employed to prevent exposure of the sample to the X-ray beam when data were not 

being actively recorded. Samples were maintained at a temperature of 10 K using a helium flow 

cryostat (Oxford instruments, Abingdon, UK) with cuvettes inclined at an angle of 45° to the 

incident X-ray beam to facilitate measurement of X-ray fluorescence, giving an incident X-ray 

path length of 2.8 mm. On both 7-3 and 6-2 the incident beam energy calibration was relative to 

the lowest-energy inflection of Hg-Sn amalgam foil for the Hg LIII-edge, or a grey hexagonal 

selenium foil for the Se K-edge, values for which were assumed to be 12284.0 eV and 12658.0 

eV, respectively.  

On 7-3 a Si(220) double crystal monochromator was used for the incident beam, with 

harmonic rejection accomplished by detuning the monochromator to 60% of peak intensity. 

Incident and transmitted X-rays were monitored using nitrogen-filled gas ionization chambers, 

while X-ray absorption was measured as the Lα12 fluorescence excitation spectrum using an array 

of 30 germanium detectors (Cramer et al., 1988) (Canberra Ltd. Meriden, Connecticut, USA). In 

order to maintain detector count-rates in the pseudo-linear regime, Ga2O3 X-ray filters were 

employed to preferentially absorb scattered radiation, together with silver Soller slits (EXAFS Co., 

Pioche, Nevada, USA) to reject filter fluorescence. Data were collected using the XAS Collect 

data acquisition software (George, M.J., 2000).  

On 6-2 a Si(311) double crystal monochromator was used for the incident beam with 

harmonic rejection achieved through the cutoff energy (ca. 18 keV) of upstream Rh-coated 

specular optics. Incident and transmitted X-rays were monitored using gas ionization chambers 
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filled with helium and nitrogen, respectively. High resolution X-ray fluorescence was measured 

by means of a 6-element array of spherically bent crystal analyzers, using Si(555) and Si(844) 

crystals (Sokaras et al., 2013) to select a narrow energy band of the Hg Lα1 or Se Kα1 emission, 

respectively. The emission intensity was measured using a single-element silicon drift detector 

with aluminum filters upstream of the incident ion chamber used to adjust X-ray exposures and to 

maintain the detector count-rates in the pseudo-linear regime. Data were collected using the SPEC 

data acquisition software (Certified Scientific Software, Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA).  

Data reduction and analysis was carried out as previously described (George et al., 1996) 

using the EXAFSPAK suite of computer programs (George, G.N., 2000). Extended X-ray 

absorption fine structure (EXAFS) phase and amplitude functions were calculated using the 

program FEFF (Rehr et al., 1991). 

Density Functional Theory (DFT) Calculations. DFT geometry optimizations and energy 

calculations were carried out using DMol3 and Biovia Materials Studio Version 2018 R1 (Delley, 

1990; Delley 2000) using the meta-GGA approximation employing the M11-L functional both for 

the potential during the self-consistent field procedure, and for the energy (Peverati and Truhlar, 

2012). DMol3 double numerical basis sets included polarization functions for all atoms with all-

electron relativistic core treatments. Transition state search and optimization used the linear 

synchronous transit/quadratic synchronous transit/conjugate gradient (LST/QST/CG) method 

implemented within DMol3. 

9.5 Results and Discussion 

Figure 9.1 shows the HERFD XAS Hg LIII spectrum of cerebellar brain tissue from cat 

717. HERFD XAS uses enhanced energy resolution (Figure 9.2) to probe the local atomic and 

electronic environment and hence speciation of a target element, here mercury, and can do so in 

complex materials such as biological tissues (Manceau et al., 2016; Nehzati et al., 2018). The 

HERFD XAS Hg LIII spectrum of cat 717 cerebellar brain tissue was fit to binary linear 

combinations of a library of HERFD XAS spectra of standard compounds. The best match (Figure 

9.1) is with organometallic and inorganic mercury standard compounds, 784% sulfur-bound 

organometallic mercury in a C–Hg–S linear two-coordinate environment and 224% inorganic as 

β-mercuric sulfide (β–HgS). Of the ten best binary combinations (Table 9.1), all included sulfur-
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bound organometallic mercury as the majority component with around 20% of a minor inorganic 

component. The best fit (Figure 9.1) used β–HgS (metacinnabar) as the minor component, the 

kinetically preferred but thermodynamically less-stable of the mercuric sulfide dimorphs, which 

exhibits a zincblende structure (Lehman, 1924) with four sulfurs bound to the metal. Other 

reasonable fits were found with other four-coordinate Hg–S species. Since spectra are sensitive to 

local environment, specific molecular identities are not available from HERFD XAS or 

conventional XAS. For example, analogous methyl and ethyl mercury compounds have similar 

spectra (not illustrated) due to similarity in immediate coordination of mercury, such that our 

measurements cannot distinguish between different sulfur-bound organometallic mercury 

compounds. The predominant form of mercury in the cerebellum of cat 717 is therefore identified 

as sulfur-bound organometallic mercury, with a minor phase that strongly resembles β–HgS. 

 

Table 9.1. Top 10 best binary linear combination fits.

 f1 component 2 identity f2 F2×106 fit-index 

0.775 β-HgS 0.225 1.5105 0.22 

0.809 [Hg(SR)4]2– 0.191 1.8842 0.59 

0.848 [Hg(SPh)4]2– 0.152 1.9211 0.63 

0.824 HgSe 0.176 1.9316 0.64 

0.847 [Hg(SR)3]– 0.153 1.9579 0.66 

0.833 [Hg(SePh)3]– 0.167 1.9790 0.68 

0.658 CH3Hg–Se(L–Cys) 0.342 2.1631 0.87 

0.899 [HgCl4]2- 0.101 2.2316 0.94 

0.903 (CH3)2Hg 0.097 2.2737 0.98 

0.893 Hg(0) 0.107 2.4263 1.13 

Linear compound fits of the Hg LIII HERFD XAS spectrum of cat 717 cerebellum 

were carried out using the EXAFSPAK program MATCHIT using a library of 21 

different Hg LIII HERFD XAS spectra. In all of the best 10 binary combinations 

(listed in the table) the first (majority) component was found to be methylmercury 

L-cysteineate [CH3Hg–S(L–Cys)], corresponding to fraction f1 in the fits, with the 

remainder fraction (f2) corresponding to a minor component identified in the table. 

The function 𝐹2 (often called χ2, called 𝐹2 here to distinguish it from the EXAFS 

χ) is defined by 𝐹2 = ∑(𝜇 − 𝜇𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐)2 (𝑛 − 2)⁄  where 𝜇 and 𝜇𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐 are the 

experimental and computed signal, respectively, and the sum is over 𝑛 data points 

included in the fit. The fit-index is given by (𝐹2 − 𝐹𝑚𝑖𝑛
2 ) × 106, where 𝐹𝑚𝑖𝑛

2  is 𝐹2 

computed between Fourier filtered (free of high-frequency noise) data and raw data. 

The fit-index effectively and approximately lacks contributions from high-

frequency noise, so that a fit-index value of zero would represent a best possible fit, 

and higher values represent poorer fits.  

.   
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Figure 9.1. High energy resolution fluorescence detected Hg LIII X-

ray absorption near-edge spectra. The HERFD XAS spectrum of 

cat 717 cerebellum (circles) is compared with those of 

methylmercury L-cysteinate, and β–HgS. The striking resemblance 

between the spectrum of cat 717 and methylmercury L-cysteinate 

is clear from the figure. The best fit (solid black line) was obtained 

with 784% methylmercury L-cysteineate and 224% β–HgS; 

errors are three times the estimated standard deviation (99% 

confidence limits) from the diagonal of the variance-covariance 

matrix. 
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Figure 9.2. Comparison of Hg LIII HERFD XAS and standard Hg LIII 

XAS of cat 717 cerebellum showing the dramatically improved 

spectroscopic resolution obtained with HERFD XAS 
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Selenium is important in mercury toxicology (Gailer et al., 2000; Gailer, 2007; MacDonald 

et al., 2015a), so we also examined the Se K-edge HERFD XAS (Nehzati et al., 2018) and found 

no involvement of mercury-selenium interactions in the brain tissue. We used Hg LIII and Se K 

HERFD XAS absorption edge-jumps to estimate the effective concentration to be 70.9 μM Hg and 

5.6 μM Se (wet weight), or some 13-fold excess of mercury. Previous conventional analysis of cat 

717 cerebellum (Eto et al., 2001b) showed selenium below detection limits and total mercury dry 

weight of 62.5 µg.g-1, which is commensurate with our value. Previous analyses also determined 

fractions of methylmercury and inorganic mercury to be 30% and 70%, respectively (Eto et al., 

2001b); the analytical method for methylmercury, however, would be misleading if mercury was 

in a different organometallic form. 

The Hg LIII extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectra and corresponding 

Fourier transforms of cat 717 cerebellum (Figure 9.4) enable us to determine radial structural 

metrics of the mercury environments (Table 9.2). Curve-fitting analysis indicates 2.11 Å Hg–C 

and 2.37 Å Hg–S contacts, characteristic of two-coordinate organometallic mercury. Consistent 

with a minor component of β–HgS, the EXAFS also shows a 2.55 Å Hg–S interaction 

characteristic of its four-coordinate site, together with diagnostic weaker long-range HgHg and 

HgS interactions. Constraining first-shell coordination numbers to the species fractions obtained 

from fitting the Hg LIII HERFD XAS spectra gave the excellent fit shown in Figure 9.4. The 

EXAFS is therefore quantitatively in agreement with the HERFD XAS result that mercury in the 

cerebellum of cat 717 is present as 78% sulfur-bound organometallic mercury, with 22% inorganic 

mercury as β–HgS. Because cat 717 was given the acetaldehyde plant waste directly, our results 

provide experimental evidence related to the composition of the waste. Since there are no known 

plausible pathways to convert inorganic to organometallic mercury in mammalian tissues, the 

presence of predominantly organometallic mercury in the brain of cat 717 clearly shows that the 

primary mercury species in the plant waste was organometallic, and not inorganic as suggested in 

some early reports. In agreement with this, the pathology exhibited by cat 717 (Eto et al., 2001b) 

was that expected for organomercury but not inorganic mercury poisoning.  
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Table 9.2. Hg LIII EXAFS Curve-fitting results. 

Interaction fraction N R (Å) σ2 (Å2) ΔE0 (eV) 

Hg–C1 0.78 1 2.111(5) 0.0027(3) –15.6 

Hg–S1  1 2.371(3) 0.0026(3)  

Hg–S2 0.22 4 2.546(3) 0.0023(3)  

Hg····Hg2  4.2(1) 4.127(4) 0.0040(5)  

Hg····S2  4.2(1) 4.841(8) 0.0050(6)  

Structural parameters for the best fit of the EXAFS spectrum of cat 717 

cerebellum, as shown in Figure 9.4. Interactions Hg–C1 and Hg–S1 are 

attributed to organometallic mercury (first component), and Hg–S2, 

HgS2 and HgHg2 to β–HgS. Values are given for the effective 

coordination numbers N, inter-atomic distances R, and the mean square 

deviation in R, σ2, an index of thermal and static disorder. The threshold 

energy shift ΔE0 was taken from fits to standard compounds of known 

structure, and was fixed at the same value for all interactions included in 

the analysis. Values in parentheses are the estimated standard deviations 

in the last digits obtained from the diagonal of the variance-covariance 

matrix (precisions). Amplitude reduction factor (S0
2
) set to 1.0. 

Coordination numbers in the fit for first-shell interactions were fixed 

according to the known value for the phase multiplied by the fraction 

determined from the HERFD XAS analysis. For the outer shell 

interactions (beyond 4 Å) both N and σ2 were allowed to vary and are not 

thought to be structurally representative. This is typical for disordered 

non-crystalline amorphous systems, such as mercury chalcogenides 

(Gailer et al., 2000) including amorphous β–HgS, because the material 

will contain both disordered and ordered components, with the latter 

dominating the EXAFS. The interatomic distances (R) are, however, 

sensitive indicators of the nature of the material concerned.  
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Figure 9.3. High energy resolution fluorescence detected Se Kα1 X-ray 

absorption near-edge spectra of cat 717, compared with the spectra selected 

standard compounds; L-selenomethionine (aqueous, pH 7.4), L-

selenocysteine (aqueous, pH 4.0), methylmercury L-selenocysteinate 

(solid), and nanoparticulate–HgSe (colloidal). The fit shows no 

contributions from the two mercury-containing species.   
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Figure 9.4. Extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectra 

of cat 717 cerebellum. The EXAFS (a) and Fourier transforms (b) of 

cat 717 cerebellum are compared with the best fits calculated using the 

structural parameters given in Table 9.2. EXAFS Fourier transforms (b) 

are phase-corrected for Hg–S backscattering, with the various 

backscattering interactions included in the curve-fitting analysis 

indicated in the figure. Hg–C1 and Hg–S1 are attributed to sulfur-bound 

organometallic mercury (first component), and Hg–S2, HgS2 and 

HgHg2 to β–HgS.   
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Since the published analysis of the original waste was performed after storage at room 

temperature for decades and presumably had degraded (Eto et al., 2001b), we have used 

computational chemistry to consider the chemical plant processes and expected side-products. The 

Chisso plant employed mercury catalysts to manufacture acetaldehyde through hydration of 

acetylene (Eto et al., 2010; Othmer et al., 1948) using a catalytic method known as alkyne 

oxymercuration (Larock, 2013). The plant also supported a much smaller activity to manufacture 

vinyl chloride, also using mercury catalysts, which is not considered here. This factory, and others 

in Japan, had been using these methods since the early 1930’s. However, no human poisonings 

were recognized in Minamata before 1953. Prior to that recognition in August 1952, the Chisso 

plant had modified their procedures, altering a catalyst regeneration process. 

Figure 9.5 summarizes the major chemical reactions, together with some reaction energies 

from our DFT calculations. Acetylene is bound to Hg2+ by a η2 bond to both carbon atoms to form 

compound 1, in which the carbon atoms are activated for attack by water to form 2 an α-mercuri-

vinyl alcohol. Under acidic conditions protonolysis of the Hg–C bond regenerates inorganic 

catalyst forming vinyl alcohol, which undergoes acid-catalyzed keto-enol tautomerization with 

1,3-hydrogen migration to form the desired product acetaldehyde. However, 2 also undergoes 

similar keto-enol tautomerization to form the α-mercuri-acetaldehyde 3, a stable compound of 

known structure (Halfpenny and Small, 1979). Although 3 can also undergo protonolysis to form 

acetaldehyde, it is less susceptible to this reaction than 2. Therefore, an energetically-favoured by-

product of the Chisso plant, expected under low-acid conditions, is 3, an α-mercuri-acetaldehyde 

which is distinct from methylmercury. It has been suggested that 3 oxidizes to α-mercuri-acetic 

acid species 4, which might spontaneously lose CO2 to form methylmercury species 5 (Takeuchi 

et al., 1999). While the former is plausible, particularly in the presence of oxidizing nitric acid, our 

calculations suggest that decarboxylation is improbable due to a substantial activation barrier of 

316 kJ·mol–1. In agreement with this, α-mercuri-acetic acids are known from the literature 

(Grdenić et al., 1991) to exhibit a stable C–C bond under oxidizing and acidic conditions (Grdenić 

et al., 1984), and only insignificant methylmercury yields have been reported (Kitamura et al., 

1968). Taken together, the evidence is strong that the compound entering the waters of Minamata 

bay, that gave rise to the tragedy of Minamata disease, was species 3 or possibly 4.  
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Figure 9.5. Chemistry of the Chisso chemical plant and its potential side-products. DFT computed 

energy changes kJ·mol–1 are shown adjacent to each of the central reactions. The suggested loss 

of CO2 from 4 to form methylmercury 5 is chemically very unlikely due to the very high activation 

energy of 316 kJ·mol–1. X represents a general substituent of mercury, like chloride, which was 

used for computations. The oxidation 3 to 4 might occur in the environment, after waste emission 

had occurred. 
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In living brain tissue organic mercury species are known to convert to inorganic forms over 

time, being converted to highly insoluble HgSe (Korbas et al., 2010b). However, since cat 717 

lived only a short time after initiation of dosing, these protective processes had no time to occur in 

vivo, likely accounting for the notable absence of HgSe. Exposure of the brain to formaldehyde 

preservative over decades would be expected to change its forms of selenium, but not of Hg. 

Selenocysteine residues (either selenolate R–Se– or selenol R–SeH) would react to form 

selanylmethanol derivatives, or cyclizing with the selenocysteine amino group to form 1,3-

selenazolidine species. However, Hg–Se bonds would be expected to be stable, and their absence 

may be significant in relation to recent suggestions of inhibition of selenoenzymes as a contributor 

to mercury’s toxicity (Ralston et al., 2007). Plausibly, the presence of β-HgS in the cerebellum of 

cat 717 may result from degradation of the original organometallic compounds during storage. 

Conversely, our finding of a majority organometallic mercury species is unlikely to be an artifact 

of storage because there is no chemically plausible method of organometallic mercury derivatives 

forming.  

We have shown through newly developed X-ray spectroscopic techniques that cat 717 was 

exposed to primarily organometallic mercury compounds, and hence we can conclude that these 

were the dominant mercury species in the acetaldehyde plant waste. This is in agreement with the 

signs exhibited by the cat and with subsequent pathology investigations (Eto et al., 2001b). Our 

analysis of the chemistry indicates that the plant effluent probably contained an α-mercuri-

acetaldehyde species (3 or 4 in Figure 9.5) and that that was the species that gave rise to the tragedy 

of Minamata disease. We believe this evidence indicates that natural biomethylative processes 

within Minmata Bay initially played no major role in the tragedy, and suggests that exposure to 

methylmercury compounds were not specifically involved. The consequences of a different 

organometallic mercury species being the cause of the Minamata poisoning should be re-evaluated.  
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CHAPTER 10. General Discussion and Future Directions 

 

The results in this dissertation address questions relating to mercury toxicity using the 

structural information gained from spectroscopic and computation chemistry tools. Structural 

knowledge of toxic compounds is important in the understanding of toxicological mechanisms and 

can be useful in managing the strategic efforts of environmental remediation and the design of 

optimal sequestering agents. XAS is a powerful structural tool that can serve to answer molecular 

toxicology questions and probe element-specific structural information. This was evident in 

Chapter 4 with the structural identification of the solution chemistry responsible for the drastic 

changes in toxicity observed using a standard laboratory reagent. XAS does however have its 

limitation as was seen in Chapter 5 which is that XAS on its own was unable to identify the possible 

chelating properties of a compound like AB9 and its labile ligands when analyzing the solution 

structure. Using newly available advanced synchrotron techniques, the chemical and concentration 

sensitivities of XAS are improved with HERFD XAS. These new advancements in structural 

characterization were used to identify important species of mercury possibly involved in the 

mutagenic activity of Hg(II) and the devastating symptoms associated with Minamata Disease. 

The following sections expand on aspects of the preceding chapters and surveys the prospect of 

future directions.  

10.1 Mercury Sequestration   

Molecular studies on mercury toxicity are complex due to the variable chemical forms and 

varied toxicological profiles. This was evident in the molecular studies on the extreme 

modification of toxicity presented in zebrafish larvae with both organic and inorganic forms of 

mercury with 1-phenyl-2-thiourea (PTU). Due to this unsuited effect, we discontinued the use of 

PTU in studies of mercury in zebrafish larvae. The dithiol AB9 was considered for its suitability 

in effectively treating acute inorganic mercury accumulation in zebrafish larvae. XFI was 

conducted to visualize the fate of mercury in zebrafish larvae, and results showed the unloading of 

mercury from custom accumulation patterns. Mortality studies however showed an increase in 

zebrafish larvae deaths which may indicate harmful redistribution of mercury to other parts of the 

body. EXAFS and DFT results showed that AB9 could provide the necessary framework to chelate 
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mercury in a close-to-linear two-coordinate geometry. Future work into the fate of redistributed 

mercury from the livers of zebrafish larvae is merited to establish answers to the increased 

mortality. As well, the effectiveness of AB9 in ameliorating acute methylmercury exposures in 

zebrafish would be worth pursuing as the toxicological fate of methylmercury species in zebrafish 

is different from inorganic mercury species. Korbas et al. (2012) reported highest methylmercury 

accumulation in the eye lens epithelial cells, as opposed to the olfactory epithelium and kidney for 

inorganic mercury accumulation (Korbas et al., 2012). An interesting extension of the work in this 

dissertation would be to pursue studies that compare the effectiveness of AB9 with both acute and 

chronic doses of mercury compounds. The patterns of mercury accumulation with chronic 

exposure are not well studied. 

Multidentate thiols are still the leading treatment option for sequestering agents used in 

mercury poisoning cases. Meso-2,3-dimercaptosuccinic acid (DMSA) and 2,3-dimercapto-1-

propanesulfonic acid (DMPS) (Figure 1.1) are often prescribed for treatment of mercury toxicity 

(Aaseth et al., 2018). These compounds are structurally similar with vicinal dithiols, however as 

was previously mentioned, neither dithiol was found to form true chelates with Hg2+ (George et 

al., 2004). This could be due to the small bite angle between the vicinal dithiols which is unable to 

accommodate the two-coordinate, linear geometry preferred for mercuric ions, without the penalty 

of high steric strain. Reports have also shown success with combination treatments using lipophilic 

and hydrophilic agents in unison to target different physiological criteria (Aeseth et al., 2018). 

Researchers proposed British antilewisite (BAL) (Figure 1.1) for lipophilic targets such as tubulin 

in the brain, followed by activity of DMSA or DMPS for assistance with excretion from the body 

(Aeseth et al., 2018). Ligands with high affinity towards mercury and with a binding environment 

flexible and accommodating to mercury ions is essential, as seen with all three ligand types 

presented in this dissertation – PTU, AB9, and thymine bases.  

The metalloregulatory protein MerR exhibits exceptional ultrasensitivity towards mercuric 

ions as high as 1.0 ± 0.3 x 108, even in the presence of competitive dithiols (Watton et al., 1990). 

The binding geometry is through three cysteinate residues to produce a trigonal planar geometry 

(Wright et al., 1990). Fu et al. (2011) designed a multidentate thiolate compound, using a 

biomimetic approach from the MerR model and from extending the AB9 compound (Fu et al., 

2011). The custom chelator is a close analogue of B9 with a few modifications which include the 

addition of a third ligand and extension of the ligand chain length to provide a protracted 
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coordination environment to accommodate mercury ions very close to ideal trigonal geometry (Fu 

et al., 2011). The computed structural parameters for this custom chelator to a mercuric ion were 

2.429 Å HgS bond-lengths and 120.0 for SHgS angles (Fu et al., 2011). It would be interesting 

to study molecular coordination using XAS or HERFD XAS of this custom chelator with inorganic 

and organic forms of mercury. Also, vertebrate treatment studies of this custom chelator following 

the exposure of either organic or inorganic forms of mercury would be worth performing. Results 

may aid in the design and development of a true chelator of mercury that could prove useful in 

therapeutic settings. 

10.2 Theoretical Excited States Methods 

Sophisticated computational methods using quantum mechanical theory calculate excited 

states of molecules which provide electronic structural information of molecules that can aid in 

understanding experimental near-edge spectra. The software used in this dissertation calculate 

based on ab initio wavefunctions and each program has their own strengths and limitations. StoBe-

deMon software use the linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) to solve Kohn-Sham DFT 

calculations. Regarding near-edge spectral interpretation, the energy position of spectral features 

are a result of the eigenstates of final state Hamiltonians in the presence of a core hole and the X-

ray transition intensity is as a result of the valence states in the initial ground states (Cavalleri et 

al., 2005). StoBe-deMon code use half-core-hole (HCH) approximations that aim to balance the 

contribution between initial and final state effects. One of the limitations of StoBe-deMon code is 

the inability to apply all electron-relativistic effects to the wavefunction approximations which is 

imperative with larger atoms, such as mercury. ORCA software is another suitable computational 

chemistry package which provides flexibility with user-defined parameters such as all-electron 

relativistic contracted basis sets. With increasing popularity, time-dependent density functional 

theory (TDDFT) is a system modelling many-body systems with time-dependent potentials. Based 

on the Hohenberg-Kohn (HK) theorem, TDDFT simulates one electron excitations. The TDDFT 

method is not ideal for theoretical L-edge spectroscopy due to the neglect in multiplet structures. 

Restricted-open-shell configuration interaction with single excitation (ROCIS) method is yet 

another approach which incorporates multiplet structure and spin orbit coupling (SOC) and is 

therefore most appropriate in L and M-edge simulations. ROCIS constructs approximations 

accounting for the many multiplets in the 2p5ndn+1 (for 2p excitations) configuration together with 
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corrections from SOC effects. A preliminary comparison of the various methods described above, 

to calculate the excited states of Se K-edge using an R-Se-S-R model is shown in Figure 10.1. The 

experimental data is seleno-sulfocystine shown in black. All three ab initio methods produce 

similar excited stick spectra and seemingly identical excited state molecular orbital diagrams to 

the 4p antibonding molecular orbitals (*) of sulfur (LUMO) and carbon (LUMO + 1) (Figure 

10.2). Further work with a rigorous evaluation comparing various computational methods, 

accompanied with near-edge standard models would be worthwhile to establish the best practices 

in understanding mercury and selenium near-edges.  
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Figure 10.1. Comparison of Se K-edge excited state transitions of R-Se-S-

R model using different ab initio based code. Near-edge spectrum is of 

seleno-sulfocystine (black line). Note: ROCIS calculation is without SOC 

correction. 

 

 

 
Figure 10.2. Molecular orbital diagrams from ab initio calculations comparing 

results from different codes.   
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10.3 Advanced Spectroscopic Techniques 

The results of this dissertation established the development of new methodologies to 

investigate distinctive signatures in near-edge spectra of mercury and selenium compounds, as 

well as methods to probe dilute, biologically, and environmentally relevant levels. With respect to 

spectral resolution, HERFD XAS improved the observed Hg LIII-L1 edge spectra considerably 

compared to the Se K1 edge spectra. Yet regarding concentration sensitivity, HERFD XAS 

improved the capabilities of detecting dilute levels with Se K1 edge spectra with better 

background signal rejection compared to the Hg LIII-L1 edge spectra. And favourably, the 

HERFD XAS Hg LIII-L1 emission peak was broader and showed less variability between 

different chemical forms compared to the HERFD XAS Se K1 emission peak. All things 

considered, there is no doubt that HERFD XAS will significantly advance molecular studies of 

mercury toxicity. With the improvements in modern spectroscopic techniques achieving better 

detection limits, the ability to probe the natural limits of elements comes with great enthusiasm. 

The utility of HERFD type spectrometers to probe with great selectivity and sensitivity has already 

shown profound improvements in the measurements at unforeseen levels. 

A further development from this would be the targeting of minor-line X-ray emission 

spectroscopy (XES) which has recently demonstrated high potential. Doonan et al. (2005) assigned 

the K4 and K valence-to-core (VtC) transitions of oxo-Mo, correlating to a metal 4d to metal 

1s transition and crossover ligand 2s to metal 1s transition, respectively. The intensity of the latter 

transition was reported to directly correlate to the bond-length and the position correlate to the 

ligand binding (Glatzel and Bergmann, 2005). Furthermore, the energy of the large K2,5 feature 

represents the Fermi level (Glatzel and Bergmann, 2005). Because these crossover transitions 

involve ligand-valence to metal-core transitions, distinguishing between ligands with close atomic 

numbers, for example carbon, nitrogen or oxygen, is feasible since valence orbitals possess the 

information on the binding energies of the atomic species. This sensitivity to distinguish between 

similar atomic species is highly valuable since such a distinction is not feasible with EXAFS. VtC 

XES has been successfully applied to a number of experiments. Hall et al. (2014) used VtC XES 

spectra for ligand identity and electronic structure of a number of manganese nitride and oxo 

complexes. Experimental results showed pre-edge features with distinct energetic shifts for 

different oxygen and nitrogen ligands (Hall et al., 2014). March et al. (2015) also detected time-
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resolved transient intermediates of solution-phase ferrocyanide redox reactions. Their results 

lacked signal strength but they theorized improved counting statistics would help gather 

meaningful information from the spectrum. A future extension of this dissertation might be in 

monitoring the intensity and ratio between different satellite emission energies. Table 10.1 lists a 

series of satellite K and L emission lines with their corresponding electronic transitions. As these 

transitions involve the frontier molecular orbitals of selenium and mercury, examination of these 

emission lines might give insights into the electron occupancy of difference compounds and hence 

their bonding.  

 

Table 10.1. Minor emission lines and corresponding electronic transitions.

   Selenium   Mercury  

Line Transition Line Transition 

K1 3p3/2  1s L5 5d  2p3/2 

K2 4p  1s L6 5d  2p1/2 

K3 3p1/2  1s L7 5s  2p3/2 

K4 4d  1s L8 5s  2p1/2 

K5 3d  1s L4 5p  2p (both LIII and LII) 

K Ligand 2s  1s   

 

 

Doonan et al. (2005) compared the emission rate of K4/K1 and K/K1 transitions to recognize 

the different ligand contributions to the molecular orbitals of oxo-molybdenum compounds 

(Doonan et al., 2005). VtC XES has been probed for 3d (Glatzel and Bergmann, 2005) and 4d 

(Doonan et al., 2005) metals, and could feasibly be applied to Se and Hg satellite emission lines. 

The major requirement for this to be practical is to achieve a high resolving power of energy. 

Finally, the optics used to apply high-energy resolution X-ray spectrometry can be adapted 

for enhanced results. The HERFD XAS spectrometer at SSRL utilizes Johann-type geometry 

crystals which compared to Johansson-type geometry lacks energy resolution because it is not 

exact point-to-point imaging. Utilizing Johansson ground-bent crystals may further improve the 

speciating and sensitivity capabilities of HERFD XAS. Furthermore, energy dispersive operations 

which collect the whole spectrum simultaneously in a single shot (Alonso-Mori et al., 2012) 

compared to the scanning setup at SSRL would not only save time, but also provide a whole RIXS 

spectrum of the scan which would alleviate the uncertainty when it comes to choosing the emission 
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energy to set when scanning composite samples or ultra-dilute samples and accompanying poorer 

signal-to-noise.  

Molecular studies into mercury toxicity has its challenges, though we are achieving great 

success implementing advanced methodologies. New analytical tools are just beginning to fulfill 

the gaps and uncover great potential in mercury research, making the future in molecular studies 

into mercury toxicity very promising.  
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A: Supplementary Information for Chapter 4 

 

Table A.1. Statistical significance values for comparison of deaths in HgCl2 versus HgCl2 with 

phenylthiourea groups. 

 
2 µM HgCl2 vs 

2 µM HgCl2 + 100 µM PTU 

4 µM HgCl2 vs 

4 µM HgCl2 + 100 µM PTU 

Day 1 P < 0.001 P < 0.0001 

Day 2 P < 0.0001 P < 0.0001 

Day 3 P < 0.0001 P < 0.0001 

 

 

 

Table A.2. Statistical significance values for comparison of deaths in CH3HgCl versus CH3HgCl 

with phenylthiourea groups. 

 
0.5 µM CH3HgCl vs 

0.5 µM CH3HgCl + 100 µM PTU 

Day 1 Not significant 

Day 2 P < 0.0001 

Day 3 P < 0.0001 

 

 

 

Table A.3. T-test values. 

 4 µM HgCl2 
4 µM HgCl2 

+ PTU 

0.2 µM CH3HgCl 

+ PTU 

0.2 µM CH3HgCl 

+ PTU 

Fish 1 0.1297 0.002200 0.04589 0.07668 

Fish 2 0.1225 0.00161 0.06792 0.12224 

Fish 3 0.1132 0.00234 0.05066 0.08737 

Mean 0.1218 0.00198 0.05482 0.09421 

P value 0.001662 0.028974 
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Appendix B: Supplementary Information for Chapter 8 

 

Table B.1. Crystal data and structure refinement. 

Hg-bis(1-methylthymine) 

Empirical formula  C12 H14 Hg N4 O4 Crystal size 0.190 x 0.070 x 0.040 mm3 

Formula weight  478.86 Theta range for data collection 3.065 to 27.438° 

Temperature  173(2) K Index ranges -5 ≤ h ≤ 5, -11 ≤ k ≤ 15, -17≤ l ≤ 16 

Wavelength  0.71073 Å Reflections collected 6670 

Crystal system  Monoclinic Independent reflections 1560 [R(int) = 0.0172] 

Space group  P21/c Completeness to theta = 25.242° 99.90% 

Unit cell dimensions 

  

  

a = 4.3903(2) Å α = 90° Absorption correction Multi-scan 

b = 11.7232(4) Å β = 91.5640(10)° Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2 

c = 13.2976(5) Å  = 90° Data / restraints / parameters 1560 / 0 / 99 

Volume 684.15(5) Å3 Goodness-of-fit on F2 1.193 

Z 2 Final R indices [I > 2sigma(I)] R1 = 0.0124, wR2 = 0.0272 

Density (calculated) 2.325 mg/m3 R indices (all data) R1 = 0.0147, wR2 = 0.0280 

Absorption coefficient 11.271 mm-1 Largest diff. peak and hole 0.455 and -0.364 e.Å-3 

F(000) 452 
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Table B.2. Atomic coordinates (x 104) and equivalent isotropic displacement parameters (Å2x 103) for Hg-bis(1-methylthymine. U (eq) 

is defined as one third of the trace of the orthogonalized Uij tensor. Anisotropic displacement parameters (Å2x 103) for Hg-bis(1-

methylthymine. The anisotropic displacement factor exponent takes the form: -2p2 [h2 a*2U11 + ... + 2 h k a* b* U12]. 

 
x y z U(eq) U11 U22 U33 U23 U13 U12 

Hg(1) 5000 5000 5000 15(1) 17(1)  16(1) 13(1)  3(1) 1(1)  -2(1) 

N(1) 9521(5) 7465(2) 3284(2) 21(1) 21(1)  18(1) 23(1)  5(1) 2(1)  0(1) 

O(2) 10035(4) 6770(2) 4908(1) 24(1) 27(1)  28(1) 18(1)  0(1) -4(1)  -4(1) 

N(3) 6614(4) 5924(2) 3845(1) 15(1) 18(1)  15(1) 13(1)  4(1) 2(1)  -2(1) 

O(4) 3274(4) 5001(2) 2810(1) 26(1) 28(1)  22(1) 27(1)  -2(1) -3(1)  -7(1) 

C(2) 8814(5) 6722(2) 4063(2) 17(1) 18(1)  16(1) 19(1)  1(1) 3(1)  3(1) 

C(4) 5234(5) 5742(2) 2910(2) 17(1) 19(1)  14(1) 18(1)  0(1) 1(1)  5(1) 

C(5) 6223(5) 6474(2) 2123(2) 16(1) 19(1)  16(1) 14(1)  4(1) 1(1)  3(1) 

C(6) 8243(5) 7310(2) 2342(2) 20(1) 21(1)  20(1) 19(1)  8(1) 3(1)  4(1) 

C(9) 11559(6) 8440(2) 3503(2) 26(1) 25(1)  22(1) 32(1)  7(1) -1(1)  -4(1) 

C(10) 4916(6) 6297(3) 1083(2) 28(1) 34(1)  33(2) 17(1)  5(1) -3(1)  2(1) 

H(6) 8806 7814 1819 24       

H(9A) 11856 8877 2885 39       

H(9B) 13531 8158 3761 39       

H(9C) 10644 8932 4008 39       

H(10A) 5560 6921 647 42       

H(10B) 2686 6285 1104 42       

H(10C) 5644 5570 817 42       
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Table B.3. Bond-lengths for Hg-bis(1-methylthymine). 

Atoms Bond-lengths (Å) 

Hg(1)-N(3) 2.0235(18) 

Hg(1)-N(3)#1 2.0235(18) 

O(2)-C(2) 1.233(3) 

O(4)-C(4) 1.228(3) 

N(1)-C(6) 1.371(3) 

N(1)-C(2) 1.395(3) 

N(1)-C(9) 1.475(3) 

N(3)-C(2) 1.370(3) 

N(3)-C(4) 1.384(3) 

C(4)-C(5) 1.431(3) 

C(5)-C(6) 1.348(3) 

C(5)-C(10) 1.497(3) 

C(6)-H(6) 0.9500 

C(9)-H(9A) 0.9800 

C(9)-H(9B) 0.9800 

C(9)-H(9C) 0.9800 

C(10)-H(10A) 0.9800 

C(10)-H(10B) 0.9800 

C(10)-H(10C) 0.9800 

#1 -x+1, -y+1, -z+1 symmetry transformations 
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 Table B.4. Bond angles for Hg-bis(1-methylthymine). 

Atoms Angles () 

N(3)-Hg(1)-N(3)#1 180.0 

C(6)-N(1)-C(2) 120.1(2) 

C(6)-N(1)-C(9) 121.0(2) 

C(2)-N(1)-C(9) 118.9(2) 

C(2)-N(3)-C(4) 125.74(19) 

C(2)-N(3)-Hg(1) 117.67(15) 

C(4)-N(3)-Hg(1) 116.45(15) 

O(2)-C(2)-N(3) 120.7(2) 

O(2)-C(2)-N(1) 123.2(2) 

N(3)-C(2)-N(1) 116.1(2) 

O(4)-C(4)-N(3) 119.7(2) 

O(4)-C(4)-C(5) 124.8(2) 

N(3)-C(4)-C(5) 115.5(2) 

C(6)-C(5)-C(4) 119.3(2) 

C(6)-C(5)-C(10) 122.3(2) 

C(4)-C(5)-C(10) 118.5(2) 

C(5)-C(6)-N(1) 123.0(2) 

C(5)-C(6)-H(6) 118.5 

N(1)-C(6)-H(6) 118.5 

N(1)-C(9)-H(9A) 109.5 

N(1)-C(9)-H(9B) 109.5 

H(9A)-C(9)-H(9B) 109.5 

N(1)-C(9)-H(9C) 109.5 

H(9A)-C(9)-H(9C) 109.5 

H(9B)-C(9)-H(9C) 109.5 

C(5)-C(10)-H(10A) 109.5 

C(5)-C(10)-H(10B) 109.5 

H(10A)-C(10)-H(10B) 109.5 

C(5)-C(10)-H(10C) 109.5 

H(10A)-C(10)-H(10C) 109.5 

#1 -x+1, -y+1, -z+1 symmetry transformations 

 

 


